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Abstract
Robots have constantly been moving towards better design and increased predictability in task
execution, leading to expanding and increasing robot presence in several fields and applications.
One of which is modular robots in large scientific facilities. Modular robots are characterised
for not having a fixed configuration but this presents challenges that need to be overcome, to
benefit from the large set of advantages. The large scientific facilities presents a challenging
environment for robot deployment due to the presence of hazard like ionising radiation and
access controlled complicated environment.
This thesis explains, the elements of criteria & constraints, hardware design of the robot system
and connector mechanism, applications and RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability
and Safety) approach. The basic applications in maintenance tasks is presented along with
advanced applications of cooperation, collaboration and integration with planning tool using
robot prototype and simulation results. This work extends the use of modular robotic systems
to prevent human interventions for maintenance tasks in workspaces with ionising radiation
hazard.
The different research performed towards improving the RAMS aspects of robot deployment are
presented with experiments and results. They focus on mobile robot energy optimisation, force
sensorless estimation of external force and energy perspective for bilateral control in telemanip-
ulation.
The thesis assesses the use of a modular robot system to perform maintenance and inspection
tasks such as, remote inspection, manipulation and cooperation with deployed or existing robotic
systems inside the facilities. The proposed heterogeneous modular robotic system is evaluated
using simulations and the prototype across selected robot configuration to perform tasks. Re-
sults obtained, show the advantages and ability of the modular robot to perform the necessary
maintenance tasks, as well as its flexibility to adapt and evolve depending on the future needs.
Therefore, proving to be a possible solution for inclusion in large scientific facilities to perform
maintenance tasks.
ix

Resumen
Los robots se han ido moviendo constantemente hacia un mejor diseño y una mejor predicción en
la ejecución de tareas, lo que ha conllevado a un incremento de su presencia en diferentes áreas
y aplicaciones. Una de ellas son los robots modulares en grandes instalaciones científicas. Los
robots modulares se caracterizan por no tener una configuración fija, pero esto presenta desafíos
que hay que superar, para beneficiarse de la amplia serie de ventajas. Las grandes instalaciones
científicas se presentan como un entorno difícil para el despliegue de robots debido a la presencia
de radiación y un acceso controlado y restringido al sitio de trabajo.
En esta tesis se explican los criterios y limitaciones, el diseño del hardware de robots modu-
lares así como un conector de módulos, todo esto utilizando el enfoque RAMS por sus siglas
en ingles (Fiabilidad, Disponibilidad, Mantenibilidad y Seguridad). Se presentan aplicaciones
básicas en tareas de mantenimiento así como aplicaciones avanzadas de cooperación, colabo-
ración e integración utilizando resultados obtenidos tanto en simulación como en los prototipos
desarrollados. Este trabajo extiende el uso de sistemas robóticos modulares para evitar la in-
tervención humana durante tareas de mantenimiento en los espacios de trabajo con riesgo de
radiación ionizante.
Los diferentes trabajos de investigación realizados con el fin de mejorar los aspectos del RAMS
en el despliegue de robots son presentados junto con los experimentos realizados y los resultados
obtenidos. Estas mejoras se centran en la optimización del consumo de energía, la estimación
de fuerzas externas sin sensores y la perspectiva energética del control bilateral en telemanipu-
lación.
La tesis evalúa el uso de un sistema robótico modular para realizar tareas de mantenimiento,
tales como la inspección remota, la manipulación y la cooperación con otros sistemas robóticos
existentes. El sistema heterogéneo propuesto se ha evalúado mediante simulaciones y diferentes
prototipos. Los resultados obtenidos, muestran las ventajas y la capacidad de los robots modu-
lares para realizar las tareas de mantenimiento, así como su flexibilidad para adaptarse a medida
que las necesidades cambian. Por lo tanto, han demostrando ser una posible solución para su
inclusión en grandes instalaciones científicas para realizar tareas de mantenimiento.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Goals
The thesis pursues the general objective of preventing and reducing human intervention for in-
creased safety in ionizing environments through the use of modular robotic solutions. There are
four major goals pursued in this thesis. Firstly, study the use of reconfigurable modular robot
systems with respect to the execution of maintenance tasks in large scientific facilities with
ionising radiation. Secondly, propose and evaluate a modular robot design, its different robot
configurations along with connector mechanism to satisfy the task requirements. It also in-
cludes the development of methods and testing of the scenarios for modular robot development.
Thirdly, to identify and provide solutions to make modular robot deployment adhere to the Re-
liability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) requirement of the facilities. Lastly,
to use a Systems Engineering (SE) approach to design and implement modular robot solution in
the large scientific facilities. The research is focused on presenting prototype and simulations of
modular robot system over conventional robots in task execution for maintenance tasks in large
scientific facilities.
1.2 Motivation
The field of robotics has spread and evolved to new areas and needs in different industries.
New fields of robots have emerged such as, mobile, humanoid, medical, aerial robots. Moving
forward as applications of robots started increasing. The shift towards reusing the robots and its
components (especially in software and hardware) for various purposes.
The environment in this work is large scientific facilities which have to deal with the hazard
of ionising radiation like particle accelerators CERN (acronym for Conseil Europén pour la
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Recherche Nucleaire) and Super Fragment Separator (Super-FRS) at GSI Helmholtz Centre for
Heavy Ion Research GmbH and other facilities.
In high-energy physics, the tendency is to perform experiments with higher and higher energies.
Due to the continued use of the facilities and push towards higher energies, there is potential
for stronger activation of accelerator components as time progress. This will lead to incorporate
more robotic solutions into the facility operations where the ionising radiation hazard is present.
These facilities are large and classified into the different sections, each having varying needs.
At CERN, the remote handling and conventional robotic development activities were started
for the same goal of preventing human intervention and continued to evolve [1, 2] to include
industrial robots [3], tele-operated manipulators on a remote vehicle [4] and mobile robots [5,
6], but building and maintaining conventional robots is time consuming and resource intensive.
Therefore, there is a need for a flexible robotic solution that is able to adapt to changing needs.
Study of a modular robot in this context is therefore, presented in this thesis.
The idea of modular robotics is to move away from rigid, limited task robotic systems to varying
degrees of flexible robot systems. This was triggered by the ascertainment that, in workspaces
where ionising radiation is present, the tasks vary over the lifetime of the robot deployment.
Modularity is an approach that sub-divides a system into smaller modules that can be indepen-
dently created and improved upon to come together to provide the different systems functional-
ities [7] [8]. To achieve the flexibility, modularity plays a key role. The parameters driving for it
would increase operational utility, reduction in development time over the life time of the robot,
testing alternative deployment, maintenance and decommissioning cost along with amendable
performance.
Modular robots explore in the direction of adaptability and flexibility in robot design [9]. They
are composed of individual modules that can connect in different ways with each other to man-
ifest different morphologies or robot configurations. Modular robots are broadly classified
into single basic modules (Homogeneous) [10–12] and different basic modules [13] (Hetero-
geneous). Modular robots use of few elements and identical modules provides the opportunity
to replace modules on failure and include redundancy for safety. Different components of the
modular robot system allow the robot configuration to adapt and continue performing operations
such as locomotion, navigation and executing the tasks in the environment, even after being im-
peded by obstacles.
1.3 Outline
This thesis is structured into six chapters.
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In chapter 2, emphasis on the use of modular robots in large scientific facilities which have to
cope with ionising radiation hazard in workspace.
In chapter 3, the state of art, classification and characterisation of modular robots is presented
along with constraints and tasks in large scientific facilities.
In chapter 4, the design of modular robot system is presented along with prototype and simu-
lation of robot configuration. The connector mechanism requirements are discussed along with
the proposed design.
In chapter 5, the RAMS approach is introduced and research done to improve these parameters
for robots is presented in three cases. Energy management for mobile robots, external force
estimation using robot model and energy consumption, energy perspective of bilateral control
for telemanipulation are presented.
In chapter 6, the collaboration and cooperation between modular robots configurations and with
existing conventional robots deployments in the large scientific facility are explored and results
are presented.
In chapter 7, the conclusions of different research done during the thesis. The main contributions
are detailed along with the directions for future research.

Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This thesis focusses on the maintenance tasks in large science facilities that have to cope with
the hazard of ionising radiation. These facilities are generally experimental physics facilities
like particle accelerators (CERN) and experimental fusion reactors (ITER 1) which push the
frontiers of particle physics and nuclear physics. CERN and ITER are the current largest particle
accelerator complex and the largest experimental fusion reactor design respectively. The CERN
facility was used as the primary working environment for the thesis.
Due to ionising radiation and safety requirements, the maintenance task in the hazardous envi-
ronment is becoming remote handling and robotic centric.This chapter also presents the founda-
tion for the need of modular robotic solution for maintenance tasks in large scientific facilities
with ionising radiation present in workspace. A background of radiation protection is presented
along with history of robotics and modular robot deployments.
2.1 Modular robots
In robotics, conventional robots have established their use in various platforms and environ-
ments. Focussing on the industrial and scientific facilities, industrial arms [14] and mobile
teleoperated platforms [4] among other conventional robots have been significantly useful in
performing predetermined tasks successfully. Despite the advantages shown by the conven-
tional robots, they are limited by their fixed morphology, limited capabilities, long development
time, and high initial costs. Adaptability has been a key trait observed in nature for the survival
of different living organisms. When a robot displays this trait its functionality would not be
limited to actions initially conceived but will evolve depending on the need. When the robot is
not able to evolve to the needs, new platforms need to be developed.
1 ITER - International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
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Modularity by definition is the ability of the system components to separate and recombine [7]
[15] to extend the adaptability of the system. Modular robots explore more in the direction of
adaptability in robot design [9], as they are composed of individual modules that can connect in
different ways with each other to manifest different morphologies or robot configurations. They
can adapt to new tasks and environments by changing into different structures or configurations
and are being used in various domains due to their form and adaptability in comparison to
conventional robots as, increased adaptability would see longer use of them.
Modular robots have low fabrication cost with respect to developing different conventional
robots that perform different tasks due to reuse of the fundamental blocks to achieve differ-
ent morphologies and functionality. While modular robots are broadly classified into Homoge-
neous, example being M-TRAN [16], ATRON [17] and Heterogeneous systems like ODIN [18],
SMART [19] modular robotic systems. The difference being in using one type of module (ho-
mogeneous) versus many different basic modules (heterogeneous). The use of few fundamental
blocks allow better testing of the same. It also provides an opportunity to easily replace modules
on failure. Duplication in the use of modules to perform a task increases the redundancy of the
robot, leading to better tolerance to faults, similar to the practice in space missions. The diversity
and complexity of the system increases with the number of modules and therefore care needs
should be taken to ensure robust control and manipulation of the modular robot system. The
different modules allow the robot to dynamically adapt its configuration to continue performing
operations such as manoeuvring, navigating and executing the tasks in the environment, even
after being impeded by obstacles.
(a) Homogeneous robot - ATRON [17] (b) Heterogeneous systems - ODIN [18]
Figure 2.1: Classification of modular robot
Robots in scientific facilities
Large facilities dealing with the hazard of ionizing radiation are generally nuclear fission, nu-
clear fusion reactors and large scientific facilities which conduct experiments in particle physics
using accelerators. The thesis focuses on large scientific facilities like CERN (European Orga-
nization for Nuclear Research, Geneva) and GSI-FAIR (GSI Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion
Research, Darmstadt) as the primary environment, where particle beams are generated and ac-
celerated to perform experiments. These beams interact with matter and activation of the matter
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occurs. The strength of activation depends on the length of exposure, strength of the beam,
material properties and others. When the experiment is shutdown for maintenance or other in-
terventions within the ionizing radiation facility, the maintenance crew and others who enter
are exposed to the residual radiation. Measures to ensure the crew safety [20] like As Low As
Reasonable Achievable (ALARA) are followed at CERN. CERN has multiple accelerators that
feed the particles to next accelerator through a large tunnel network. As new experiment and
processes are set with higher beam energy the residual radiation increases. Hence deploying
robots to perform the tasks in accelerator tunnels is preferred, provided the platform achieves
the safety and robustness required for deployment in such facilities.
Various conventional robots have already been introduced to large scientific facilities. At CERN,
the first remote handling development activities were started early [1, 2], and continued to evolve
to include industrial robots (ISLODE robots [3] ), teleoperated manipulators on a remote vehicle
(Mantis [4]) , and mobile robots (TIM -Train Inspection Monorail [5], Telemax [6] ). In other
environments dealing with ionising radiation like the nuclear power plants decommissioning,
hot cell operations and inspection, many different conventional robots [21] have been designed
and implemented. But as the facility caters to a fixed task, using a conventional robot was
sufficient. Some of the designs also took the modular approach like the ARTISAN hydraulic
manipulator [22]. Modular robotic systems are usually an inventory of modules that may be
assembled in different ways to form different robot configurations. As, this thesis is focussed on
modular robot solutions, this section presents some of the significant contributions of the field.
2.1.1 History
Initially reconfigurable robots were designed to add versatility to robotic manipulator [23–28].
These robots consisted of rigid link modules of varying lengths and actuator modules with vary-
ing degrees of freedom (DoF). In this system the user rearranges the modules for tasks and
dynamic parameters of the links are automatically generated which is an advantage over tradi-
tional robotic manipulators. The concept of configurable robotic system with the biologically
inspired cellular robot (CEBOT) was introduced in the year 1998 [8, 29]. In this each module has
independent processors and motors that can communicate with each other to approach, connect
and separate automatically.
In the early nineties the work of Yim [30, 31] at Stanford University, popularized and extended
the idea to fully autonomous Robots including locomotion [11, 32, 33] and developed lattice
style configuration systems. In the later nineties [34–36] also developed hardware and con-
tributed in aspects of distributed programming, configuration, self recognition and kinematic
planning of motions for rearrangement between configurations. It lead to developing distributed
algorithms and decentralized control based on local communication [37]. Further, robots with
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non-lattice structure were also developed based on heterogeneous modules [38, 39] for enter-
tainment and field robotics use.
2.1.2 Advantages of modular robotic system
Modular robotics has been inspired from different fields such as psychology, biology and indus-
try. A crucial role has been played by industry towards modular approach, an example can be
seen in electronics chips which became modular and speedy iterations were released. The main
advantages of applying the modularity in robotics are increased versatility, robustness and low
fabrication cost.
Versatility: One of the key features of modular robot is the ability and flexibility to create dif-
ferent robot configurations based on a set of components combined in different ways to achieve
wide range of applications.
Robustness: Ability to easily repair, replace or adapt through redundancy is another key feature
that provides robustness to the system. Firstly, the modular approach usually results in higher
robustness per module due to its simplicity and testing. Secondly, the effect of each module
within the system has a limited impact on the overall performance, thus leading to failure mit-
igation. Hence, the result is degradation of failure instead of a catastrophe as in non-redundant
systems.
Low-cost: The factors driving the low cost of fabrication over the life cycle of the robot de-
ployment are the flexibility and modularity presented by the modular robot system. The lower
life cycle cost of the robot deployment is due to reduced time and cost for designing new robot
configurations that increase operational utility and for partial upgrades depending on the need.
The conceptual design of a modular robotic system determines the behaviour of the whole sys-
tem. There are important characteristics concerning module design that determine the structural
and morphology constraints including size and performance of the system during the execution
of tasks. Some of these considerations are:
• Robot morphologies (configurations, modules, size, energy, torque etc..).
• Connection mechanism with information and/or power transfer.
• Module classification and function.
• Application and task requirements fulfilment.
The above mentioned gain most precedence among the requirements of modular robot
design.
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In order to justify the use of modular robot system, it is important to focus on the presented
needs and leave space for future applications by finding an equilibrium between versatility, cost
and robustness. The challenge for modular robots is to ensure efficient execution of wide range
of tasks with considerably simple set of modules.
2.1.3 Classifications
In modular systems the belief is that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. A compli-
cated system is divided into different functional modules with defined interfaces to be highly
portable, simple and logical. Modular robots represent an alternative to conventional robots,
which are highly specialized and limited to specific tasks. Modular robotic systems attempt to
bring benefits of versatility, robustness and lower cost over fixed parameter conventional robot
design.
Module - It is the simplest component of the system and has docking interfaces or connec-
tion mechanism that allow transfer of mechanical forces, electrical energy and communication
signals in a wired system throughout the robot configuration.
Robot configuration - Refers to robot system consisting of a finite number of modules con-
nected through its connection interface to perform certain tasks. Robot configurations with
different kinematic structures can be designed to perform the task with different grades of effi-
ciency.
Publications exist like [9, 13, 40] which have done study on classifying, and evaluating modular
robotic systems.
Homogeneous vs. Heterogeneous Modular Robots
Modular robot assemblies can be either homogeneous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous modular
robot system is composed of one type of module that contains all the necessary features to
function independently. Robot cooperation in such a system is more simple (on the mechanical
level) as all modules are identical. Whereas heterogeneous robots are composed of two or more
different types of modules and each module can have specific function, therefore requires more
than one module to function. Inter robot cooperation is important for the functioning of the
robot configuration. The Table 2.1 presents classification of the past efforts depending on the
type and class of the modular system.
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Table 2.1: Overview of modular robot systems
System Class Reference and affiliation Type Year
CEBOT M Fukuda, Buss, Hosokai, et al. [29], SUT HM 1988
Polypod C Yim [12], Stanford HT 1993
Metamorphic L Chirikjian [41], JHU HM 1993
Fracta L Murata, Kurokawa, and Kokaji [10],AIST HM 1994
Tetrobot C Hamlin and Sanderson [42], RPI HM 1996
HMDL C Farritor, Dubowsky, Rutman, et al. [39] et al. HT 1996
Molecule L Kotay, Rus, Vona, et al. [43], Dartmouth HT 1998
CONRO C Castano, Shen, and Will [36] ,USC HM 1998
PolyBot C Yim, Duff, and Roufas [44] PARC HM 1998
TeleCube L Suh, Homans, and Yim [45], PARC HM 1998
Vertical L Hosokawa, Tsujimori, Fujii, et al. [46], RIKEN HM 1998
Crystalline L Rus and Vona [35], Dartmouth HM 1999
I-Cube L Unsal and Khosla [47], CMU HT 1999
M-TRAN I H Murata, Yoshida, Kamimura, et al. [48] , AIST HM 1999
Pneumatic L Inou, Kobayashi, and Koseki [49], TiTech HM 2002
Uni Rover M Kawakami, Torii, Motomura, et al. [50], TiTech HM 2002
Atron L Jorgensen, Ostergaard, and Lund [17], USD HM 2003
S-bot M Mondada, Bonani, Magnenat, et al. [51], EPFL HM 2003
Stochastic L White, Kopanski, and Lipson [52] , Cornell HM 2004
Superbot H Shen, Krivokon, Chiu, et al. [53] , USC HM 2004
Y1 Modules C Gomez, Boemo, and Juan Gonzalez Gomez [54] , UAM HM 2004
MICROTUB C Brunete, Hernando, Gambao, et al. [55] , HT 2004
AMOEBA-I M Liu, Wang, Li, et al. [56], (SIA) HT 2005
Catom L Goldstein, Campbell, and Mowry [57], CMU HM 2005
Molecubes H Zykov, Mytilinaios, Desnoyer, et al. [58], Cornell HM 2005
Miche L Rus, Glipin, and Kotay [59] , MIT HM 2006
GZ-I C Zhang, Gonzalez-Gomez, Me, et al. [60], UAM HM 2006
CKBot C Sastra, Chitta, and Yim [31], UPenn HM 2006
Odin H Lyder, Garcia, and Stoy [18], USD HT 2008
RobMAT C Escalera, Ferre, Aracil, et al. [62, 63] ,UPM HT 2007
EM-Cube L Kwon An and An [64], Dran HM 2008
Roombots H Spröwitz [65] [66], EPFL HM 2009
SMART C Baca [67] , UPM HT 2010
Thor C Lyder [68] , USD HT 2010
Sambot H Wei, Cai, Li, et al. [69], Beihang HM 2010
Cross-Ball L Meng, Zhang, Sampath, et al. [70] HM 2011
SMORES H Davey, Kwok, and Yim [71], UPenn HM 2012
UMSR C Wright, Buchan, Brown, et al. [72], CMU HM 2012
EXTRM M Commercial robot [73] , UK HT 2012
Topology: C- Chain, L- Lattice, H- Hybrid, M-Mobile
Type: HM- Homogeneous, HT - Heterogeneous
Affiliations : SUT- Science University of Tokyo, Stanford- Stanford University, JHU- John
Hopkins University, AIST- National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology,
RPI- Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, PARC- Palo Alto Research Center, Dartmouth-
Dartmouth College, RIKEN- The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, USC-
University of Southern California, CMU- Carnegie Mellon University, TiTech- Tokyo Institute
of Technology, USD- University of Southern Denmark, Ryukyus- University of the Ryukyus,
Cornell- Cornell University, Washington- University of Washington, EPFL- École
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,UPenn- University of Pennsylvania, MIT- Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, UPM- Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
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Manually reconfigurable - Self-reconfigurable Systems
All modular robots are by definition considered to be reconfigurable, but some research works
focus on the autonomy in robot configuration, while others on operator and applications con-
trolled robot configuration. Hence, a classification criteria based on the reconfiguration capacity
of the modules into manual or self-reconfigurable systems. Self-reconfigurable robots are able
to independently change their configuration during the execution of tasks in accordance with en-
vironment and/or task demands [74] [35]. While, manual reconfigurable systems require human
intervention for reconfiguration.
Majority of homogeneous modualr robots exibit a degree of self-reconfigurability, some of the
self-reconfigurable systems that have been developed are by Castano et al. [36] , Murata et
al. [10] , Tomita et al. [11], Unsal et al. [75] and Yim et al. [12] . On the other hand,
manually reconfigurable robots share design similarities with systems consisting of an inventory
of independent components which are manually combined in different ways to construct diverse
robot configurations. Some examples have been developed by Chen [76] , Farritor et al. [77]
and Fujita et al. [38] .
Lattice, Chain, Hybrid and Mobile
As in modular robots the sum of different modules help fulfilling a goal that individual modules
would not have been able to achieve. Hence, robot configurations can be complex depending
on the need and number of modules that comprise the configuration. Categorizing in terms of
geometric arrangement or topology of their modules i.e., lattice, chain, hybrid or mobile type
[9].
Lattice type modular robots change shape by moving in a fixed two or three dimensional grid
structure [44]. Example lattice system is the Telecubes robot [45] with six connector faces.
Lattice type MR heavily rely on their robustness for reconfiguration, as the grid based structure
of lattice type MR generally simplifies the reconfiguration process. In contrast to chain-based
architectures where modules are free to move in continuous space. The kinematics and collision
detection are comparatively simpler for lattice type MR modules. They are typically arranged in
an arbitrary point in space, therefore, the coordination of a reconfiguration is complex. Forward
and inverse kinematics, motion planning, and collision detection are problems that do not scale
well as the number of modules increases.
Chain type modular robot modules are linked in serial chains, forming tree and loop topologi-
cal structures. They offer a number of joints in-between the serial chain. This approach limits
possible robot configurations to variations of robots like snake type, track or wheel type and
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spiral types [65, 78]. Chain type robots are described as a robot type has demonstrated locomo-
tion by rolling, climbing stairs, snake like motion and walking [79]. Increasing the connectors
per module offers increased versatility. Murata et. al. [80] describe branches by applying four
connectors per module. Similarly four connector node [44] allows PolyBot to form quadruped
configurations, in addition to the intrinsic two connectors per module which allow snake-like
structures.
With the emergence of more and newer modular robots the clear distinction between lattice and
chain type robots has started to fade. Example the SuperBot module is described as a hybrid of
chain and lattice architecture [37]. Most chain modular robots provide modules with 1-3 degrees
of freedom some 3 DoF MR are SuperBot [37], I-Cubes and RobMAT [62].
The last category is mobile modular robots which work in planar working space and connect
via connectors to perform tasks, which single module is unable to achieve. Example, multiple
wheeled robots that drive around and link together to form trains or act separately as a colony in
carrying out a task, like Swarm-Bot by Mondada et al [51], networked bots, millibots and others
[81–83].
Reconfiguration methods
Deterministic reconfiguration - Modules reconfigured from one configuration to another through
prior knowledge of the position of modules in the current configuration and the positions of each
module after reconfiguration. There is no uncertainty in the position, time taken for reconfigura-
tion and the outcome of the reconfigured configuration. The modules connector mechanism and
control system need coordination between modules to perform reconfiguration sequences with
its neighbours. This method is less tolerant to errors in coordination between modules.
Stochastic reconfiguration - Modules reconfigured from one configuration to another through
random movement of modules in a two or three dimensional space. Modules generally move
in a passive state and on contact with the substrate or another module, make decision to bond
or not. The time it takes for the system to reach a desired configuration is probabilistically
bounded.
Scalability
On following arguments of modular robots about different modules assembly and disassembly
from a set of modules, the question arises "why the modular approach is not much more com-
monly used in industry and in robot deployments". Today, modular approach is often applied in
software (sharing of tools) and hardware, e.g. the actuator or the control board/processing units
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within conventional robots is often modular and off the shelf. The advantage of this method
has benefited the conventional robots greatly. This simplifies and accelerates the design and
debugging process of these modules of the robot.
Modular robots suffer from scalability issues which could be in electro-mechanical hardware
design or the software and control systems side. Therefore, more care should be taken during
design to include scalability as an important factor during the design of modular robot.
2.2 Particle accelerators
High Energy Physics (HEP), or particle physics, is a branch of modern physics dealing with
the study of the smallest known constituents of matter. Particle accelerators and detectors are
large and complex scientific instruments [84, 85] in which particle beams are generated and
accelerated to perform experiments. As the frontiers of fundamental physics research are pushed
by the usage of higher energy beams, the facilities become larger and more complex. Overtime
maintenance of specific sections of facility poses hazard to human maintenance workers due to
ionising radiation. Ionising radiation is produced as an effect of activated equipment [86], due
to interaction with the particle beam. Hence, strategies to mitigate the risk of irradiation, i.e. the
dose contracted during maintenance and handling activities by the human personnel, include,
among others, "better" planning of intervention, optimization of the design of the equipment
for easier maintenance and handling and implementation of telerobotics and modular solutions.
The content described in this thesis is towards reduction of human intervention through the use
of robotic solutions especially, with the use of modular robotic solutions.
CERN
CERN, the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, founded in 1954 in Geneva (Switzerland)
as a joint European project to provide a major scientific facility for nuclear physicists [87].
CERN operates an accelerator chain, going from low energy (linear injectors) to the high energy
through an accelerator machine of 27 kilometre circumference (Large Hadron Collider) [88],
designed to accelerate two counter-rotating beams of particles. The accelerator complex at
CERN hosts a large number of experiments. In this gigantic accelerator complex, activation
is present, as explained. It is in this context, the research on modular robotic solutions to reduce
human intervention and increase up time of the facility is presented.
The energies in the CERN accelerators range from 100 keV to soon 7 TeV [89] which is done
in stages using multiple different accelerators as shown in the Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The CERN accelerator complex [89]
2.2.1 Environment constraints
Figure 2.3: Access controlled environment - TIM passing overhead
Structural challenges: The facilities lack of robot friendly structures. It is complex to navigate
to the work site due to the compact spaces and unstructured sections. Other structural challenges
include the access barriers that are present to restrict access for humans and special provisions
needed to be provided for robot access e.g. special access doors were added for the TIM (Train
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Inspection Monorail) [5] robot when deployed in LHC experiment at CERN. Due to structure
of the tunnels use of wireless technology is limited and not present in all the sections.
(a) LHC mockup (b) TCC North hall area
Figure 2.4: Single and multi beam areas in the environment
Equipment challenge : Different equipment is present inside the accelerator tunnel for the func-
tioning of the facility and safety of this equipment is critical. Hence, any foreign element (e.g.
humans, robots) deployed needs to ensure safety and avoid accidental damage to the equipment.
Figure 2.5: A typical FLAIR visualization of radiation levels [90]
Hazards : Ionizing radiation is energy emission that has the power to liberate an electron from
an atom or molecule, thus producing ions (atoms or molecules with an electric charge). Sources
of ionizing radiation are ubiquitous, such as cosmic rays and naturally occurring radioactive
materials, but ionizing radiation can also be created, e.g. with particle accelerators that can also
produce artificially created radioisotopes. Ionising radiation exists in various forms and can
be produced by photons (x-rays and gamma rays), electrons, positrons, muons, protons, alpha
particles, heavy atomic nuclei or neutrons.
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The ionising radiation over time will effect and damage any equipment or organic matter and
law has been formulated to limit human personal dose. Therefore, deployment of robots are pre-
ferred provided they are capable of robust task execute. The ionising radiation effects robots in
terms of electronics, sensors and materials which is different from tissues or biological damage.
The incident ionising radiation produces the following effects [91]: Firstly, total ionizing dose
(TID) effects produced by all the ionizing particle types. Secondly, neutron, proton, high energy
particles induced displacement damage. Lastly, single event effects (SEE) [92, 93] which can be
produced by high-energy neutrons and high energy particles. More in-depth details regarding
the different particles, terms, units along with radiation effects on electronics are presented in
Appendix A
Figure 2.5 shows an example of a FLUKA Advanced Interface (FLAIR) visualization of ra-
diation levels at ISOLDE [3] facility of CERN. "FLUKA is a fully integrated particle physics
Monte Carlo simulation package. It has many applications in high-energy experimental physics
and engineering, shielding, detector and telescope design, cosmic ray studies, dosimetry, medi-
cal physics and radio-biology" [94–96]. FLUKA has been extensively benchmarked for radiation
protection purposes [96, 97]. The results of these simulations are most often visualized using the
FLAIR [90].
2.2.2 Requirements and tasks
The primary requirement of the modular robot system is to safely navigate to the target location
in the facility to perform the required task. This would need to overcome unstructured spaces,
varying lighting conditions, over cable ramps and through special access gates. Special access
doors dimensions from TIM design [5] which is 480 mm wide x 530 mm height as seen in
Figure 2.2.1 are used as basic access door restriction. Tasks like remote inspection and manip-
ulation need to be performed at the beam height which varies between 1000 mm to 2000 mm
depending on the accelerator. The active working time of four hours is preferable for remote
manipulation.
The secondary requirements of the system are to reach difficult sections e.g. TCC2 hall [98] as
seen in Figure 2.4b where many beam lines are present and access to various beam lines by the
robot is possible by either going under the beam lines or using overhead bridges. That would
require the robot to be able to navigate in narrow restrictive spaces and negotiate steps. Also the
robot needs to be able to extended functioning to new tasks and complex remote manipulation.
The tasks are directed towards reducing the interaction of human beings with this hazardous
environment and hence performing as many tasks as possible using the robot system would be
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(a) A control room at CERN [99] (b) LHC tunnel [99]
Figure 2.6: Requirements- To communicate with the control room and perform tasks in the
tunnel
ideal. Therefore, reducing the number of human interventions and downtime of the experiment
along with avoiding the need to develop new robot platforms for new tasks is targeted.
The primary task requirements are remote inspection in the facilities for conducting mainte-
nance survey. Radiation measurement [100] to generate fast radiation maps of tunnel sections
and communicating them with the ground control station and the control room. Therefore en-
suring better planning and eliminating the need for the radiation protection personal doing this
task manually and also reducing the downtime of the facility. Remote manipulations on the
maintenance consoles will be part of planned and evolving tasks.
The different tasks that are performed are classified as planned tasks (which are rehearsed in
a mock-up before intervention in the accelerator tunnel) and evolving tasks (which need to be
handled by the robotic system and are not rehearsed explicitly before execution of the task). The
tasks need to be performed under different load conditions, using different tools depending on
the section or equipment on which maintenance is being performed.
The robot deployments needs to also collaborate and cooperate with existing robots in the facil-
ity and among each other, some of the necessary collaborations can be seen in hot cells to pro-
vide additional viewing angle for better execution of task and with ISOLDE robots to transport
used targets to long term storage. Due to these challenges the system requires long endurance to
negotiate the structural challenge as well as have sufficient energy left to perform the necessary
task. The deployed robot needs to be robust and fault tolerant so that no damage to the facility
or the equipment occurs. Failure of the robot during task execution would require manual in-
tervention and recovery which needs to be avoided at all costs and defeats the purpose of robot
deployment. A few scenarios that are frequently encountered require the ability to optimise the
use of actuation, speed of completion of the task, maximum active time and their combination.
Hence, this project and thesis is focussed towards the use of robots in general and modular
robots in particular to perform wide range of tasks (maintenance, disassembly etc.) in hazardous
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environment. Therefore, reducing the downtime of the facility and preventing the need for
human interaction in ionising radiation environments.
2.3 Radiation protection
CERN is an international organization and has as such the authority and control over the whole
of its site with competence to establish its own safety policy and regulations for its staff and
property. It therefore takes into consideration the recomendations from International Commis-
sion on Radiological Protection (ICRP), International Commission on Radiation Units and Mea-
surements (ICRU) and the host country codes [101]. It is hosted by two of its member states,
France and Switzerland, as its facilities stretch over France’s and Switzerland’s mutual border.
In the "ICRP 60" [102] and "ICRP 103" [103] recommendations of the International Commis-
sion on Radiological Protection recommends that radiological protection should be based on
three principles: justification, optimization and limitation. In the radiation protection rules at
the facility, a similar clarification is given [104]: "The justification principle in radiation protec-
tion requires that any practice involving exposure to radiations should produce sufficient benefit
to the exposed individuals or to society to offset the radiation detriment it causes." In case of
CERN, it is clear that there is no way to go ahead with the various nuclear and particle physics
experiments conducted at the facility without implying some radiation exposure, and the mis-
sion of CERN is deemed to justify this. With regard to small exposures, the CERN radiation
protection rules [104] state that any professional activity which gives rise to an effective dose of
less than 10  Sv per year can automatically be considered optimized.
Optimization is the balancing of constraints on individual doses, risks, number of persons in-
volved, cost of protection measures and others [105]. The Swiss "Ordonnance sur la Radiopro-
tection" [106], for instance, defines that radiation protection is optimized when:
• the various appropriate options have been assessed and compared in terms of radiological
protection,
• it is possible to trace the steps in the decision-making process leading to the solution
adopted, and
• the possibility of abnormal occurrences and the disposal of radiation sources have been
taken into account.
The same ordinance also states that the principle of optimization is deemed to be satisfied where
activities do not lead in any case to an exposure of more than 100  Sv per year for occupation-
ally exposed persons and more than 10  Sv per year for non-occupationally exposed persons.
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Limitation is the keeping of actual exposures below specified limits. These annual dose limits,
expressed in effective dose received by a person, are derived from the national legislations that
(in Europe) rely on the recommendations of the ICRP [102]. In the case of occupational expo-
sure, which is the relevant case in the context of this thesis, the dose received by individually
monitored2 personnel during any consecutive 12-month period must not exceed 20 mSv. How-
ever, further special restrictions apply to women of child-bearing age. In the case of CERN,
these limits are to be found in [104]. For the LHC, for instance, it has been decided to plan
maintenance operations with a design limit set which is below the legal limit in order not to
exceed the annual dose of 5 mSv [107].
The prevalent method for implementing the justification, optimization and limitation above is
often called ALARP or ALARA approach (As Low As Reasonably Practicable or Achievable
[108, 109]). ALARA is explained as follows [110]: "ALARA is an acronym for the ICRP
recommendation on the optimization of radiation protection, namely, that radiation doses be
kept ‘as low as reasonably achievable’, social and economic considerations being taken into
account." Also at CERN, the ALARA principle is adopted [104].
Work and dose planning
According to Fabry et al. [105], effective and realistic work planning should comprise the
following aspects – depending on collective dose and special risks (e.g., contamination):
1. Specification of radiological training and monitoring requirements,
2. Establishment of intervention plans, procedures or work packages (preparatory meeting,
etc.),
3. Prior estimation of individual and collective dose,
4. Evaluation of contamination risks,
5. Consideration of the use of work processes and special tooling to reduce the time spent
in the work area (e.g., staging and preparation of necessary materials and special tools;
prefabrication and workshop preparation outside the active areas),
6. Use of mock-ups for complex tasks,
7. Use of "dry-runs" for the activities using applicable procedures,
8. Engineering, design and use of temporary shielding,
2 The effective dose received by persons who are not individually monitored shall not exceed 1 mSv per year.
[104]
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9. Provision for waste minimization and disposal,
10. Review of emergency procedures and plans,
11. Establishment of success or completion criteria, with contingency plans to anticipate dif-
ficulties,
12. In case, the total accumulated dose exceeds the established estimate by 25% or more, a
periodical review regarding work methods becomes necessary.
During the human personal work, the operational dosimetry system is used to control the doses
received by the persons involved. The measured values must be regularly compared to the
estimated ones, thus enabling an early warning of dose over-runs and a possible correction in
the work methods applied. At the end of a job, a post-intervention analysis has to be performed,
comparing planned and actual conditions and doses, in order to improve future interventions by
profiting from the experience of the past.
For a modular robot deployment, the aspects number 5,6,7,8 and 9 are most relevant. The robot
system along with planning for special tools for task execution, testing and training in different
strategies and robot configurations needs to also try to reduce the net dose received by the robot.
This thesis explores in this direction of design, preparations and implementation of modular
robot strategies in the facility.
Absorbed dose
The absorbed dose, or energy dose, abbreviated asD, is the amount of energy locally deposited
at a given location in matter. It is defined as the deposited energy (E) per unit of mass of
material (m)3:
D =
E
m
[J  kg 1 = Gy]: (2.2)
The unit of absorbed dose is the SI unit gray 4 .
3The notation used in ICRP 103 [103] is:
D =
d"
dm
[J  kg 1 = Gy]: (2.1)
This indicates more clearly that the absorbed dose is a mean value of the stochastic quantity of energy imparted, ",
and is obtained as an average over a mass element dm.
4Older units, which are still used are the rad and the rep.
1 rad = 0:01Gy (2.3)
1 rep = 8:3 or 9:3mGy (2.4)
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The absorbed dose not only depends on the incident radiation, but also on the absorbing material.
To use the absorbed dose in practical radiation protection applications, doses have to be averaged
over tissue volumes (i.e. organs). According ICRP 103 [103], the mean absorbed dose in the
region of an organ or material T is defined by:
DT = DT =
R
T D(x; y; z)(x; y; z)dVR
T (x; y; z)dV
; (2.5)
with:
• V the volume of the material region T ,
• D the absorbed dose at point (x; y; z) and
•  the mass density at this point.
Most aspects of radiation protection are focussed for humans and environment. For more details
on some common units and terms of radiation, along with the different type of radiation and
their effects from the point of view of robotics are presented in Appendix A. In the next chapter
the proposed modular robot is presented with the prototype and simulations.

Chapter 3
Heterogeneous Modular Robotic
System
Focusing on robot deployments in the industrial and scientific facilities, manipulators [14] and
mobile teleoperated platforms [4] are among other conventional robots that have successfully
performed predetermined tasks. Conventional robots [111] have been designed and deployed in
hazardous environments [112] to perform missions. Some examples of hazardous environments
are deep sea missions, clean up of toxic waste, nuclear plant decommissioning among others.
Despite the advantages shown by the conventional robots as single specialised robot system,
they are limited by their fixed robot configuration. Conventional robots development time and
cost for new platform are long and fixed [27] respectively in comparison to an adaptable system.
Multi robot systems provide flexibility in performing missions but there is an overhead on the
operator to adapt and maintain the different robots.
Living organisms exhibit adaptation for the survival and when robot systems are able to adapt
to the environment in performing tasks, then larger possibilities for applications can be seen.
If a robot system is able to evolve depending on the needs, then the necessity to develop new
platforms is eliminated. Modularity in robot design is the ability of robot to separate and re-
combine into different system components [7] [15]. Modular robots explore in the direction
of adaptability and flexibility in robot design [9], as they are composed of individual modules
that can connect in different ways with each other to manifest different morphologies or robot
configurations [113].
The ionising radiation hazardous environments and workspace at large facilities are found in
nuclear fission, nuclear fusion reactors, nuclear fuel processing and particle accelerators. At the
large scientific facility, CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research, Geneva) particle
physics experiments are conducted and accelerator facilities are used. The accelerator beams
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interact with targets and other equipment in the path and activation occurs on prolonged ex-
posure. The strength of activation depends on the length of exposure, strength of the beam,
material properties and others. During the shutdown of the accelerator facility for maintenance
or other interventions personnel entering the restricted sections are exposed to the residual radia-
tion. Different measures to ensure the crew safety are implemented like, As Low As Reasonable
Achievable (ALARA) followed at CERN [20]. At CERNmultiple accelerators collaborate to in-
crease the beam energy through the tunnel network. As new experiment and processes are setup
the residual radiation increases with time. Hence deploying robots to perform the tasks in ac-
celerator tunnels are preferred, considering that the platform achieves the safety and robustness
required for deployment in such facilities.
This scenario presents challenging conditions for robotic systems in terms of structural, equip-
ment and environmental features. This chapter addresses the design of a modular robotic system
as an alternative to conventional robots and overcome the challenges. A summary of the con-
straints and task requirements is presented along with the hardware and software design choice
of a modular robotic system for application in these facilities. The design has taken forward the
research from the SMART [114] and ROBMAT [62] heterogeneous robot designs and modules.
The section also explore the various capabilities of the design along with a connector mechanism
requirements and design.
3.1 Constraints and task requirement
The large scientific facilities present a challenging environment to the deployment of robots,
primarily because the facilities did not conceive the increased use of robots in maintenance. An
example, the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) was suggested in 1983 and construction started in
1998 at which time, robots use for maintenance and other tasks was not actively considered. A
working problem and need is seen at CERN, as particle physics experiments push the accelerator
beam energy higher and the collisions occur at higher energy. This makes the equipment like col-
orimeter, beam splitters, etc. and also subsections like the beam dump area (ISOLDE at CERN)
reach activation level. When these equipments emitting ionizing radiation need to be changed
or operated upon, the intervention is planned to make sure that the maintenance personal receive
minimum radiation doses and stay under safety limits. Prior to the access of maintenance and
other crew members to accelerator tunnels the Radiation Protection (RP) personal perform an
ionising radiation survey as elaborated in Chapter 2 to asses the level of hazard. Prolonged hu-
man tissue exposure to the ionising radiation dose could lead to health defects. To this cause,
various strategies are being explored, e.g. mobile platform with robotic arms controlled using
bilateral control strategies and modular robotic systems to perform the various required tasks of
maintenance.
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In this section the constraints of the large scientific facilities are summarised along with, the
requirements and tasks which were presented in Chapter 2.
Constraints
Structural - Not robot friendly structures, complex and unstructured sections.
Equipment - Sensitive and critical equipment safety.
Hazard - Ionizing radiation .
Task requirements
Remote inspections - For better understanding of the necessary intervention
Radiation measurement - Radiation maps and at specific location
Remote manipulation - Maintenance tasks
Task classification
Planned - Rehearsed intervention
Evolving - Due to additional requirement
This work is towards the use of modular robots in hazardous environment and performing wide
range of tasks. The objective is reducing the downtime of the facility and preventing the need
for human interaction due to the implementation of a safe and robust flexible robot solution.
3.2 Modular robot system and ionising radiation
Ionising radiation affects robots in terms of electronics, sensors and materials in a way which is
modelled differently than the biological damage to human tissue. The incident ionising radiation
produces a number of effects on electronics[91]. Firstly, there is the effect of the Total Ionising
Dose (TID). This effect can be produced by a number of different ionising particles. Secondly,
neutron, proton, and other high energy particles can produce a so-called induced displacement
damage. Lastly, there are the Single Event Effects [93] (SEE) which are singular events caus-
ing soft and hard error (through logic state upset, latchup, burnout and others, refer A). These
are caused by single high energy particle (ion, proton, neutron) colliding with atoms, creating
cascades of neutrons and protons, which in turn interact with electronics. The radiation vulnera-
bility of electronic components has led us to make the design choice of a heterogeneous modular
robot system, in contrast to the more usual homogeneous robotic systems. As the electronics
in the robot have to be decoupled and provided with additional protection from ionising radi-
ation there is a need for a separate processing module. Other requirement is to have different
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types of actuation depending on the section or place of use and needing various attachments,
end effectors and sensors modules. The generic heterogeneous modular robot system chosen for
Figure 3.1: Generic wheeled modular robot configuration
this purpose is simplified on the basis of function and composed of three types of modules that
provide processing/control, movement, and specialised functionalities. To justify the use of a
heterogeneous modular system and to validate its compliance with the requirements, a prototype
and simulations of the system are presented. The generic representation of the proposed solution
is presented in Figure 3.1 where processing/control is provided by the unit in blue, movemen-
t/actuation with the help of unit in white, specialised functionalities like wheels in black and
connector mechanism in red.
3.2.1 Prototype
The modules of the modular robotic system (MRS) proposed are classified into three types: the
power-control (P&C) module type, providing the processing/control; the joint (J) module type,
providing movement/actuation; and the specialised (S) module type providing additional func-
tionality depending on the specific needs of specific robotic interventions. It has been taken into
consideration for the design of modules, the need of flexibility in using the basic components
and partial upgrades of modules as need arises. The basic modules design is based on their func-
tionality and benefits for the ionising radiation facilities. The different modules are assembled
together in several configuration to form the wheeled robot, robotic arm, hybrids and others. To
validate and justify the use of a heterogeneous modular system the prototype and simulations of
robot configurations are presented in Figure 3.2.
The modules are designed considering the need for partial or complete module upgrade in the
future and therefore providing more flexibility. The heterogeneity in the design allows addition
of new modules depending on new needs. The prototype is a scaled version of the robot required
and is not radiation hardened.
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(a) Prototype wheeled robot
(b) Modules of robot configurations
Figure 3.2: Wheeled modular robot configuration
Power and Control Module
The generic Power and Control(P&C) module needs to decouple the electronics, communica-
tions and power source from the rest of the modules. The features provided by this module type
are: low level control, power supply and communication with other modules. It also allows the
use of additional computational units with the module and easy upgrade in the future as the tech-
nology improves. More P&C modules can be used in parallel to achieve fault tolerance similar
to the practice in critical modules of space mission.
Figure 3.3: Two P& C module combined keeping in mind shielding requirement of MRS robot
The P&C module is currently connected with permanent connector achieved by standard screws
and a connector mechanism to ensure easy docking and undocking using the least amount of
energy are presented in Chapter 3.6. The power is either provided by a tethered connection or
an energy source and recharge using the connector interface.
In Figure 3.3 the prototype the physical dimensions of two P&C module combined as an indi-
vidual unit considering the shielding requirement is 150 mm x 55 mm x 90 mm cuboid. Each
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individual P&C module is capable of controlling upto four DC motors, utilising modified open
source designs and open source hardware products. The schematic diagrams and control logic
is presented in Appendix B. The electronics are spread out rather than using high density chips
to reduce the risk of failure due to SEEs [92] and accumulated dose.
Joint Module
Generic Joint module (J) represents any type of active or passive actuator such as linear, rotary,
pneumatic, hydraulic, spherical, etc. with multiple degrees of freedom (DoF). The design of the
J module depends on the task requirement with respect to actuation, torque required etc.
In the prototype, the J module provides actuation in upto 3 rotational DoF whose axes intersect
at one point. This module has been reused from the SMART [114] and RobMAT [63] modular
robot system which is a 120 mmx 55mm x90 mm cuboid. Figure 3.4 shows the actuator module
and the axis of rotation that intersect at the same point.
The design of the J module allows specialised (S) or P&C modules to be attached and detached
depending on the task performed. It is mandatory to have P&C module attached to have the J
module for the functioning of the modules.
(a) J-Module (b) axis of rotation [63, 114]
Figure 3.4: 3 DoF Joint module(J) of MRS robot
Specialised Module
Specialised module (S) may be described as the tools/end-effector of the robot. It may be active
or passive modules. It enables the customisation of the robot based on the task by providing the
function of creating task specific modules, which is important in large facilities as the task vary
a lot depending on location. They can be developed depending on the needs of the task and the
location. Examples are specialised gripper or tools which are either active or passive modules.
Active modules being sensors modules like radiation measurement unit, camera, lighting, tool
(e.g gripper), accessory (e.g. base , power platform and tool case) and a combination of S mod-
ules. Passive modules examples being locomotion - wheel (W), leg(L), arm(A), hybrid limb
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(H). The S module provides more flexibility and diversity to locomotion and manipulation tasks
examples of which are shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.5. Some of the platforms shown in the
(a) Generic probe (b) Radiation probe (c) Wheel
Figure 3.5: Simulated S Modules of modular robot system
chapter are the base platform and power-base which act as a base platform for the other modules
and a large power source and stand for the robot configuration respectively. S module can be
attached to a P&C module, J module or another S module. The S module can be designed to
interact with specific maintenance panels and general S modules to perform basic tasks there-
fore increasing the set of tools and modules available for the robot to use. This design approach
(a) S Modules
Figure 3.6: S Modules of modular robot system
is towards increased re-usability and cost effectiveness in various robot configuration and indi-
vidual module usage. The ability to reconfigure the functions of the modules helps the robot in
planning and adjusting to tasks, environments and positions. Examples being remote inspection
of a magnet console or radiation sampling at different locations and beam heights with varying
restrictions of angle or position of interaction. The S module can be attached to P&C module, J
module or another S module. S module is also capable of converting the rotational motion into
translation.
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3.3 System architecture
Hardware and software design
Modularity provided with the implementation of modules is extended and exploited by both the
hardware and software design. Leading to improvement in fault detection and tolerance.
Figure 3.7: Hardware and software architecture
The Figure 3.7 shows the hardware and software design adopted for the prototype of modular
robot system. It consists of a backbone platform of ROS (robot operating system) [115] which
provides middle level interface between robot actuators, sensors and others with the processing
"nodes" through "publishing" and "subscribing" to "topics". It makes it possible to easily imple-
ment high level controllers and planners for the different modules of the robot. Many ROS tools
that help in optimising the robot function (command line tools- CTL) and robot visualisation
(Rviz) are used. This architecture extends the modularity in robot configuration with modularity
in the software architecture (Figure 3.7). It also depicts the capability of connecting the three
dimension Gazebo simulator [116], where sensors plugins, robot dynamics and physics can be
tested. More details on the choice of ROS and its advantages are presented in Appendix B.
The hardware architecture presented in Figure 3.8 is adapted for the control of the modules. The
schematic diagram and the parts used are presented in Figure B.9 and Table B.1 respectively.
The control has been split into three levels, high level (P& C) and low level (P& C) control
correspond to the robot configuration while, the operator control is master device that sends the
necessary commands for task execution. The high level control (P& C module with greater pro-
cessing capacity) is responsible for the processing of task execution commands from the master
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Figure 3.8: Hardware control configuration
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device and send then to the respective low-level (P& C modules for basic functions like mo-
tor control). The transmission of data between the high-level and low-level control is achieved
through two-wire serial communication. Among CAN (Controller Area Network), I2C (Inter-
Integrated Circuit) and serial communication protocol, the I2C two-wire communication is used
due to its wider use and lower cost to implement. The communication between the high-level
control and the master device is currently through Ethernet but it is designed to accommodate
easy upgrade to wireless communication when the need arises.
Fault tolerance can be improved in hardware by using redundant modules and reconfiguration
upon failure. For example when low-level P&C module fails then the robot should be recon-
figured by the high-level P&C module to mitigate the failure. This design also ensures easy
upgrade of the P&C modules depending on the processing need and advancement in radiation
hard electronics. Currently the low-level P&C module uses controllers with spread circuit and
not system on chip solution, such a design approach improves the reliability of the electronics
in ionising radiation environments [92]. Wired communication was chosen over wireless for the
same reason of simplifying the electronics in the low-level P&C module. Therefore, low-level
P&C module would be less prone to SEE effects and high-level P&C module should be shielded
better than the low-level P&C module and placed away from the extremities of the robot config-
uration.
Simulation is used to exploit and access the different robot configurations of modular robot.
The simulation model for MRS is obtained through the characterization of the geometric and
kinematic model of each module of the system. The resulting simulated configurations exhibit
the same kinematic parameters as the prototype model of the MRS robot. As MRS has three
types of the fundamental blocks P& C Modules, J Modules and S Modules, the methodology to
represent modular robot configurations is achieved as a fixed shape robot as seen in the earlier
section. The fixed shape robot configurations help to simplify the complexity of the robot model.
Figure 3.9: CAD Models imported into the simulation environment for testing
Modelling of modular robot system is complex due to its capability of changing and forming
many robot configurations with a set of modules. To achieve simulation environment and models
a three dimensional simulator Gazebo [115, 116] is used to simulate the robot configurations
and the different models. Gazebo is a physics based 3D environment for robots and it is capable
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Figure 3.10: Kinematic reachability
of simulating a population of robot models, sensors and objects. It generates realistic sensor
feedback and rigid-body physics. It also makes it easy to import computer aided designs (CAD)
of the facility into the simulator. Figure 3.9 shows imports of three different CAD models from
the accelerator facility into the simulator. This provides realistic environment to test and perform
the tasks.
The resulting simulated configurations exhibit the same kinematic parameters as the prototype
of the MRS robot. Figure 3.10 shows the kinematic reachability of the robot configuration in
Figure 3.2 when fixed vertically like an arm manipulator. Various S modules can be attached to
the joint module like gripper, radiation probe, camera etc.
Forward kinematics example
Figure 3.11 shows the kinematics representation of two arm-like robot configurations using the
following functional modules,
• 2 x S-Module
• 2 x J-Module
• 2 x P&C-Module
Table 3.1 shows the Denavit–Hartenberg (DH) parameters for both configurations. These two
configurations have the same parameters where the differences between the robots are only the
values d1 and d2 but the equations and the kinematic relation between the base coordinate frame
S0 and the end-effector frame S6 remain the same.
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(d) Kinematics representation
Figure 3.11: Two different Arm-like robot configurations using the same functional modules.
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Table 3.1: DH Parameters for the two arm-like robot configurations shown in Figure 3.11
Joint  d  a
1 q1 d1
 
2
0
2 q2 0

2
0
3 q3 d2 0 0
4 q4 d3
 
2
0
5 q5 0

2
0
6 q6 d4 0 0
0A1 =
2666664
cos(q1) 0   sin(q1) 0
sin(q1) 0 cos(q1) 0
0  1 0 d1
0 0 0 1
3777775 1A2 =
2666664
cos(q2) 0 sin(q2) 0
sin(q2) 0   cos(q2) 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
3777775
2A3 =
2666664
cos(q3)   sin(q3) 0 0
sin(q3) cos(q3) 0 0
0 0 1 d2
0 0 0 1
3777775 3A4 =
2666664
cos(q4) 0   sin(q4) 0
sin(q4) 0 cos(q4) 0
0  1 0 d3
0 0 0 1
3777775
4A5 =
2666664
cos(q5) 0 sin(q5) 0
sin(q5) 0   cos(q5) 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
3777775 5A6 =
2666664
cos(q6)   sin(q6) 0 0
sin(q6) cos(q6) 0 0
0 0 1 d4
0 0 0 1
3777775
Equation 3.1 shows how the homogeneous transformation 0T 6 that expresses the pose of the
end-effector with respect to the base frame S0.
0T 6 =
0A1
1A2
2A3
3A4
4A5
5A6 (3.1)
0T 6 =
2666664
nx ox ax px
ny oy ay py
nz oz az pz
0 0 0 1
3777775 (3.2)
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Performing the matrices multiplication is possible to obtain the symbolic expressions that rep-
resent the forward kinematics of the two arm-like robot configurations. The abbreviated param-
eters in Equation 3.3 are defined as follows; si = sin(qi) and ci = cos(i)
nx = c6 (c5 (c4 (s1s3   c1c2c3) + s4 (c3s1 + c1c2s3)) + c1s2s5)
  s6 (c4 (c3s1 + c1c2s3)  s4 (s1s3   c1c2c3))
ox = s6 (c5 (c4 (s1s3   c1c2c3) + s4 (c3s1 + c1c2s3)) + c1s2s5)
  c6 (c4 (c3s1 + c1c2s3)  s4 (s1s3   c1c2c3))
ax = c1c5s2   s5 (c4 (s1s3   c1c2c3) + s4 (c3s1 + c1c2s3))
px = d2 c1s2   d4 (s5 (c4 (s1s3   c1c2c3) + s4 (c3s1 + c1c2s3))  c1c5s2)
+ d3 c1s2
ny = c6 (c5 (c4 (c1s3 + c2c3s1) + s4 (c1c3   c2s1s3())  s1s2s5)
+ s6 (c4 (c1c3   c2s1s3)  s4 (c1s3 + c2c3s1))
oy = c6 (c4 (c1c3   c2s1s3)  s4 (c1s3 + c2c3s1))
  s6 (c5 (c4 (c1s3 + c2c3s1) + s4 (c1c3   c2s1s3))  s1s2s5)
ay = s5 (c4 (c1s3 + c2c3s1) + s4 (c1c3   c2s1s3)) + c5s1s2
py = d4 (s5 (c4 (c1s3 + c2c3s1) + s4 (c1c3   c2s1s3)) + c5s1s2)
+ d2 s1s2 + d3 s1s2
nz = s6 (c3s2s4 + c4s2s3)  c6 (c2s5   c5 (s2s3s4   c3c4s2))
oz = s6 (c2s5   c5 (s2s3s4   c3c4s2)) + c6 (c3s2s4 + c4s2s3)
az = c2c5 + s5 (s2s3s4   c3c4s2)
pz = d1 + d2 c2 + d3 c2 + d4 (c2c5 + s5 (s2s3s4   c3c4s2)) (3.3)
The equations in 3.3 contain the position (px; py; pz) and orientation (~n; ~o; ~a) of the robot
end-effector as a function of the joint positions (1; 2;    ; 6)
3.3.1 Robot configurations and simulation
Various robot configurations can be achieved using the basic modules. Three example robot
configurations achieved by using only two P&Cmodule, two J-modules and different S-modules
of the MRS are explained along with other robot configurations in the subsection.
Every robot configuration described is made up of the basic unit which contains 2 J-modules,
2 P&C modules have the connector modules connecting each other and to different S-modules.
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Hence, as the basic unit of the robot configuration discussed in this thesis remains the same for
most of the robot configurations, the nomenclature is signified by changing S-module connec-
tions.
Nomenclature
W- wheel S module
A- Arm or gripper S module
Number- The number of the S modules
Ex: W2M signifies use of two(2) wheel(W) type S modules along with 2 J and P&C
modules.
Colour code
Grey- J module
Blue- P& C module
Black- Wheel S module
Dark Red- Connector Interface
Dark grey- Base plate S module
Black cylinder- Camera S-module
Red cylinder- Radiation probe S-module.
Figure 3.12: Wheeled robot configuration - W2M
Figure 3.12 shows the W2M configuration that functions as a two wheeled robot capable of
differential drive and rotation around its pivot. It is the simple two wheel robot.
Simulated model of W2M robot configuration is shown in Figure 3.13. The different function-
alities that can be achieved by this robot configuration are shown in Figure 3.13b the wheel
rotation, it can perform bi-directional rotation or differential drive rotation to rotate around the
pivot. The second joint can be rotated for the robot to be able to stand on its wheel as seen in
Figure 3.13c. The third joint is used for tangential movement Figure 3.13d.
In the robot configuration two J modules determine the different degrees of freedom for actuation
which can be between one and three for the prototype J modules. Hence, the robot configurations
can have upto 6 DoF in total to achieve locomotion and orientation.
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(a) W2M simulation configuration
(b) Wheel rotation (c) Joint rotation (d) Tangential
Figure 3.13: W2M simulation model of MRS
(a) Legged robot configurations (b) Arm for probing robot configurations
Figure 3.14: Modular robot configuration
Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.14b shows the L2M and H2M robot configuration of the MRS robot
where they can perform the basic leg locomotion and pick & place hand manipulation. The
robot configuration poses two J (Joint) modules which gives 3 DoF for each module. Hence,
they are able to act as two arms in the A2M configuration and in the L2M configuration as two
legs with a 6 DoF in total to achieve locomotion. The A2M robot can do basic task of picking
and moving a box between the arms and placing it 180 degrees behind. Having multiple L2M
robot configuration cascaded ex: L4M or L6M works as a four legged robot and six legged robot
respectively.
A2M (Two arm modules) configuration in Figure 3.15a is the simulated model of A2M robot
configuration in Figure 3.14b. The different functionalities and joint rotation that can be achieved
by this robot configuration are shown in Figure 3.15b-3.15d, it performs 3 DoF with each Joint
module and with the two joint modules present, it has a total of 6 DoF. This configuration is able
to achieve basic manipulation operation and move the S modules end-effector to the necessary
location in the possible workspace.
H2M (Hybrid) configuration in Figure 3.16a is the simulated model of Hybrid2M robot config-
uration which combines the W2M robot configuration and A2M configuration. The different
functionalities that can be achieved by this robot configuration are shown in Figure 3.16, it can
perform 3 different robot configurations W2M, A2M, L2M as shown in Figure 3.16b-3.16d.
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(a) A2M structure
(b) 1 Joint rotation (c) 2 Joints (d) All Joints
Figure 3.15: A2M simulation model of MRS
(a) Hybrid2M structure
(b) W2M (c) A2M (d) L2M
Figure 3.16: Hybrid2M simulation model of MRS
The only drawback is the geometrical change in the model, which needs to be considered when
interacting with the environment. Three different robot configurations each having a different
geometrical footprint of the modular robot can seen. The L2M robot configuration in the simu-
lation model is missing the geometry of the feet module but that does not affect the interaction
of the modular robot with the environment [67].
(a) Legs as wheels (b) Legs for walking
Figure 3.17: MRS Robot in MRC6 configuration
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Figure 3.17 shows the MRS configuration using six wheeled robot configurations (W1M is a
single wheeled robot configuration with two J modules, corresponding P&C module and only
one wheel S module) as subcomponents of the robot configuration to perform manipulation
and locomotion tasks. Similarly another alternative configuration using 3 W1M’s in the robot
configuration is shown in figure 3.19. In both cases (using six W1M and three W1M robot
configurations) they are connected with additional modules like the base S module, tool case S
module and powerbase S module depending on the need and will be called as MRC6 and MRC3
respectively (Modular robot configuration with 6 W1M and 3 W1M).
The requirement of custom tools necessary to perform a task is addressed with the use of tool
case in base plate S module and the power base S module. The base module has a restriction
to the number of tools it can carry depending on the size, while the power base module holds
section specific tools. The custom tools are individual S modules or a combination of many S
modules e.g. camera, lighting, gripper and special section dependent tools. Long endurance
for situations where manipulation and inspection needs to be performed for long hours is made
possible with the help of power base S module that provides minimum of 4 hours of working
time and also functions as a support for the robot configuration.
Manipulation on the maintenance consoles could be performed in the 6 W2M robot config-
uration Figure 3.20 where the modules can be reconfigured for locomotion or manipulation
depending on the requirement of the task and length of task execution. The arms need to pick
the modules needed for the task from the tool case on the top and bottom of the baseplate. In
Figure 3.20 two arms have picked the gripper tool which is made of camera, light and gripper S
modules and the third arm holds a stereoscopic camera to provide a overview of the operation
with depth perspective. This configuration helps the operator in the control station by providing
an additional arm that can be moved to the best overview location to perform the task with the
other two arms.
(a) Top View (b) Ortho View
Figure 3.18: MRS Robot in MRC6 configuration - reduced footprint
Among the various robot configurations Figure 3.17 shows the MRC6 structure with 6 W1M
connected to baseplate S module that complies with the size restriction imposed by the access
door requirement. The baseplate can extend in length to add more W1M, to act as legs for
legged locomotion, wheel locomotion or as additional arms for tool by reconfiguration. The
width of the robot is three times the width of the J-module and height required by the entire robot
configuration to pass through the access door requirement which is 2 times the wheel diameter,
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which in this case is 165 mm x 160 mm and complies with the imposed size requirements.
Hence, when the target location is beyond the access doors, the robot configuration is able to
reduce its footprint as shown in Figure 3.18a and Figure 3.18b.
Wheeled locomotion is advantageous on flat surfaces, while the legged locomotion for negotiat-
ing steps. The robot configuration is also able to reduce its footprint (Figure 3.18a) and traverse
through different sections using the special access doors. This shows the robot configurations
capability to negotiate complex structural challenges, reach various positions along the tunnel
and varying beam heights to reach the target location and perform the necessary tasks.
(a) Radiation inspection and locomotion (b) Locomotion
Figure 3.19: MRS in MRC3 configuration with power base
The other requirement of custom tools necessary to perform the task has been addressed with
the use of tool case on top and bottom of the base plate S module. The tools are either individual
S modules or a combination of many S modules e.g. camera, lighting and gripper being used
as a single tool. Long endurance for situations where manipulation and inspection needs to be
performed for long hours is made possible with the help of power base S module that provides
minimum of 4 hours of working time and also functions as a support for the Robot configuration.
The power base is to be equipped with spring loaded ball transfer unit on the floor surface to
provide least friction during locomotion and act as a solid base for manipulation tasks, also to
use its large weight to ensure no tipping over of the robot occurs during the manipulation tasks
as shown in Figure 3.19.
The power bases are stored along with other subsection modules in safe zones away from the
radiation behind concrete shield in each subsection near the access gates. Hence the robot can
leave behind the used power base in the charging station after use and travel to the next subsec-
tion in its reduced footprint profile and mount a new power base to continue work. Figure 3.19b
shows the 3 legged MRS performing wheeled locomotion and the Figure 3.19a shows the robot
performing radiation survey (Radiation probe S module in light red).
Manipulation on the maintenance consoles could be performed in the MRC6 configuration (Fig-
ure 3.20b) and in the MRC3 configuration (Figure 3.20a) with the power base depending on the
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(a) with powerbase (b) without powerbase
Figure 3.20: Robot configurations for remote manipulation
requirement of the task and length of task execution. The arms need to pick the modules needed
for the task from the tool case on the top and bottom of the baseplate. In Figure 3.20 two arms
have picked the gripper tool which is made of camera, light and gripper S modules and the third
arm holds a stereoscopic camera to provide a overview of the operation with depth perspective.
This configuration helps the operator in the control station by providing an additional arm that
can be moved to the best overview location to perform the task with the other two arms.
The MRS prototype and simulations confirm the feasibility of modular robot system to reach
the target location in the tunnel through modified access doors and perform remote inspection,
environment survey and manipulation. Although the platform presents many advantages, care
needs to be taken in providing the operator with human machine interface that is intuitive. As,
the number of DoF are large e.g the 6 legged configuration has 12 joint modules. hence, depend-
ing on the type of joint module used the DoF vary between 12 (1 DoF J modules) and 36 (3 DoF
J modules). The redundant DoF during a task execution needs to be managed to reduce the en-
ergy consumption of the robot. The execution of the tasks in mock-ups and simulation provides
an opportunity to optimise the task execution as well as make the operator aware of possible
different robot configurations that can be used and the different profiles (energy optimisation,
completion speed and others).
3.4 Applications and advantages
The advantages of the heterogeneous modular robot system (MRS) Hardware and the simulator
are in remote manipulation, inspection, training and emergency response.
Figure 3.21 shows one of the applications of the modular robot system using simplified work-
space and the various tasks that are expected to be performed by the Modular robot in the SPS
(Super Proton Synchrotron) secondary beam fan out from the targets in TCC2 hall [98]. In this
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(a) Remote manipulation
(b) Radiation survey (c) Remote Inspection
Figure 3.21: Simulation model of MRS system performing various tasks
workspace multiple beam lines of varying outer dimensions are present along with structural
and size restrictions (raised platforms, narrow space between the beamline supports, etc.). The
tasks being performed as follows, MRS in MRC3 with 3 W1M modules connected to a base-
plate S module and the tool case on the baseplate enters the subsection through the access door.
Reaches the powerbase stored in the subsection behind shielding and mounts the powerbase,
navigates to the manipulation task position in Figure 3.21a performs the task needed, by picking
the necessary tools (standard S modules and hybrid S modules like camera and grippers with
light, camera etc.) from the tool case. After completing the task, it returns the tools and un-
mounts from powerbase, reduces its footprint and moves to the subsection between beamlines
on a raised platform to perform radiation survey. After completion, the robot reaches the third
subsection to perform remote inspection. Lastly, it returns and remounts the powerbase and
continues to the next task.
The modular robot is able to adapt to different accelerators and their constraints to perform re-
mote manipulation and inspection. As various accelerators beam lines are at different heights
and locations the modular robot system is capable of performing inspection and survey imme-
diately after shutdown to provide information for task planning and reduce downtime of the
facility. Collaboration with the other robot deployments and between different modular robot
configuration would increase the flexibility of task execution.
The simulator is useful to develop new possibilities and configurations of the robot and test
them. It also provides a platform to train operators during the deployment of the modular robot.
Data logs from the robot deployment task execution and mock-up task execution can be used to
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provide more realistic training to new operators. The simulator also provides the opportunity to
add computer aided design models of the remote environments to provide realistic environment.
Remote Manipulation for Maintenance
The modular robot systems primary goal is to perform various maintenance tasks, which are
performed by remote manipulation from the control room or remote station and range from
manipulation on the equipment console to checking alignments and errors. The system also
adapts to the different accelerators and their specific maintenance requirements by adjusting to
the beam height and using different specialised modules and tools.
Remote Inspection and Radiation Survey
Various accelerators work with different particles and energy levels and hence the beam lines
and tunnel varies. During inspection and survey the modular robot is able to adapt at various
illumination level, heights and structural limitation to perform inspection of the facility. The
Radiation Protection (RP) group use the robot to get quick radiation maps of the facilities im-
mediately after shutdown and are not required to wait during the cool downtime. This would
reduce total intervention duration of the facility. Repeated surveys and inspection during the
cooldown time would facilitate the different groups to understand and plan the required mainte-
nance and the state of the facility. It also prevents the exposure of the RP group with the residual
ionising radiation during RP surveys.
Emergency Response
In case of emergency, the emergency personal or the fire brigade can use the system to access and
assess the situation, and if possible arrest the emergency. The robot system would act as the first
person on the site in giving an assessment of the emergency. Special modules can be designed
specific to the challenges of emergency response. As, the modular robot is designed for an
unstructured environment with narrow access gates, it is in a better position than a conventional
robot to act as an emergency response robot.
Others
The other applications of the MRS system is the ability to use the various modules individually
without the need of always being used together. Two examples of this are: First, the use of
S-modules with only P& C module, where the actuation is provided by user or other equipment
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(cranes, magnet vehicles etc.) eg. use of the camera and light modules by an operator to record
data. Secondly, the use of J-modules and P& C modules to create a modular arm. Which could
be added as auxiliary module to the TIM (Train inspection monorail) in LHC tunnel.
Training and Testing
The simulator is useful to accelerate the ability to test new possibilities and configurations of
the robot. It is also expected to train operators during the deployment of the modular robot.
The simulator provides the opportunity to add the simplified CAD models of the facility and
models generated from the stereoscopic cameras and lasers therefore reducing the time taken
to recreate models and having a realistic environment. In the simulator, designs of various
additional modules can be tested which could lead to better understanding of the capabilities of
the robot and improvements for the future prototypes.
Advantages - The traditional advantages of a modular robot system over conventional robot
like adaptability, lower cost, etc. are provided. In addition, the MRS design also provides easier
upgrade and replacement of modules, like the power and control module upgrade with advance-
ment in fault tolerant electronics and better power source. Also additional higher computational
modules can be added to the P&C module to provide higher level control and execution of
advanced algorithms for autonomy.
Optimisation and planning
The task execution of the different robot configurations can be planned and optimised using the
simulator and during the execution of tasks in the mockup of the workspace. This approach
would not only increase the optimisation and planning of the modular robot movement [32] by
reducing redundant movement but also in reducing and distributing the overall radiation dose
taken by different modules. The different approaches can be tested in the simulator and data
from mock-up trials used to optimise the task execution.
Fault tolerance and Detection
It can be achieved by combining both the hardware and software approach. Duplicating (having
redundant modules) the hardware, similar to what is done in space crafts [117] to ensure high
degree of safety by having multiple units performing the same task and cross validating each
other to detect faults is the hardware approach. While the software approach could be in im-
plementing concurrent processes along with checking the task execution model. Fault detection
can also be achieved by comparing the data logged during the task execution in the mockup and
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simulation (task execution model) versus the physical execution in the remote location. Exten-
sion of this process would be to create respective models for the different tasks depending on
robot configuration, with which it is possible to detect and predict faults. In the case of failure
in a module, example if an actuator in the joint module fails then the other modules compensate
for the lost degrees of freedom by reconfiguring their functions.
3.5 Summary
The modular robot system (MRS) presented overcome the requirement constraints considered
for the design. The design choices used for the hardware and software extend towards robust
robot system through fault detection and recovery. Also, the software and hardware architecture
is validated using the prototype. The scale of the modular system and materials used for a de-
ployment would depend on the requirements. Various robot configurations have been evaluated
in simulation and results presented showing the possibility of deployment of a modular robot in
an ionizing radiation facility to do basic maintenance and reduce the downtime of the facility.
The MRS robot prototype is able to become a platform to test and validate the safety and robust-
ness of the modular robots use in facilities. In the future, there could be fault tolerant, robust
and safe modular robots that can prevent human intervention in hazardous environments along
with offering adaptability and cost effectiveness during task execution .
3.6 Connector mechanism
The modularity definition aims to identify independent, standardized, or interchangeable units
to satisfy a variety of functions [7]. While modularity together with reconfigurability becomes a
system with dynamic functionality and structure [118] [119]. To achieve a modular and recon-
figurable robotic system, a connection mechanism must exist between elements of the system.
This way, each module is capable of being mechanically and/or electrically connected to one or
more modules to form different robot configurations and hence perform different tasks. Various
configurations of the modular robots show the usability, adaptability and the possibilities of the
modular system over a conventional design. As the connector serves as an interface between
modules, they are critical components of modular robot design. A badly conceived connector
will limit the capabilities of the entire system.
Homogeneous and heterogeneous modular robots provide different advantages and represent
two different approaches to modular robotics. Heterogeneous modular robot system which is
based on the use of an inventory of physical modules such as actuated joints, specialized mod-
ules, power and control units that are assembled in different configurations to perform different
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tasks. In such a scenario the requirements for the connection mechanism necessary to connect
across the various modules is different from homogeneous [17] [120] modular robots connector.
During the development of modular robot system the need to upgrade the connector and enhance
the abilities of the system was felt. In this section, various connector mechanisms and proper-
ties are presented along with requirements of a connector mechanism for heterogeneous modular
robotic system. The previous connector designs and new connector design for the modular robot
system are presented.
3.6.1 Related work
During the study to improve the modular robot connector, necessary to standardise parameters
for a standard connector for heterogeneous modular robots was felt. In this section, a possi-
ble approach to designing a standard connector for heterogeneous modular robotic system is
presented. In modular robots, connector mechanism performs a fundamental function as a me-
chanical and/or electrical connection between modules in both homogeneous and heterogeneous
systems. It is possible to classify reconfigurable or self-reconfigurable modular robot systems
into three classes based on the method of reconfiguration: mobile, lattice and chain reconfig-
uration [9]. For this purpose, different connection mechanisms have been designed (shown in
Figure 3.22) and have been roughly characterized by the forces used to hold modules together
e.g. permanent-magnet based magnetic force [48] [45], electromagnetic forces [57], electro-
static forces [121], physical latches or pins [122] [123] [124], vacuum-based bonding [125],
atmospheric and hydrostatic pressure [126] although most of the work is related to homoge-
neous systems, study of the modular design was done. From the literature and previous work
[67] certain characteristics or demands to be considered for the design and development of a
connector in heterogeneous modular robots which are summarized in section 3.6.2 along with
the justification to why the connector design is different from homogeneous modular robots.
Figure 3.22: Example of connection mechanisms. [L-R][T-B] M-TRAN, Claytronics, Cubes,
Programmable matter, SMART, PolyBot, Roombots, Vacuubes.
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3.6.2 Requirements to analyse
While considering heterogeneous systems, the requirements change in comparison with homo-
geneous systems due to their inherent differences. As seen in Figure 3.22 various size, shape and
types of connectors are already being used for various modular robotic systems. As heteroge-
neous systems connector should be able to connect modules created even after the completion of
the initial design of the system and hence, has to provide a very stable and standard mechanism
to keep extending the ability to perform new or different tasks
Mechanical design
The mechanical design gives an overview of all physical aspects of the connector. The important
components are the shell as whole which houses the entire mechanism and takes the load, the
guide which is responsible for alignment, the connection mechanism which provides the actual
connection and space for the electrical connector. Although it’s difficult to separate one from
another, it is split into the parts, described below.
Alignment and geometry
The geometry is fundamental requirement [123] on the list of a connector, as it directly effects
all the other requirements. The best possible connector geometry is when the connector can
easily be integrated into the modular robot. The size and shape of the connector determines
the usability of the connector to any modular system, several other requirements have to be
considered before deciding it i.e. space for signal and power transfer [82], sensor placement
[127], connection mechanism [128] and alignment mechanism [124].
Connector gender, symmetry and alignment
The gender and symmetry of a connector greatly influence the union of two connectors. The
gender limits the union between different types of connectors. Hence, a genderless system is
preferable, but a gender based restrictive connection is common in applications of end effec-
tors . There are systems that use male and female connector type and few systems that use
hermaphrodite connector[123], which is a single connector type mechanism and can also be
called genderless system.
Connector strength
The connector mechanism attached to the module must withstand enough shear and tensile
force to support at least one docked module. This characteristic will impact the efficiency of the
connector and the overall robot structure. The connector structure should be designed to cope
partly or completely with these forces (Fig. 3.23). For a heterogeneous modular robot system
it is not entirely possible to predict all the specialised modules as, the specialised modules are
task dependent. A design that can endure large shear and tensile forces is preferable. Among
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the different classifications mentioned, pin-locking method and face-latching method offer the
best trade off between strength and power consumption.
Tensile forces Shear forces
Figure 3.23: (a) Schematic diagram of tensile and shear forces applied to the connectors
Electrical connection
The modules will dock with others to form a new robot configuration. The connector has the
responsibility to transfer signals and/or power between the modules. This new robot configu-
ration requires communication between modules and maybe power transfer to perform a task.
For such a requirement, the connector mechanism should provide communication and power
channel between the modules.
It is essential to efficiently place the electrical contact to minimize oxidation of the contact
surface while ensuring efficiency and product life. Sometimes it is desirable to have power lines
interconnecting the modules for recharging or power supply. Electronic connection can facilitate
in better execution and synchronization of tasks. The sensor placement for an active guidance
and other purposes is closely related with the electrical connections and should be carefully
chosen to maximize the use of sensors.
Communication transfer
Communication using wired [31] and wireless [129] mode exist depending on the design and
need. For wired communication transfer it is crucial for the contact points to be connected in
correct orientations and the design should ensure that orientations that lead to wrong docking
are mechanically avoided. For wireless mode of communication placement of the transmitter
and receiver are important, possible inclusion of antenna design into the modules would be
beneficial.
Power transfer
As, not every module of a heterogeneous modular robot system has its own power supply it is
essential to share the energy. Also, the systems ability to adapt new modules and possibly very
specific task modules which may be power intensive, sharing of the energy will be crucial to
perform the tasks. Generally a few modules are exposed to large activity and tend to consume
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more energy than the rest. In such a case a power interface on the connector could transfer the
energy required for the task from other modules. Such an addition also helps in charging the
robotic system easily in any configuration.
Other considerations
The design has to ensure that non high priority parameters described below are also considered
to minimize cost and increase life of the system.
Weight of the connector adds to the systems weight and contributes to higher cost of operation,
but in some cases depending on the system the extra weight or shape can add stability to the
entire system. Such an addition is more advantageous to entire system as more stability can be
achieved. Also depending on the requirement of strength and use, the materials of the connector
are chosen keeping in mind the parameter of weight.
Operation costs with respect to connectors design would be the power consumption, wear and
tear of the connector. The Power consumption during connecting, disconnecting and main-
taining the connection has to be reduced to minimum so as to conserve the battery. Pin-latch
mechanism and spring loaded locking provide good connector strength and relatively low power
consumption as, power is consumed only during docking and undocking process and not when
the connection is maintained.
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Figure 3.24: Connector energy consumption
Maintenance is unavoidable in a system of constant use. Easy maintenance can be ensured if
the connector mechanism is simple and easy to access with less number of parts. This reduces
the complexity of the connector and lesser moving parts reduces the wear and tear. The materials
used for the manufacturing of the connector also contribute to maintenance factor, as good
material choice during design will generally lead to lesser maintenance.
Manufacturing a design to specification is a challenge but many engineering practices today
are able to cope with a wide range of materials and precision. As, multiple number of connector
modules will be needed, a modular or simple design approach during design would be beneficial.
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3.6.3 Previous connectors
In this subsection the previous connector prototypes of RobMAT and SMART modular robot
system are presented. SMART heterogeneous modular robot system updated its connector
mechanism after analysing the constraints of the RobMAT connector and the state of art [123]
available for modular robot connector mechanism.
Connector - RobMAT
The connector mechanism used in the RobMAT system permits reconfiguration by means of a
male and female two pin connector mechanism which enables communication transfer capabil-
ity. The mechanism presents disadvantages in terms of power consumption, restricted connec-
tion method and deficiency with shear forces.
(a) Gender based active connec-
tor with two electromagnets
(b) Passive element of the con-
nector (c) Two modules joined
Figure 3.25: Gender based connector mechanism
The active male connector that has two electromagnetic devices controlled by the electronic
board which provides the mechanical connection. It also has two contact points in which transfer
of communication signals between modules (Figure 3.25a). The passive female connector is a
metallic plate with two contact points that transfers communication signals to other modules as
(Figure 3.25b). The module can dock with upto two other modules using this connector type as
shown in Figure 3.25c.
The geometric shape of this connector is a rectangle. This characteristics permits two possible
orientations with respect to another connector but only one orientation for proper communica-
tion establishment. There is high power consumption due to the fact that during the docking
and the docked phase the electromagnetic connector has to be active and therefore, continue
to consume energy. This characteristic is a constant drain to the energy source of the modular
robotic systems. The connector strength depends on the electromagnetic device and weight of
the load cannot exceed 33% of the magnetic force. Although the mechanism is capable of lift-
ing another module as shown in Figure 3.25, the mechanism is not capable of supporting shear
forces between both connectors.
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Connector Prototype - SMART
SMART was an upgrade from the previous connector mechanism, it incorporated the design
principles of Nilsson’s work [123]. It is a hermaphrodite connector mechanism, 90 symme-
try and handles misalignment by using the short passive guides. The locking mechanism is
an electro-mechanical mechanism due to the trade off between strength and energy consump-
tion.The hook locking mechanism actuated by a rotatory disk consumes no power to hold con-
nection due to its self-locking feature. On the connection face a communication transfer port is
provided as seen in Figure 3.26b.
(a) Components
Connecting face module
Manual
trigger
module
Automatic
trigger
module
(b) Assembled connector
Figure 3.26: Hermaphrodite connector using hook based locking mechanism
The connector mechanism enables manual and self-reconfiguration capabilities when changing
configuration as two different connectors were developed, an automatic trigger model and man-
ual trigger model so as to be able to use them depending on the need and implemented design
as described in Figure 3.26. This system also supported two wire communication, having the
enhancement of being orientation independent to make communication transfer.
In a heterogeneous system where the control module will have to be connected with different
actuated joints, specialized modules with varying level of functionality, having a stable docking
mechanism with provision for electrical connection and strong mechanical connection would
ensure compatibility among modules irrespective of the type or level of complexity. Hence,
during the mechanical design considerations have to be made to accommodate all the mentioned
requirements. In the system shown in Fig 3.27, the connector geometry ensures easy docking
and undocking.
The use of passive guides and the hook locking mechanism to the connection face helps mitigate
angular misalignment during the docking process.
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Figure 3.27: Details during the assembling process of different robot or system configurations.
3.6.4 Connector mechanism
During the interventions of the tunnel facilities at CERN, it is important to measure the back-
ground ionising radiation before maintenance crew commences. Traditionally this has been
done by radiation protection personnel. To minimise the dose to personnel a robot system is
preferred to carry a radiation probe through the active areas and relay readings to the control
room. To make the robot as versatile as possible a modular robot configuration is presented.
Figure 3.28 shows a robot configuration where the driven legs can become manipulator arms by
changing the effector on the end of the arm. To minimise the complexity, weight and wire count
to the arm it is proposed that the arm itself operates the end effector change by rotation of its
standard joints. The connector also has the need to transfer energy and communication to the
end effector and needs to be considered during design. This section describes the development
of this design.
(a) Manipulation configuration (b) Mobile configuration
Figure 3.28: MRS robot configuration with power base
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Requirements
The modular robot configuration has arms that can configured either for locomotion or recon-
figured as manipulator arms to collect a tool/end effector from the back of the robot described
in Figure 3.28 as the white and grey unit at the center. The requirements can be summarised as
follows.
• Small footprint
• Mechanical simplicity
• Reduced wiring
• Alignment tolerance
• Using robot actuation for locking and unlocking mechanism
In the connector there was a need of minimum four wires, two for communication and two more
for energy transfer. As it was necessary for end effectors like lighting, cameras and other probe
specialised modules.
Previous work had presented a connector interface that relied on a symmetrical pattern (hermaphrodite
design with 90 symmetry and short passive guides) to align and locate the end effector, with
two wire face connection. The end effector was locked in place by a motor driven set of latches
as seen in previous subsection. This design had the disadvantage of requiring a motor and gear-
box to operate the latches. The weight of the motor and gearbox also required extra energy from
the inboard joint to manoeuvre it.
Connector design
The proposed design uses the radial motion of the arm and the rotational motion of the wrist to
locate and lock the connector interface in place as can be seen in Figure 3.29.
(a) Arm motion for tool engagement using con-
nector
(b) Wrist motion locking the connector and re-
leases tool
Figure 3.29: Proposed connector mechanism
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Connector Interface
The arm radial motion engages the tapered connector interface on the arm into the fixed, but
compliant, connector/tool base. The tapered faces guide the two parts into alignment by de-
creasing the freedom of the interface as it reaches the end. The symbolic representation is pre-
sented in Figure 3.30a and Figure 3.30b. As the interface approaches the electrical connection
(a) Approaching for connection (b) Connection successful
Figure 3.30: Interface engagement
mechanism the freedom is already reduced to only lateral movement. The modified Universal
Serial Bus (USB) type A is utilised (has 4 wires) marked in dark green and dark blue in the
Figure 3.30 engage fully. The USB standard mechanism also has small compliance flexibility
with curved wire connection on female side as seen in Figure 3.31b and the standard USB type
A is small enough to be modified for integration within the interface and provides 4 channels
for signals from the connector e.g. a camera image. The connector interface will also have the
ability to interface with specially designed charging stations to recharge the batteries also.
(a) Standard USB (b) USB female connectors
Figure 3.31: USB connector design adapted for the 4 wire electrical transfer requirement
As the Connector Interface touches the bottom of the slot the latch springs shut to lock the parts
together. The spring loaded plunger is pushed until the retaining pin is released. The arm and
tool are now locked together as seen in Figure 3.32. The rotation about the wrist for the arm
is used to finally remove the interfaced tool/specialised module to come free of the tool holder.
The tool/specialised module is now ready for use as seen in Figure 3.33 .
Returning the tool to the tool holder is basically the reverse of the operations so far. The tool is
placed in the tool holder (see Figure 3.33). As the wrist is turned anti-clockwise the latch pin
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Figure 3.32: Tool Locked
Figure 3.33: Arm released
runs in a slot in the tool/specialised module Holder until it is held back by the latch restraint.
The rotation stops when the retaining pin hits the stop. As the arm is raised the plunger springs
up to allow the retaining pin to lock the tool into the holder. Figure 3.32, with the latch held
back by the latch restraint.
Care needs to be taken to ensure the tool/specialised module holder to be compliant to the
radial movement of the arm. Simple springs would be used to retain the tool/specialised module
holder in a nominal position but allow compliance with the arm’s arc of motion. The small
moving parts require careful tolerance to ensure accurate and free motion. The springs should
be carefully chosen to provide the correct amount of restraining force. Due to the accuracy and
surface finish required for a reliable mechanism, it is unlikely that rapid-prototype plastic parts
will be suitable. Brass or anodised aluminium parts would be suitable.
3.7 Summary
The proposed connector design removes the need for a motor and gearbox to operate the latch-
ing mechanism. The design is considered viable but will require some more development to
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adjust spring rates and clearances. The new connector mechanism satisfies the requirements
presented. This work provides a path for a standard connection mechanism for not just end-
effectors of heterogeneous modular robots but also to other industrial arms. It also needs to
be observed that with minor modification this can also become connector mechanism for the
manual reconfiguration of modular robot.

Chapter 4
RAMS Approach
The systematic study of system behaviour from the point of view of failure and risk is foundation
for RAMS (reliability, availability, maintainability and safety) approach. RAMS is considered
as set of activities linked to the study of the failure, maintenance and availability of systems. It
is used to predict failure or other criteria like mean time to failure, availability at any stage of
the life cycle of a system.
Through the RAMS approach critical failure can be mitigated to reduce the overall risk of fail-
ure, this is achieved through generation of system models like fault trees and reliability block
diagrams. The RAMS approach helps in systematically understanding the risks, their effects
and mitigation strategies.
The requirements related to the RAMS [130] from the perspective of robot deployment are anal-
ysed in this section and a Systems Engineering (SE) approach is used during the life cycle of
modular robot design. The RAMS parameters are also related to the ISO (International Organi-
zation for Standardization) standard for [131] "robots and robotic devices – Safety requirements
for industrial robots" which emphasises on robot inclusion in industrial environments with em-
phasis on reliability and failure mitigation. The modular robot system design being large sci-
entific facilities centric, the RAMS requirements and SE approach are used to explore the gaps,
shortcoming and research avenues for such an implementation. The results from this research
are presented in this section in the form of three different cases with experimental results.
Reliability
Reliability needs to be seen not just from the perspective of replaceable modules but also in
terms of robot configurations executing the tasks. It would include the hardware, software and
the control of modular robot. Reliability Engineering book [130] states system reliability can be
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calculated as the product of the reliabilities of system components. Generally, higher reliability
translates to more expensive components with possibly less expensive maintenance actions. The
main problem faced is to find appropriate reliability parameters for different robot task execution
scenarios while considering overall system cost and impact. Different failure mechanisms are
referred to as failure modes and can be modelled separately or aggregated into a single failure
model.
Availability
In general the maintenance by robots is preferred to be done in operator shifts split into sessions.
Hence, depending on the type of task and the location the robot configuration should be able to
accommodate this demand. Availability of the robot is also defined by the time required for the
robot to be reconfigured into the necessary configuration.
A =
Lifetime
Totaltime
=
Lifetime
Lifetime+Repairtime
=
MTBF
MTBT +MTTR
(4.1)
Where,
MTBF : is the Mean Time Between Failures
MTTR : is the Mean Time To Repair
Availability from RAMS perspective is the probability of the successful operation of a system
in a determined period of time. It can be calculated by the ratio between life time and total time
between failures of the equipment [132].
Maintainability
Modular Robots due to their modularity are easier to maintain in comparison to conventional
robots. MR also facilitate in swapping of modules due to duplication and reuse of basic modules.
Maintainability is defined as the ability to renew a system or component in a determined period
of time, enabling it to continue performing its design functions [132].
Safety
Safety with respect to Modular robots implementation in large scientific facilitates as CERN is
two folds: robot configuration and facility. Safety has to be ensured during execution of tasks
by the modular robots configurations not only for itself but also for the scientific facility. Crit-
ical equipment for the functioning of the facility is present at the operation space of the robot
hence, the integration of any robot needs to fulfill the safety requirement. A guideline for which
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can be found in the ISO standard for robots and robotic devices – Safety requirements for in-
dustrial robots[131]. The RAMS parameters along with a systems engineering(SE) approach
is used. SE is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of success-
ful systems. It focuses on defining needs and required functionalities early in the development
cycle, documenting requirements, and then proceeding with design synthesis and system valida-
tion while considering the complete problem of performance, cost & schedule, manufacturing,
testing, operations, training & support, and disposal. In other words, SE can be seen as a sub-
set of the project management corpus dedicated to the development of complex mechatronics
systems[133].
Systems engineering
The V-model is a life cycle model that originates from systems engineering itself. According
to the V-model, a project implementation consists of six phases [134] as shown in Figure 4.1,
which became the foundation for engineering and research work presented in this thesis:
• Conception of operations
• Requirements and architecture
• Detailed design
• Integration, test and verification
• Systems verification and validation
• Operation and maintenance phase
Cooper et al [135] and Ulrich et al [136] processes consider that, the development process is a
series of phases, broken down between front-end related phases and development related phases.
Iterations and parallelization are features that need to be considered when the products are tech-
nology demanding and complex. Figure 4.1 is a representation of the process.
Approach
To increase the safety and reliability of the RAMS aspects for the deployed robot solution, there
was a need to study existing robot deployments and aspects that can be improved . The focus
is on aspects that are not only useful for modular robots but to general robot deployment in the
facilities. The methods used are with the use of fault trees and event trees, an example scenario
of the robots is presented in the Figure 4.2 which describes fault tree for the inability to perform
the changing the target task by the industrial robot in ISOLDE facility. The industrial robot is
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Figure 4.1: The systems engineering V-model
on ramp to move it to the location to pick up the used target (material for an experiment) and
move it to storage. The failure can occur in multiple stages of diagnostics, due to old parts, ramp
movement or robot movement. After successful completion of the task, similar task is repeated
after the storage of used target which is, placing the new target in the location.
Figure 4.2: Fault tree of ISOLDE robot study
As each conventional robot can be represented as a modular robot configurations. Analysing
description lead to the conclusion that utilising the energy consumption of the robots would be
an approach in the direction of RAMS that will be generic to all classes of robots deployment
at CERN like industrial manipulators (ISOLDE robots [3] ), mobile robots (Telemax [6]), tele-
operated manipulators on a remote vehicle (Mantis [4]) and specialised robots (TIM [5]) to name
a few.
Hence, the research split up into the three studies:
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• Firstly, management of the energy for the mobile robot deployment is critical and hence
the work to characterise and optimise is performed in this regard and presented in Sec-
tion 4.1.
• Secondly, external force estimation through the use of a mathematical model and current
sensing to overcome the inability to use force sensors in the hazardous environment. Al-
though the state of art exists in parts, here they are presented as a complete solution for
the problem in Section 4.2.
• Thirdly, utilising energy consumption as an additional factor of focus in bilateral control
teleoperation. Due to the requirement for long endurance manipulation tasks inside the
tunnel by mobile manipulator robots as presented in Section 4.3.
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4.1 Case 1: Energy management for mobile robots
Mobile robots are used in various applications such as remote inspection, survey and defence ap-
plications. The robot’s energy consumption is dependent on the nature of tasks to be performed
and the time to complete the assigned mission. In hostile, nuclear or disaster environments, the
robots will be equipped with teleoperation capabilities and/or semi-autonomous features to ease
the operator overload. For these robotic applications, the main energy autonomy challenges
to be considered are that the robot should be able to go over long distances and operate for
relatively long periods.
Since robots deployed in hazardous environments usually carry a finite power source such as bat-
teries (because of environmental constraints), it is critical to ensure before executing the mission
that the robot has sufficient energy to complete the task by predicting the energy requirements
before-hand. In addition, the robot should be able to take actions if the remaining energy in the
robot is not enough to make a return trip to its charging station.
The robots need to manage their energy consumption to avoid running out of energy as this
would mean personnel access to retrieve or recover the robot from the hazardous (e.g. radia-
tion) area where it was deployed (For e.g. [137]). Also, the robot’s energy autonomy should
be optimized to provide more flexibility in possible interventions (in terms of distance travelled
and mission time). Predicting the energy requirements of various components in a robot helps
making decisions on optimizing the tasks and the mission to be accomplished with the avail-
able energy capacity. It is important to develop energy-efficient designs considering multiple
components together.
In this section, energy prediction modelling approach for a small scale mobile robot platform
is presented which can be extended to other mobile platforms. This section also discusses the
applications of using energy prediction models in on-line energy monitoring, energy optimiza-
tion, and simulations in autonomous or teleoperated robots. In the next section, a review of the
literature regarding energy management in mobile robots and in the "Methodology" section, the
theoretical basis behind this work is discussed. Finally, the experimental setup and discussion
on the results along with the energy model applications are presented.
4.1.1 Related work
The significance of power management for long-term operation of autonomous robots is dis-
cussed in the work by Deshmukh et al. [138], with challenges in terms of battery technology,
power estimation and auto recharging. In [139], a robot with an auto-recharging system is pro-
posed with emphasis on the aspects improving the robustness (or reliability) of the system. A
method for automatically recharging the batteries using the robot’s built-in sensors to control
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docking with a recharging station was proposed in [140]. Much research has been conducted on
mobile robot motion energy optimization through motion planning [141, 142] and path planning
[143, 144] techniques. Models for locomotion power and dynamics have been widely studied.
Wei Yu et al [145] emphasize that power models of motors are needed for the locomotion plan-
ning to complete time or energy constrained missions. Power models for skid steered wheeled
[145, 146] and tracked vehicles [147] are proposed for various turning radius and surface con-
ditions.
Some works analyse the energy consumption of different components in robots. Liu et al. [148]
present an energy breakdown table of a Mars rover. Michaud et al. [149] estimate the en-
ergy consumption of a rover including the communication power. However, they do not build
power models for each component. A study [150] indicates that sensing, computation and com-
munication consume significant amounts of power compared to locomotion power. Therefore,
management of all power consuming modules is important. In [151], power models were used
to optimize the deployment of robots under energy and timing constraints. The MarXbot [152]
can auto-replace its batteries with hot swapping capability. In [152], it is proposed that power
models of various components allow the robot to estimate when the robot should exchange its
battery. A behavioural model for finding the optimal time at which a robot (mobile agent) should
go back to recharge is presented in [153].
Hostile or scientific facilities (such as at CERN) generally are not designed to accommodate
mobile teleoperated robots. It is complicated to navigate the mobile robot to the work site due to
the compact spaces and unstructured sections. For e.g. special provisions were made for the TIM
robot [154] to pass through the sector doors in the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. Because
of such restrictions, auto-recharging techniques [138–140, 153] cannot be used for telerobotic
applications in scientific facilities emitting ionising radiations.
Robot Mass (kg) Maximum locomotion power (W)
Khepera III [155] 0.69 0.8 (28%)
MarXbot [152] 1 3.5 (33%)
Pioneer DX [150] 9 10.6 (34%)
Auriga- [147] 286 3000 (87%)
TIM [154] 500 2000 (92%)
Table 4.1: Comparison of various mobile robots mass and power consumption
Table 4.1 gives a comparison of some mobile robot’s mass and power consumption considering
the maximum power for each component. It can be observed that as the robot becomes heavier;
the locomotion power accounts for higher percentage of the total power because the locomotion
power depends on the size and the mass of the robot while the computers and sensors are rela-
tively independent of the robot’s size and mass. It should be noted that, adding more batteries
to the robot adds more mass, thereby requiring more power for locomotion.
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Analysis of previous studies suggest that there is no common approach for creating power and
energy consumption models of various components irrespective of the type of mobile robot
and hence a generic modular approach for building power models and predicting the energy
consumption of a mobile robot is proposed. This work aims towards the use of robots for small
mobile robotic applications (e.g. Khepera III), modular robot applications, radiation inspection
applications (e.g. TIM) in hazardous environment and specifically towards ensuring successful
completion of task from the energy perspective.
4.1.2 Methodology
Teleoperated robotic system : A general architecture of a teleoperated robot and the compo-
nents used in the proposed energy management module is shown in Figure 4.3. As explained
in [147], mobile robots usually have multiple components, such as motors, sensors, and micro-
controllers, embedded computers and communication devices. Communication with the robot
can be either wired or wireless. Embedded computers are used for high-level computation and
micro-controllers for low-level controls. The remote control station (commanding the robot)
usually consists of communication devices, computers, information or video display modules,
input and control devices such as joystick, keyboard and touch panel.
Figure 4.3: General architecture of teleoperated robotic system highlighting the components
used in the energy monitoring system
The time-stamped instantaneous battery voltage and total current used by the robot (instead of
measuring current through each component) is used to build the power models. The energy
needed by the robot to perform any task (including the on-line estimation of energy required to
return to its base station) can be predicted with the help of these power consumption models.
Most of the robots provide internal battery voltage information. Some robots are equipped with
a battery charging system that provides both voltage and current information at runtime.
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On-line energy prediction modelling system : Power consumed by the robot depends on the
number of active components; whereas, the energy consumption depends on the power con-
sumption as well as the amount of time each component is active. A one-time process for
generating the power models for various components can be developed by conducting some pre-
determined series of operations on the robot (e.g. Figure 4.4) either manually or programmed
operations in the robot’s embedded computer. When an additional component (hardware) is
added to the robot, the robot’s existing power model is updated. This feature makes the energy
prediction algorithm modular and expandable for future modifications in the robot.
Figure 4.4: Sequence of operations to determine power models of various components in a
mobile robot
The instantaneous power consumption Pi of the mobile robot is the sum of power consumed by
static and dynamic power consuming components. Components such as computer, controllers,
and communication devices consume steady state power Pstatic (without many fluctuations).
Whereas components such as sensors and motors whose power consumption dynamically varies
based on their usage are categorised as dynamic components with power Pdynamic. The instan-
taneous power P i at time instant i is given by:
P i =
n1X
i=1
P istatic +
n2X
i=1
P idynamic; where n = n1 + n2 (4.2)
Here, n1 is the number of static components, n2 is the number of dynamic components and n is
the total number of components in the mobile robot. The energy consumed by a component j is
the summation of the power consumed by that component during the time (tj) the component is
active.
Ecj =
tjX
i=1
P icj [J] (4.3)
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To obtain the total energy consumed by the robot (Ec) in driving along a path of length p for tp
seconds, integrate all the n components’ energy consumption as follows:
Ec = Estatic + Edynamic (4.4)
=
Z tp
0
nX
j=1
(Gicj  P icj ) dt (4.5)
Where P icj is the maximum power consumed by a component j at time instant i and G
i
cj is the
weight function applied to each component based on its type as follows:
Gicj =
8>>><>>>:
1 when component j is active and static
 when component j is active and dynamic
0 when component j is passive
Where,   1 is a parameter depends on the duty cycle (if it’s a motor) or the frequency f (if
it’s a sensor) of the dynamic component that is active at the instant i. For static components,
the maximum power consumed is approx. equal to the average power consumed by them. For
instance, the static components such as computers and controllers are always active in a mobile
robot. Whereas, the communication devices need not necessarily be active all the time but can
be passive for some duration. The power consumed by a sensor operating at a frequency f can
be modelled using a linear equation involving two constants s1 and s2 as [150]:
Psensors = s1  f + s2 (4.6)
The motion power depends on various parameters such as the linear  and angular velocity !,
linear and angular accelerations a; _! , mass of the robotm and the slope of the surface .
P imotion = f(; !; a; _!;m;) (4.7)
Most of the mobile robots use multiple DC motors for locomotion with wheels, tracks or mod-
ular arrangements. The power model for DC motor with velocity  and acceleration _ at time
instant i is given in [156] as follows:
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P imotion = C1  ai2 + C2  i2 + C3  i + C4 + C5  ai
+ C6  ai  i (4.8)
The parameters C1; C2;    ; C6 depends on the motor and wheel characteristics such as torque
constants, damping force, load inertias, and the nature of the travelling surface. When the robot
travel a pre-defined path, the initial and final velocities are zero, and therefore the motion power
model can be reduced to:
P imotion = C1  ai2 + C2  i2 + C3  i + C4 (4.9)
Emotion =
Z tp
0
(C1  ai2 + C2  i2 + C3  i + C4) dt (4.10)
The total energy consumed by a robot is given below as a sum of energy consumed by computer,
controller, sensors, motors and communication devices.
Ec = Ecomp + Econ +
nsX
j=1
Esenj +
nmX
j=1
Emotionj + Ecom (4.11)
Once the power model is generated, it can be used to calculate the on-line energy consump-
tion of each component while the robot is performing some task or can be used to predict
the energy requirements before the mission based on the nature of the tasks. The list of ac-
tive components at any instant is determined by the operator (manual teleoperation) or by the
program (autonomous). Different tasks or missions exhibit different energy consumption be-
haviour; nevertheless, the energy characterization will allow the operator to optimize the energy
consumption.
Let Ea be the total energy available in a mobile robot. Since the aim is to predict the energy
consumed during/before a mission, the dynamics of the total available energy capacity in a robot
(that depends on the battery chemistry) is out of scope of this section and treated Ea as constant.
The reserve energy available at any instant is given by
Eir = Ea   Eic (4.12)
Let us assume that the robot is active for tn seconds during a mission of travelling a path of
length dp with a constant velocity p. The time taken by a robot to travel the distance tp =
dp
p
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(a) Motion power with speed
(b) Power characterization of the Khepera mo-
bile robot
Figure 4.5: Measured power models for Khepera mobile robot components
(a) Open (b) Closed
Figure 4.6: Khepera mobile robot
(such that tp  tn) is the time during which the motors are active. The energy needed to execute
this mission En and the reserve energy Er after the execution of this mission will be:
En = (Pstatic  tn + Pmotion(vi;ai  tp) (4.13)
Er = Ea   En (4.14)
4.1.3 Experimental setup
The Khepera III mobile robot (127x123x70 mm3, Figure 4.6), produced by the K-team Corpo-
ration, has an inbuilt smart battery monitoring system providing the current state of the battery
(voltage, current, capacity remaining, and temperature) and hence this robot was selected to start
with our experiments so that no additional hardware module (e.g. current sensor) was needed.
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Khepera III powered by a rechargeable Li-polymer battery pack of 1400mAh, has 2 DC brushed
servo motors, 11 infra-red sensors and 5 ultrasonic sensors. Korebot II, a mini-computer (exten-
sion module) that hosts Bluetooth and Wi-Fi communication modules is added to the Khepera
III robot. The voltage and current values are recorded at a sampling frequency of 20Hz.
As soon as the robot is started, the power consumed by various components is recorded by
activating or controlling the components one by one. Programs for deriving the power models
from a series of operations (Fig. 4, right) and calculating the energy consumption of each
component (by determining the duration for which each component was active) were written
in MATLAB and tested with the robot’s datasets created during the experiments. Initially the
computer is turned on and hence Pcomp is calculated. Then, the controllers are activated and the
power Pcon is noted. Each other component’s power consumption is calculated by subtracting
from the previous power value after the activation of the respective components.
Since all sensors data were needed during teleoperation to ensure safety of the robot and sur-
roundings, all the sensing elements were active at maximum frequency throughout the exper-
iments. Motors are the only dynamic components. Hence the static power component is the
sum of sensing, controller and computer power. Pstatic = Psen + Pcomp + Pcon + Pcom and
Pdynamic = Pmotion. The computer consumes an average 0.5 W power. Therefore, the sensing
and control power is obtained by subtracting 0.5 W from the static power.
As the Khepera mobile robot is small in size and mass, the power model for locomotion is as-
sumed (and is evident in the experiments) to be linear with respect to the average speed (of both
motors) and the only cases considered were constant payload on a flat surface. However for big-
ger robots, this assumption does not hold true and hence the motion energy model (Equation 4.8
or Equation 4.10) should be used instead. The acceleration effects are negligible when compared
to the effect of velocity on power consumed by the motor [150]. Hence, the Equation 4.10 can
further be reduced adding the effect of payload massmp as:
P imotion = C  i + Cmp mp + CI (4.15)
Where, the parameter CI depends on the robot’s massmr and its inertia.
The power consumption of static components is observed to be almost constant (average val-
ues are used). The range of speed used in teleoperation experiments is 28mm/s - 138mm/s. With
the measurement of motion power corresponding to the speed and payload of the robot (Fig-
ure 4.5a), a least square fit to the Equation 4.15 can be applied to the measured data arriving at
the following equation.
P imotion = 2:4  i + 0:22 mp + 0:36 (4.16)
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Figure 4.7: Robot path during tasks
(a) Measured speed, power and energy during
taskA
(b) Measured speed, power and energy during
taskB
Figure 4.8: Experimental tasks performed and the measured values during the operation
The generated power model is used for energy prediction modelling system. It can be noted that
the Wi-Fi module consumes significantly higher power than other components.
To verify the accuracy of the energy prediction models, two different types of tasks with the
robot travelling from point A to point B were conducted. For the experiments, the total time
for completing the task tn = 125 s and the time for motion is tp = 100 s. The measurements
sampling time dt = 50ms.
The first task (taskA) is to run the robot with same velocity but with different static power con-
sumers (i.e. the dynamic power consumption remains same in both case). In this scenario, the
robot preformed the task twice, one using Wi-Fi module (taskAWiFi) and again using Bluetooth
module (taskABt). The robot moved at a constant velocity  = 56mm/s. The measured speed,
power and energy for taskA (Figure 4.8a) show a minor power change at 70 s due to a small
speed bump on the path. The second task (taskB) is to circulate the robot in the robot arena
(with point A as the origin) at different velocities.
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The total energy drawn by the robot can be calculated by integrating the instantaneous power
values (using voltage and current measurements)
Eref =
tnX
i=0
V i  Ii (4.17)
This energy value (Equation 4.17) is used as the ground truth reference value against which the
predicted energy value using the energy models (Equation 4.5) are compared. The predicted
energy values Epred for taskAWiFi and task
A
Bt are computed using the derived power models
and the Equation 4.5, Equation 4.16 and Equation 4.14.
Figure 4.9: Comparison of predicted vs measured energy values with speed for taskB
4.1.4 Results and discussions
Figure 4.10: Prediction error of prediction model vs measured energy value
Figures 4.10 and 4.9 show the comparison of the reference energy values (computed with the
measured data) and the predicted energy values (computed with the energy prediction models).
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The energy prediction error is calculated as:
Error(%) =
Eref   Epred
Eref
 100 (4.18)
The mean error of the model-based energy calculation is 1.6% (with a range of -2.8% to +3.8%.
This proves that this method is highly accurate for application to energy prediction system to
small scale robots.
Considering the prediction error as 4% (Equation 4.18), measurement error with the current and
voltage transducers as 2% (from the transducer specifications), and a standard deviation from
the average values as 4% (Equation 4.6), the energy prediction system should have a margin of
atleast 10% for effective energy prediction and mission panning.
Energy optimisation - To travel from point A to point B, the energy saving made by operating
the robot at higher speed (138mm=s) is 73% compared to operating the robot at 28mm=s (based
on Figure 4.9). It can be observed that around 33% of energy can be saved by using the Blue-
tooth module instead of the WiFi module for communication. However, the Bluetooth standard
has more constraints than WiFi (such as lesser distance range, lower data-rate capability). If
the robot is operated at maximum speed and does not use any communication device, then the
energy savings (computed using energy models) can be upto 83%. Hence, based on the sys-
tem’s needs and requirements, appropriate components have to be selected to minimize energy
consumption. The energy savings depend on the type of robot and the nature of the tasks.
This study is based only on a small robot and hence for bigger robots, other effects have to be
considered such as battery’s lifetime, proper cycling of charging and discharging the batteries
and recovering energy through regenerative braking.
Energy simulations - Using the energy models, the tasks to be performed can be well planned
to meet the energy demand of the robot. The simulated energy consumption models can be
used to optimize and prepare robotic interventions by simulating the energy requirements. For
instance, Player/Stage and Gazebo are widely used simulator in the robotics research community
to test robots’ performance in a given environment. If the energy models are integrated into such
simulators, it will be possible to simulate the energy consumption for specific tasks, situations
and surroundings.
4.1.5 Summary
A generic approach for on-line energy prediction modelling system for a mobile robot is pre-
sented along with applications to energy optimization with an aim to provide increased safety
and reliability for robots operating in hostile environments. The proposed method demonstrated
high accuracy ( 96%) during tests and can also be used in saving energy by predicting and
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pre-planning the robotic mission. A simple but effective and adaptive approach is followed so
that this energy management feature can be used by many types of small-scale mobile robot
(such as differential/skid steered, wheeled/tracked) as an additional module. This approach can
also be extended to the different modular robots configurations presented.
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4.2 Case 2 : External force estimation using robot model and cur-
rent sensing
In teleoperation a human operator manipulates master device, and a slave device follows the
motion while manipulating in a remote environment. Providing the operator with various in-
formation regarding the remote environment like position, orientation, contact, load, forces and
others; improves the task performance and the operator understanding of the environment. This
information can be viewed on display screens [157] but, it is more intuitive when provided di-
rectly, by reflecting the measured parameters like positions and torques to the master haptic
device. When the operator is interacting with the slave using a haptic master then the operator is
said to be kinesthetically coupled to the environment. The task being performed is said to be bi-
lateral controlled teleoperation [158, 159]. The continued advances in various fields of control,
communications, haptic systems and others have made possible to have an integrated robotic
master slave system that it is able to aid the human operator in effective task execution.
The teleoperation slaves are generally controlled using bilateral control algorithms. Bilateral
control algorithms main goals are stability and transparency. Stability assures expected system
response for the teleoperation task. It ensures stability and prevents hazards on the master and
slave sides of the teleoperation. Transparency is said to be achieved when the human operator
interacting with the master device feels as if present in the remote environment. Which means
that, the human operator movements are mimicked by the slave in the remote environment and
the reaction force from the remote environment is applied to the operator [160].
Haptic devices used in telerobotics are force exerting mechatronic designs to ensure the human
operator experiences an immersive interaction with the remote environment. Generally, kines-
thetic haptic interfaces not only exert forces to the operator, but behave as bidirectional channel
to exchange forces and interactions. In recent years, haptic interfaces have advanced in various
interfaces and towards cost effectiveness, like the creation of commercialized equipment [161].
They have been used for several applications in different fields such as telerobotics [162, 163],
medical surgery [164–166] and others. Dissimilar master-slave systems have been coupled with
the use of scaling and other adaptation [167] methods. This section will be focussed on haz-
ardous environments with ionising radiation as they present critical need for robot deployments
to reduce human intervention. These environments are primarily nuclear facilities and large
scientific facilities focused on nuclear research.
Nuclear facilities [168] have continuously used robot deployments since the first developments
carried out by Ray Goertz for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission [169]. Large scientific ex-
periments like CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research) [170] and JET (Joint Eu-
ropean Torus) [171, 172] are also deploying telerobotic solutions in sections where the ionising
radiation and hazardous conditions make it difficult or impede human intervention. Ionising
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radiation hazard depends on the location, dose rates and time elapsed. Some of the robot de-
ployments at CERN for maintenance are, the autonomous source storage robots in the ISOLDE
facility [3], the teleoperated TIM robot [173] and Mantis mobile platform [4]. While at CERN
and JET complete remote handling solutions for all the tasks were not considered during the
design phase but, at ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) [174, 175] it is
crucial to have complete remote handling solutions due to the hazardous environment.
Traditionally, most of the slaves used in remote handling on radioactive or hazardous facilities
have been specifically designed for teleoperation tasks where dexterity is essential, i.e. Mascot
manipulators used at JET and CERN [168], the Bilateral Servo Manipulator (BSM) deployed in
Japan for the Tokai Vitrification Facility (TVF) and the Recycle Equipment Test Facility (RETF)
[176]. These teleoperation slaves are characterized for being easily backdrivables to follow the
operator movements smoothly. On the other hand, the robots used for autonomous tasks are
industrial robots designed for repetitive tasks where the adaptability for changing from one kind
of operation to another could result in lengthy preparation. Industrial robots are usually heavy
manipulators with high reduction rate and friction in the gears that make them non-backdrivable
or simply the mechanism is non-backdrivable itself. With the large number of industrial robots
existing in the world in comparison with dexterous manipulators and their relative lower price, a
straight forward adaptation to acquire some characteristics of the custom designed manipulators
is desirable. Nevertheless this approach has not been common and an insignificant number
of industrial robots have been adapted for teleoperation tasks. This has been done previously
by attaching high proficiency force and torque sensors in the robotic end-effectors [176] for
teleoperation tasks and during a shared control study [177].
4.2.1 Requirements
Towards reducing human intervention and as low as reasonable achievable (ALARA) safety
measures, more remote handling solutions are explored. A working problem and need has been
seen in large scientific facilities where remote handling under ionising radiation is necessary.
Force estimation for teleoperation of industrial robots - As discussed, the remote handling
interventions in hazardous facilities have been typically carried out with low reduction gears and
a low weight-to-payload ratio slave manipulator. This is done to achieve force reflection capabil-
ity. This force reflection is conveyed to the operator using the bilateral control system between
master and slave. The positional feedback and the backdrivable design of the manipulator [178]
made it possible for the first bilateral control architectures. The robot reflected the position of
the operator and the environment making it more secure system for a robot sharing the environ-
ment with humans or interact with remote objects. Newer control techniques as force-position
control schemes transmit the environmental forces to the operator along with position and other
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parameters. The force is acquired by specially designed force and torque sensors [179, 180] or
sensorless force feedback approach determining them from the actuator model like it is showed
in [181] where the nominal parameters of a 1 degree of freedom system are used to control a
slave in position and acceleration. Both [182] and [181] propose a sensorless approach called
disturbance observer to control each robotic joint independently in acceleration and position
modes. They differ from the approach presented here since the external forces and parameters
variation like inertia are estimated together for control purposes. In these researches there is
also no external force determination. Independently of the method used to estimate the forces,
the simplest algorithm to teleoperate a non-backdrivable slave is the force-position algorithm
described in Figure 4.11.
Force sensors in radioactive environments - Another need for such a force sensorless system
is, to be able to obtain force feedback information without the need of designing new force
sensors due requirement of size and application in the remote environment. The findings sum-
marized by Keith E. Holbert et al. in [183] during their performance study of commercial
off-the-shelf microelectromechanical (MEMS) systems sensors in a radioactive hazardous en-
vironment, shows the limitations imposed by radioactivity over pressure transducers based on
MEMS technology. Hence, depending on the different hazardous environments and robot tasks
there is a need to redesign sensors due to size and environment requirements. An example of
which is the development of hard-rad ATI force sensor used in the AREVA recycling plant [179]
robot deployment. The ability to have force information from the remote environment without a
force/torque sensor is beneficial in terms of understanding the remote environments force inter-
actions. Along with no additional large cost, size and development time to adapt the robot with
a force sensor. Therefore, these requirements are the motivation behind the presented approach
of force estimation without the use of force sensor for application in telerobotics.
Figure 4.11: Force-Position control algorithm
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4.2.2 Hypothesis
As the forces and torques applied on the master are proportional to those applied to the slave
in a bilateral control using force channel, the estimation of the robot end effector torques and
forces can be accomplished by means of modelling the robot dynamics. Equation 4.19 describes
the relation between forces and torques on the end effector and joint torques on the robot and
Equation 4.20 is the well-known equation of robot dynamics.
m = J
T  T (4.19)
Where,
m: vector of motor torques exerted in each joint.
J: is the robot Jacobian.
T: is the vector of forces and torques ejected in the robot end effector and expressed in the base
coordinates system.
D: is the robot inertia matrix.
H: is the Coriolis forces vector.
C: is the gravity forces vector.
f : is the friction torques vector.
 ext: is the external torques on each joint produced by external forces on the end effector.
m = D(q)  q +H(q; _q)  _q + C(q) + ext (4.20)
By combining Equation 4.19 and Equation 4.20 the external forces at the tip result on Equa-
tion 4.21.
Text = (J
T ) 1  (m  D(q)  q  H(q; _q)  _q   C(q)  f ( _q)) (4.21)
Hypothesis, that in electric motors torque can be correctly estimated with Equation 4.22 was
reached. Based on the current amplitude of each actuator and the mathematical model it is
possible to determine the external forces excreted on a robot with multiple degrees of freedom.
m = Ke  Ia G (4.22)
Where,
Ke: is the motor torque constant in [N/A].
Ia: is the current amplitude in [A].
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G: is the gear ratio for each joint.
If the motor currents are sinusoidal the instantaneous amplitude of the waveform can be calcu-
lated with the following Equation 4.23 as detailed in [184] where ia and ib are the phase A and
B instantaneous currents respectively.
Ia =

ia
p
2 sin
"
arctan
 
 p3 ia
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(4.23)
Preliminary Setup
Figure 4.12 shows the preliminary setup used to verify the hypothesis. It was composed by:
• 1x Aerotech S-50-86 AC motor.
• 2x TH3A Hall effect current sensors
• 1x RWT410 series manufactured by Torquesense
• 1x National Instruments NI-USB 6212, 16-Bit resolution and 400 kS/s data acquisition.
• 1x pulley setup with different weights available.
The current sensors were calibrated and placed in shielding to avoid electromagnetic interference
and noise. The test rig used in this setup is able to support the motor in a free axis movement as
well as allow the weight lifting of several weights with a pulley of 32 mm in radius.
Figure 4.12: Motor test bench with torque transducer and load
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Figure 4.13: DoF torque experiment
4.2.3 Preliminary results
Tests were carried out in the mentioned test rig, lifting varying weights by means of coupling
the pulley directly to the motor axis. Figure 4.13 corresponding to the external torque calculated
via measuring the two phase currents of the motor and applying the Equation 4.23 and the
measurement with the torque meter inserted between load and motor axis. The calculated torque
is proportional to its correspondent torque meter curve and in this case has less error than the
torque meter. It indicates the precision acquired with this method as the torque calculation is
performed using the instantaneous current data acquisition. The small delay between the two
curves is caused by the time that the cabling weight takes in acquiring the necessary tension to
lift the weight.
4.2.4 Setup
The experimental setup is composed by the following elements:
• 1 x ABB IRB 2400-16 industrial manipulator, Fig 4.
• 1 x ABB SC4+ robot controller able to interface with RS422.
• 1 x NI-USB 6212, 16-Bit resolution, 400 kS/s.
• 1 x EMI shielded measurement box specifically designed for this purpose shown in Fig.
4.14
• 1 x Force/Torque sensor, ATI, Gamma SI-130-10.
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The ABB IRB 2400-16 is an industrial robot with a payload of 20 kg and a reach of 1.55 m.
It is equipped with 6 axis driven by PMSM actuators. In order to measure the instantaneous
current consumption of each actuator an EMI shielded measurement system was designed to
capture the outgoing current from the robot controller to the manipulator. This measurement
board is composed by 12 Hall Effect sensors, two for each motor. The current sensors used on
this experiment are the inexpensive TH3A for joints 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 and TH5A for joint 2 with
nominal input currents of 3 and 5 A respectively. The output signal of each sensor was sampled
at 1 KHz by means of NI-USB 6212.
4.2.5 Experiment design
Dynamic modelling
The Newton-Euler or the Lagrangian method is typically used to derive the dynamic equations of
kinematic chains of rigid bodies [185]. Both approaches yield the equation described in Equa-
tion 4.24, which is basically Equation 4.20 without friction and external forces terms.  is a
Nx1 vector expressing the joint torque vector necessary to move a robot with N DoF with the
dynamics described by the right part of the equation.
 = D(q)  q +H(q; _q)  _q + C(q) (4.24)
Figure 4.14: ABB IRB 2400-16 and data acquisition setup
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The barycentric parameters [186] or the modified Newton-Euler method [185] can be used to
yield a model of the form:
f(q; _q; q) (4.25)
It is linear in the inertial parameters. Particularizing for a unique point in a certain trajectory
that forms results into the following equation:
i = Ai  i (4.26)
Where i is an n x I vector, Ai is an n x 10n matrix and i is an n x I vector. For linear models it
is possible to apply a parameter estimation by least mean squares by stacking the Equation 4.26
with P data points and obtaining the vector form Equation 4.27:2666664
1
2
...
p
3777775 =
2666664
A1
A2
...
Ap
3777775   (4.27)
Determining the joint torques with the method mentioned previously allows an estimation of the
unknown parameters using the general solution for least mean squares:
 =
 
ATA
 1
AT  (4.28)
Unfortunately it is not possible to always apply the simple least squares estimation since
 
ATA

is not invertible due to the loss of rank from restricted degrees of freedom at the proximal
links and the inability to measure the forces and torques in every direction. Two main methods
are used to cope with the loss of rank, parameters elimination and damped least squares. The
parameters elimination technique discards the non-identifiable parameters indicated by zero or
small singular values of the regression matrix. This procedure is not necessary when having
an initial parameter estimation 0 obtained from the CAD model or by different means. The
damped least squares leads to a solution by:
 =
 
ATA2I
 1
AT e (4.29)
Where  is the damping factor and e =    A0. The damping factor modifies the singular
values and cancels out the effect of very small values. The initial solution will be perturbed over
the normal least-squares solution.
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Slave Characterization and Parameters Determination
A dynamic robot model which relates robot motion to joint torques, describes the rigid-body
motion of the robot. This model includes the joint friction composed by Coulomb and viscous
friction in the joints and inertial parameters for each link. The inertial parameters are the link
mass, centre of mass coordinates and inertias with respect to each link frame: m, Cx, Cy,
Cz , Ixx, Iyy, Izz , Ixy, Ixz , Iyz . As this a prior information which was not provided by the
manufacturer, the parameters were calculated by using a CAD 3D model representing the robot.
A uniform density solid virtual robot was created in order to estimate the mass of each link,
the centre of gravity coordinates with respect each joint origin and the inertia matrix. These
results are shown in Table 4.2. The DH parameters were established based on the diagram of
Figure 4.15.
Tests were performed in order to estimate the torque constant for each joint as they are not usu-
ally provided by the manufacturer. The procedure defined in order to estimate these constants
was general for every joint but with some differences due to the various configurations presented
and the non-equal gravity effect on each one. Determining the torque constant allowed calculat-
ing the motor torque in real time. Experimental tests were carried out to determine the friction
curves for each actuator which provided a friction torque that was subtracted from the initial
motor torque to perform the robot parameters identification. Several elastic impact tests were
performed at four different poses and three different speeds with the objective of comparing
the external force estimated by the proposed method and the measured force by the ATI force
sensor. An elastic interface attached to the robot end effector, based on a spring with elastic
constant of 2.52 Nmm and a free length of 125 mm was used to provide an incremental external
force.
Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 Link 4 Link 5 Link 6
M [kg] 146.1 44.52 46.02 17.89 0.978 0.012
Cx [m] -69.52 -383.4 95.14 0.301 0.956 0.015
Cy[m] -169.6 -50.11 -14.9 198.4 0.039 -0.01
Cz[m] -20.7 -0.493 -14.3 -1.01 -0.24 0.032
Ixx[kg·m2] 11.84 0.242 1.043 0.519 -0.06 -0.002
Iyy[kg·m2 ] 6.571 1.784 3.408 0.043 -0.95 -0.06
Izz[kg·m2 ] 9.875 1.758 2.726 0.51 -0.89 -0.03
Ixy[kg·m2 ] -2.746 -0.058 0.119 3.00E-004 0.036 0.01
Ixz[kg·m2 ] -0.51 -0.005 0.329 4.00E-005 -0.23 -0.1
Iyz[kg·m2] -0.58 0.001 -0.03 -3.00E-003 -0.01 -3.00E-004
Table 4.2: Links parameters for link 1 to 6
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Figure 4.15: 6 DoF arm link diagram (ABB IRB 2400)
Pose Q1 [deg] Q2 [deg] Q3 [deg] Q4 [deg] Q5 [deg] Q6 [deg]
A -94.2 10.6 22.7 19.9 12.4 81.4
B -93.5 25.5 26.8 25.6 8.4 75.9
Table 4.3: Poses used for the experiment
4.2.6 Results
The results presented in Figure 4.16 evaluate the model accuracy when calculating the external
perpendicular force by using Equation 4.21 for the trajectory defined between pose A and B and
returning to A, shortened for the sake of clarity. These points are presented in Table 4.3. The
force prediction error is small except when the velocity changes its sense, as it was expected
due to the uncertainty of the friction curve at low speeds and the low frequency available for the
positional feedback due to the controller limitations in comparison with the rate of the actuators
current readings.
Figure 4.16 Model validation based on external force estimation by experiment. An increase
in the error of the torque calculations when the motor changes its sense has also been detected
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Figure 4.16: Model validation based on external force estimation by experiment
which is produced by the phase order change of the currents which creates a non-sinusoidal tran-
sitional wave prejudicial for the amplitude calculation described by Equation 4.23. It has been
found that perpendicular forces can be calculated with an average error of 2.47 kg which means
12.35 percentage of the payload. Hence, validating the proposed approach and differentiating it
from the state of art presented.
4.2.7 Summary
The facilities where maintainability and measuring tasks have to be executed in a radioactive
or hazardous environment will increase the application of remote handling solutions due to the
safety measures like ALARA, reducing the human interaction with hazardous environments.
Force feedback would be essential to perform remote handling and maintenance. Since back-
drivable slaves and torque sensors are not cost-effective an alternative approach has been pro-
posed which estimates the external forces and torques with an acceptable level of accuracy by
using the robot model and current information. This method does not require either any mod-
ification of the robot or additional wiring but only current sensing at the controller output. It
can be employed not only as a substitution of the conventional sensors but also as a redundant
solution when other methods are preferred. The applications of the proposed method are not
limited to hazardous environments but can also be applied to robot solutions where it is difficult
to add a sensor at the end-effectors, like medical telesurgery, and where there is a need to de-
sign environment and size specific force sensors. This approach can be extended to other robot
manipulators and future work would focus on implementing it on light weight and hydraulic
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manipulators. It can also be extended to modular robot deployments inside hazardous facilities
for maintenance tasks.
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4.3 Case 3: Energy perspective in bilateral control
A bilateral teleoperation system allows a human operator to extend his/her expertise to a remote
environment using a Master device (typically a joystick) to control a Slave robot that interacts
directly with the task. Bilateral control architectures for tele-robotics is an established field and
considerable amount of work has been performed, see [169, 187, 188] for complete surveys.
The motivation for such interest may rely in the fact that direct force feedback increases the
sense of being present in the remote environment and thereby improves the ability to perform
complex manipulative tasks [189].
These master-slave systems have been used in many applications like medical surgery [165],
locations where human intervention is forbidden, hazardous environments [190], undersea ex-
ploration [191] and spacial missions [192]. The major goals of a bilateral teleoperation system
are transparency and stability. The telerobotic system is transparent if the human operator
feel as if directly interacting with the remote task [193]. A transparent system requires that the
impedance transmitted Zt or "felt" for the operator, match the environment impedance Ze [194].
Zt = Ze (4.30)
Alternatively, whatever the environment dynamics is, if master and slave movements are iden-
tical and the force displayed to the operator is the reaction force from the interaction with the
environment [160], the system is considered also transparent.
xh = xe and fh = fe (4.31)
On the other hand, stability assures the system response while performing teleoperation tasks in
order to prevent a severe hazard to the human operator and/or the environment. Stability requires
to limit the system energy and therefore its variables. It is expected to maintain stability of the
closed-loop system irrespective of the operator or the environment behaviour [169]. Due to the
difficulty to obtain accurate models for the human operator and the environment, the concept
of passivity has become the major tool to cope with these challenges. Passivity of the overall
system is inferred from the known fact that interconnected passive subsystems result in a final
passive system. Most mechanical environments are passive, therefore, if the human operator
behaves in a passive manner (cooperatively, which is to be expected), then the teleoperation
system is a connection of passive subsystem and therefore passive [188].
The common way to classify bilateral control architectures is according their coupling char-
acteristics, which considers the kind of signals being transmitted between master and slave
controllers. Special consideration to position-position, force-position, four-channel and state
convergence architectures is given, because they cover a wide variety of techniques and have
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Figure 4.17: Position- position architecture scheme
been used in practical applications. Fig. 4.17 shows the position-position (P-P) architecture
[195], where the slave controller takes as reference the master position, and sends back to the
master controller the slave position.
Another well known example is the force-position (F-P) architecture [196], where the interac-
tion force between slave and environment is sent directly to the master controller and the slave
controller uses the master position as reference. An alternative classification scheme considers
the number of signals (channels) transmitted between master and slave. The position-position
and force-position are typical examples for two-channel architectures. In the literature three and
four-channel architectures can also be found.
The four-channel architecture [160, 188, 194] is well known because it allows the system to
achieve ideal transparency. In real systems, mechanical dynamics (inertia, friction, bandwidth,
etc.) of the master and slave make unachievable such ideal conditions. Besides this architecture
can be seen as a general form of two channel architectures like the position-position and force-
position. Using the state convergence architecture [197, 198] the master and slave robots can
be modelled by nth-order linear differential equations and therefore allows to fix the dynamic
behaviour of the whole system.
4.3.1 Requirement and hypothesis
The literature addresses different stability and transparency issues taking into account commu-
nication effects [199], operator-environment dynamics [200] and master-slave devices [187] but
misses to study and test the bilateral systems with respect to power and energy consumption.
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This maybe motivated by the fact that traditionally the slave robot has a direct power source
(e.g. umbilical type). New slave systems with mobility capabilities (e.g. mobile platforms with
a manipulator aboard) that can perform remote tasks, generally have in their disposition limited
power sources (e.g. batteries) and hence it’s necessary to provide alternatives from the power
and energy perspective, to optimise the energy consumption by means of letting the operator to
choose the control architecture depending on both, task and energy requirements.
Requirement
A working problem and need is seen at the large scientific facility CERN (Geneva), as particle
physics experiments, push the accelerator beam energy higher and the collisions will occur at
higher energy. This makes that equipment like colorimeter, beam splitters, etc. get activated.
When these ionising equipment needs to be changed, the intervention is planned to make sure
that the maintenance personal receive minimum radiation doses and stay under safety limits. To
this cause, various strategies are being explored [5], e.g. mobile platform with robotic arms or
modular robotic systems where the arms are controlled using bilateral control strategies. This
problem encapsulates most of the different challenges of all the workspaces for a master-slave
robot deployment.
Structural challenges appear as the facilities lack of robot friendly spaces and it is complex to
navigate to the worksite due to the compact spaces and unstructured sections. Equipment chal-
lenge is due to the sensitive and critical equipment constantly working and require any foreign
element (e.g. humans, robots) to be robust and to avoid damaging them. Lastly, hazard like
ionising radiation, cause faults in equipment due to single event upsets (SEU) in electronics [92]
and the accumulated dose effects damages any material and the primary reason for deployment
of robots instead of humans can lead to deterioration of exposed equipment.
Hence, due to these challenges the system requires long endurance to negotiate the structural
challenge as well as have sufficient energy left to perform the necessary task. Also, the deployed
robot needs to be robust, fault tolerant so that no damage to the facility or the equipment is
occurred, as failing would require manual recovery of the robot which needs to be avoided at all
costs and defeats the purpose of robot deployment. The different bilateral manipulation tasks
performed are classified as planned taskswhich are rehearsed in the mock-up before intervention
in the accelerator tunnel, and emergency tasks that need to be handled by the robotic system and
not rehearsed explicitly before execution of the task. The tasks are needed to be performed under
different load conditions depending on the section or instrument being dealt with.
Few scenarios that are frequently encountered are ability to perform a task, speed of completion
of the task, maximum active time, response and reflection of parameters between master-slave
system. In majority of the cases it is a combination of previously mentioned scenarios. This
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section attempts to analyse and provide experimental results with respect to the energy con-
sumption to complete tasks in bilateral control and its application to energy optimisation and
planning, fault detection and prediction.
Hypothesis
The initial idea came from the fact that each control architecture regulated the torque applied on
master and slave side. The torque provided by the motor is directly propositional to the power
consumed,
 / P (4.32)
where  is the motor torque and P is the power consumption. Extending this to the case of DC
electric motors with constant voltage leads to,
 / I (4.33)
where I is the motor’s current. Hence, hypothesise that exist a relationship between the control
algorithm implemented and the energy consumed by the system during task execution. Such
knowledge, provides to the operator a powerful tool, to choose the best scheme to perform
the task with extended working time. This aspect is critical for applications in inspection or
maintenance of installations with restricted access and limited shut-down time of the facility
(accelerator).
4.3.2 Experimental setup
Figure 4.18: 1 DoF experimental setup
Fig. 4.18 shows the experimental setup used. Its main components are:
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• 2 x Maxon Motor, RE 25 series, gearbox GP 26 B (1:104), encoder MR.
• 1 x NI cRIO-9022 Real-Time Controller with FPGA.
• 2 x NI 9505 Full H-Bridge Brushed DC Servo Drive Module.
• 2 x NI 9205 Analog Input Module, 16-Bit, 250 kS/s.
• 2 x Force Torque sensor, ATI, Nano 17.
The model used for both motors (master and slave) is:
(s)
I(s)
=
A
(Js2 +Bs)
=
4:5552
0:0118s2 + 2:8607s
(4.34)
F  0:16 = RKI
Where,
• F is the applied force to the device.
• R is the gearbox reduction (104).
• K is the torque constant (43:8  10 3NmA ).
• I is the motor current
The motors are fed at 24 volts and since the current is limited upto 0:7 amperes, the systems
nominal power is between 0   16:8 watts depending on the torque requirements. For more
details about this experimental setup, see [201].
For the experiments, the defined working positions are the following,
• Initial position: 0 radians,
• Position A: 2 radians,
• Position B:  radians and
• Position C: 2 radians.
The load mentioned in some of the experiments was equal to 225 grams.
4.3.3 Results and discussions
Asmentioned in previous section, this section in particular considers the following architectures:
• Position-position (P-P)
• Force-position (F-P)
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Figure 4.19: Position-position architecture performance
• Four-channel (4-CH)
• State convergence (SC).
Fig. 4.19 shows the results of an experiment performed using position-position architecture.
The task consisted in reaching position A and experiencing a collision with a rigid object. The
inversion between master and slave current showed in Figure 4.19a is due to the orientation
of the motors in the test bed. As it can be seen in Figure 4.19b the position error between
master and slave is almost zero while movement in free space till the collision occurs after
t ' 7 seconds. The control architecture applies necessary torque and therefore the current
consumption increases during the whole collision t ' 7   15 seconds. Increase torque being
applied is also seen when operating with load on the slave.
At this point, assumptions made are that the control algorithms have been tuned to give optimum
results in terms of stability, transparency and other characteristics beforehand. Also, that the
operator is performing to the best of his or her ability.
The figures shown are only energy consumption on the slave side. Due to the interest in ensuring
better utilisation of the limited power supply on the slave side.
Next, a simple task has been designed to compare the energy consumption for the four architec-
tures considered. The task consisted in going from the initial position to the C position, under
two conditions: with and without load. Ten times each condition, each architecture. Fig. 4.20
depicts the results of this task execution across the four different architectures. The results show
the efficiency of each algorithm from the perspective of energy. The reason for variation in the
energy consumption for the task between trials is mainly due to the task execution time since
the operator is in loop and induces variations. The variation time between trials is 3 seconds
which can add 50:4 J of energy consumption.
Regarding the task without load, the position-position architecture shows good efficiency to
perform a task but the operator feels a drift during the whole task and hence may lead to fatigue
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Figure 4.20: Energy consumption during a simple repetitive task
over long usage time. The other three architectures consume around 130 J. but the operator has
a better sense of being moving in free space in contrast with the position-position situation.
Due to the high torques applied on the master side in position-position, the task was generally
completed at almost the same time. Whereas with the other algorithms due to lower torques, the
tasks were completed faster and at varying speeds hence spreading over a dispersion of 60 J.
On the other hand, while doing the same task with load, the force-position architecture is the
one that shows better efficiency although the difference between all of them is small (16%).
In this situation the four-channel or state convergence architecture can be considered as a good
option because it gives the operator an easier control experience and can be used more when
there is a need to work for long hours with loads and the operator fatigue is a concern.
The other studied task was a pick & place. The operator starts from the initial position, goes
to the position C, picks up the load, return to the initial position, place the load and goes back
to the position C. The loading and unloading from the slave is done manually as the setup has
1-DoF and doesn’t have grasping feature. The experiment consisted in doing this task 10 times
with each control architecture. Fig. 4.21 shows the experimental results of the pick & place task
across the different architectures.
In between the smaller and simple task whose results are in Fig. 4.20 and longer and real task
inspired task of Fig. 4.21 there is a significant difference between the energy consumption
for task execution between the control algorithms. It could be beneficial to have the ability to
know the energy consumed for a given task (from prior task executions) and switch between the
algorithms depending on the need. This lead to the development of halt and switch process to
shift between algorithms depending on the need.
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Figure 4.21: Energy consumption during a pick & place task
4.3.4 Applications
The operator needs to understand the energy consumption for various tasks to better plan the
task and optimize the utilisation of the limited power supply on bilateral control of the slave
with mobility capabilities. Also by utilising the power consumption pattern in model based fault
detection systems along with prior energy data could lead to predicting failures and detecting
faults. These concepts can also be applied in fixed slave installations (e.g. commercial slave
arms when used with a master) to reduce the energy footprint.
Optimisation and planning - As every task would have its own requirements and an operator
with years of experience is a better judge of how best to handle the situation, the method provides
a process to optimise and use various algorithms indicating the energy perspective. The halt
and switching process is implemented to switch between the different control algorithms. The
process also provides logging of the energy based on tasks, instantaneous power consumption
of the task and the energy consumption of prior tasks in different scenarios (motion, collision,
with and without load) along with the corresponding architecture. It facilitates the operator in
choosing and tuning the best option for a given planned task depending on the requirements like
speed, long endurance, least operator fatigue and others or mix of them. On its implementation
it would facilitate the operator during both the planned task and emergency task execution. The
trails in the mock setup will be used to optimise the execution of the task and detect any faults
during the task execution.
Figure 4.22 shows the experimental results for a pick & place task with the implementation
of halt and switch process across the different architectures (See Fig. 4.21 for independent
architecture consumption). As each algorithm has its own advantages over other algorithms and
the operator may require variety of solutions to perform the various planned and emergency
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Figure 4.22: Energy consumption during a pick & place task using halt and switch
tasks. Some of the results from the energy perspective are presented. In Figure 4.22 the first
architecture represents the one used for doing the movement without load and the second one,
the movement with load. Then, for example, P-P)F-P means that first, the position-position
was used to move from initial position to position C, halted, got the load, switched to force-
position, halted the load removed, switched to position-position and returned to position C to
complete the task.
P-P)F-P combination was the most energy efficient result and the one that induced less op-
erator fatigue. The SC)4-CH solution offered large inefficiency in terms of energy but was
preferred by the operator for working with loads for extended period of time (fatigue due to load
is avoided). On the other hand, the 4-CH)F-P solution was the preferred solution by the oper-
ator when the energy constraint is removed as it provided the operator with reasonable torques
being applied in both with and without load conditions. The last two results, P-P)SC and
P-P)4-CH, provided with results of comparable energy consumption and operator satisfaction.
But some tasks may require the perception of the complete force or the need to execute the
task with a particular algorithm disregard of the energy consumption due to the requirement.
Hence, this only provides a process to optimise the energy consumption of task and not restrict
the operator by forcing him to do so. The designer of the control system is free to choose
the algorithm that would provide the best result for the task execution along with the energy
optimisation.
Sometimes the energy efficient method may not be the most efficient to execute the task but the
operator can choose and perform the task in function of several factors such experience, required
task speed or task complexity.
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Fault detection - As robots perform repeated operation on the remote locations for years, they
are bound to deteriorate and the energy consumption may predict faulty motors or deteriorating
motors before the faults can occur and also when the faults occur during task execution (for
faulty motors or other factors) as the task have already been repeated in the task mockup.
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Figure 4.23: Slave energy consumption P-P Architecture
Fig. 4.23 depicts the results of repetitive actions performed with and without load and its energy
consumption. The tasks being performed are moving from the initial position to positions A, B
and C without and with load, 10 repetitions of the task were performed in each case. It shows
that the consumption of the energy for the respective repetitive task remains almost constant with
small deviation and the only exception being the task performed with load to reach position C,
this is due to the fact that the position C is the farthest (longest time to complete task) and also
due to the load reflection of the slave on the master side makes the operator finish at slightly
varying time.
Like the previous results, the algorithm was before hand tuned to give best performance to the
operator for position-position control.The same can also be observed in other algorithms but as
there is the human in the loop and other algorithms offer lesser torques the operator tends to
finish at slightly varying time leading to deviation in the results.
Hence, this can be used to detect faults and also predict faults during task execution. There are
various methods proposed and implemented for model based fault detection in actuators (DC
motors) [202], and among the various model based approaches the current consumption is taken
into account in parameter estimation [203] by including the energy consumption for the task into
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the model based fault detection model it would be possible to predict the rate of deterioration
(due to hazards and continuous usage) and have more information with respect to predictive
maintenance needs. Besides, it would provide real time diagnostic of the motor of the slave
robot and with enough prior data.
4.3.5 Summary
This case study demonstrated the energy perspective in bilateral control architectures and also
provides the requirement and application for it. The ability to plan and save energy to perform
the tasks is crucial for the deployed robots and more research needs to be done to find bet-
ter energy efficient control architectures. The combination of energy consumed by task across
different algorithms and a halt and switching process between existing control architectures pro-
vided the operator greater flexibility in terms of energy planning and task execution. Although
this work focuses on systems with mobile capabilities, all the results produced can also be ex-
tended to current fixed teleoperated systems to reduce their energy footprint and to modular
robot manipulators arms also.
Chapter 5
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In this section the research for collaboration, cooperation and integration into the facilities plan-
ning tools is presented.
5.1 Case 1: Cooperation between modular robot configurations
Various robotic solutions have been developed and deployed in hazardous environments to exe-
cute tasks and perform missions [111, 112]. Hazardous environments being clean up of nuclear
plant decommissioning, search and rescue missions and others. The various approaches devel-
oped use specialised robot systems or multi robot systems. If a single robot system needs to
be deployed it has to be designed to meet all the requirements and tasks, while a multi robot
system provides flexibility in performing the tasks and mission. Multi robot system could be
made of homogeneous or heterogeneous robots. Further, using a modular robot approach would
reduce the time required to develop each robot and the overall cost of the system and not affect
the flexibility. As, modular robots have advanced from proof-of-concept systems to elaborate
physical implementations and simulations. Versatility, lower cost and robustness have been
the key motivations [9]. Overtime size, robustness and performance of modular robot systems
has been continuously improving. From introduction of reconfigurable robotic system with the
biologically-inspired cellular robot (CEBOT) [29] to wide variety of homogeneous and hetero-
geneous modular robot systems.
Despite various advancements in the field of modular robotics, the multi-robot research com-
munity has focused primarily on implementing cooperative control strategies in conventional
robots that were designed for a specific task. The implementation of collaborative strategies in
multi-robot teams formed by modular robots and the evaluation of this type of system during
the execution of cooperative tasks have been less explored [204] [205].
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Generally speaking, the execution of robotic cooperative tasks such as pushing an object toward
a desired destination or manipulating an object, requires movement coordination between the
robots belonging to the colony at the beginning of the mission and continuous coordination
during the task. A variety of techniques have been proposed in order to approach the problem
of motion coordination in multi-robot systems [206]. For instance, tight cooperation strategies
such as behaviour-based [207] and schema-based [208], and loose cooperation strategies such
as market-based [209] and auction-based [210].
Modular robot systems are capable of forming different robot configurations made up of n-
modules, which have to work in a coordinated/synchronised fashion. Their ability to rearrange
their modules and to adapt to different circumstances, allows them to cope with multiple tasks
such as different types of locomotion and manipulation. The complexity in the execution of a
cooperative task with a colony based on modular robotic systems is high, due to the fact that
each robot (modular robot configuration) is composed of modules which have to be coordinated
to function successfully. Therefore, it is critical to implement collaborative strategies that enable
coordination of the modules belonging to each robot configuration [211] [48], and also overall
coordination of the colony formed by modular robots [82] [83].
Large scientific facilities like nuclear fusion reactor (JET - Joint European Torus) and particle
accelerator (CERN - European Organization for Nuclear Research, Geneva), are shutdown to
perform maintenance and modifications depending on the experiments to be conducted. There
is a need for robot deployment to prevent human intervention due to the hazard of ionising
radiation. The work in this section is towards the execution of cooperative tasks by modular
robots and to leverage the use of a modular robot system for all the requirements of task execu-
tion inside such an environment. Hence, the communication architecture and the coordination
strategies, must be selected properly to ensure an appropriate balance between performance and
accuracy in the execution of cooperative tasks with modular robot systems. The approach is
based on the combination of two communication types i.e. Inter robot and Intra robot com-
munications. Through this communication architecture, tight and loose cooperation strategies
are implemented to synchronise modules belonging to a modular robot configuration and to
coordinate modular robots belonging to the colony. The coordination mechanisms and coop-
eration strategies are implemented in the modular robot system and through experiments their
performance is analysed.
5.1.1 Constraints and tasks
The requirements and constraints are taken from the ISOLDE facility at CERN. ISOLDE is an
isotope separator on-line (ISOL) radioactive ion beam facility. Different radioactive species are
produced at the target by the bombardment of high-energy proton beam. Figure 5.1 shows the
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3D layout of the facility. The subsection highlighted in red is the location where two industrial
manipulators are employed to exchange and store targets [3]. There is a need to find a larger and
longer storage for the used targets. As the industrial robots are limited to moving along the rail
on which they are mounted new robot solutions are being explored to transport the used targets
to a different storage cell for longer storage. To solve this problem a collaborating modular
robots system is presented as an option.
Figure 5.1: Layout of the ISOLDE Facility [212].
Generalizing the requirement, the new robot deployment employed should be flexible to collab-
orate with the existing remote handling strategies and industrial robots deployed in the facility
by augmenting to their capabilities. Also, the new robot deployment should be capable of dy-
namically adjusting to the task needs and have short development time which overtime saves
cost. As, during the course of operation unforeseen situations can be encountered and special
tools and remote handling strategy may be needed. Lastly, increased use of the new robot plat-
form to reduce human exposure to the hazardous environment. Hence, the new robot platform
should be capable of performing basic preventive, corrective maintenance and measurements.
The physical constraints are as follows, hazardous environment due to the ionising radiation
which is fatal on prolonged exposure and causes single event upsets [92]. Therefore special
need to protect the electronics need to be taken. The other hard constraints being the facility
itself and equipment in it. As the facility cannot have, major changes to accommodate robot
deployment and also the safety of the equipment present inside the facility is critical.
Simplifying the problem of the different tasks, the modular robot system should be able to
transport specialised new tools for the existing system as well as move the material (used beam
targets and others) to various locations of the facility. To achieve this the cooperation problem
and bar pushing experiment are performed and results presented. Reaching the various locations
present different challenges and need various types of locomotion strategies wheeled, legged etc.
In this section wheeled strategies are explored.
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5.1.2 The SMART system
Modular robots due to their flexibility, present as a possible solution over conventional robots
and cut the development time of creating new robot configuration as new tasks arise. The advan-
tages of such a deployment being, reduced downtime of the facility, effective execution of the
tasks and collaboration with existing robot solutions in the facility. A heterogeneous modular
robot system is suited more than homogeneous modular robot as requirements and the envi-
ronment constraints. That force the robot to protect its electronics, due to ionisation dose and
different types of actuation are required depending on the tasks.
The modular robot system is introduced here as, the SMART heterogeneous [67] robot pre-
sented here is part of work prior to the generalisation and upgradation of modules (especially
P& Cmodule) and software architecture. The SMART system is a reconfigurable heterogeneous
modular robot system composed of a set of interchangeable modules that form different robot
or system configurations [114], as shown in Figure 5.2. The system architecture is divided into
modules, modular robot configurations and colonies. The modules are base system components
and are classified in three types of modules, i.e. power/control module (P& C), joint module (J)
and specialised module (S).
Modular robot is an autonomous entity made up of at least one P&C module and one or more
J and/or S module types. Let a colony be defined as various modular robot configurations
cooperating to complete a task.
Modular
Robotic Arms
Modular
Legged robots
Modular
Wheeled robots
Figure 5.2: Several modular robot configurations for rapid response to diversity of tasks.
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Modules
The design of the modules aims to balance functionality, complexity and lower cost. They are
interchangeable in different ways to form different robot configurations for a variety of tasks,
such as a variety of locomotion modes and reconfiguration capabilities. The role of the P&C
module type is to precisely control the actuators on the other modules, to process sensor data,
and also to manage communications between docked P&C modules and the control station. The
J module describes any type of active or passive actuator of different size and output torque.
Rotary, prismatic, spherical, or combinations of these are a few examples of J modules. The S
module may be described as the module in charge of executing a specific task such as a highly
specialised sensor device which generates its own data processing or a specialised tool or a very
simple and low-cost fabrication design such as a passive limb type (e.g. leg (L), wheel (W ),
hybrid (H) or a platform (P )) as end-effector of a robot configuration.
Communication architecture
When a robot is built by the union of several robots, such as modular robot systems, it is critical
to have the complete coordination of each individual robot configuration in the colony and the
overall robots coordination of the colony. For such objectives, two types of communications
are implemented into the system i.e. Intra-Robot (inside the active modular robot configuration)
and Inter-Robot (between various active modular robot configurations and the control station)
communications. Figure 5.3 shows a scenario where three Modular robots cooperate as a colony
to execute a common task.
Colony
Control Station
M-Robot 1 M-Robot 2
M-Robot
Intra-robot communication
CAN Bus
Inter-robot communication
Bluetooth
Ms Ss
Figure 5.3: Communication architecture of the SMART system.
Intra modular robot communication
The intra modular robot communication refers to communication between P&C modules me-
chanically linked ( inside the active individual modular robot). The communication is performed
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via the two wire CAN (Controller Area Network) technology. The system design, ensures spe-
cific software to be loaded on each side of the P&C module enabling the system to have a
master-slave architecture, as shown in Figure 5.4. Due to this reason, two software types were
developed i.e. the master software (Ms) and the slave software (Ss). The Ms type manages
external information via Inter-Robot communication with the control station. The Ss type man-
ages local information inside the modular robot configuration. The Ms of each modular robot
is responsible for pre-processing the commands and dispatching the corresponding command to
the rest of the slave software. The Ss receives the message and execute the desired low-level
commands i.e. references for position control loops, information for synchronization and both
sensor and actuator data.
Control Station
Bluetooth
Master control loop
CAN Bus
Master software (Ms)
Slave control loop
CAN Bus
Slave software ( )Ss
- Synchronism
- Position references
Figure 5.4: Master-slave architecture of the P&C module.
Inter Modular robot communication
The Inter Modular robot communication refers to the communication between active modular
robot configurations and the control station which is carried out by wireless technology (between
the control station and the colonies Ms, in the P&C module of each active modular robots).
The control station acts as a router that transmits commands to the modular robots belonging
to the colony, via Bluetooth (BT). The Ms receives all BT messages and sends each to its
corresponding destination via Intra Modular robot communication.
5.1.3 Coordinating modules through Intra modular communication
The modular robot demonstrates robot behaviour due to module synchronisation. This global
behaviour is required to move the modular robot as a unit. For example, in order to com-
plete an action such as displacement of the Modular robot, it requires simultaneous movements
across numerous modules. In other words, it would require starting and finishing all joint mod-
ule movements at the same instant of time , as shown in Figure 5.5. One of the problems in
distributed computational systems is the lack of a global clock [213]. This is a handicap for
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carrying out concurrent actions in a coordinated manner. Several approaches have been pro-
posed to overcome this problem and the one used most is the message-passing method [214].
From the computational point of view, modular robots are a set of processing units joined by
a communication bus. Therefore, message-passing methods are seen as a possible solution to
synchronization problems in modular robots.
1
MsM
SsM1 2
31
SsM
SsM
2 3
(a) Leg-based robot
MsM
SsM1
2
3
1
SsM
SsM
1 2 3
(b) Wheel-based robot
Figure 5.5: Displacement as Leg and Wheel based robot configurations
Tight cooperation strategy based on closed-loop discrete time method
A cooperative control strategy can be termed tight when the cooperation requires a continuous
coordination between the robots. In modular robot systems, the modules belonging to each
robot configuration have to work in perfect synchrony to behave as a single robot. A closed-loop
discrete time method consists of keeping all system clocks in the same phase and period, using a
single short message in every cycle. The period of that cycle can be relatively longer (seconds)
than the control cycle period (milliseconds, typically the period of timer interruption). The
method needs a periodic signal acting as a trigger for the closed loop. This signal is generated
by the master module for every N control cycles and consists of a high priority short CAN
message. In theory, all modules receive the message at the same time, but this is not correct.
Each time the message is received, a local timer (tick counter) is reset and its previous values
are used to correct the local timer period. When a synchronizing message enters the process, the
current counter value is used to recalculate the local timer period. Consequently, the counter is
reset.
Implementation
Each master software in the module (MsM ) have their own timer running, when a timeout is
reached synchronization signal is generated. The idea consists of sending a message from the
MsM to all slave software in the modules (SsMs) within the modular robot configuration. The
SsM receives the message and adjust the period of its timer. To pick up the synchronisation
signal, a low level interrupter message associated with the successful reception of a message in a
defined mailbox is programmed. Once the message has been received, the period of every slave
timer is recalculated following the Equation 5.1.
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Ti+1 =
arctanC  Ti + t
N
: (5.1)
Where:
C: Number of control cycles.
Ti: Current local timer period.
t: Current cycle timer ticks.
N : Control cycles / synchronised period.
5.1.4 Coordinating a colony of modular robots through inter robot communica-
tion
After achieving locomotion with a modular robot configuration in subsection 5.1.3, a more com-
plex circumstance may appear during a mission. For example, circumstances where it is not
possible to have the self-reconfiguration capability to solve a problem. In such a case, it is nec-
essary to have the possibility to coordinate multiple modular robots as a colony to perform a
cooperative task such as simultaneously pushing or lifting an object. The main idea of coordi-
nating a colony of modular robots is the creation of a colony behaviour to successfully execute
a task.
Figure 5.6 (a) displays the execution of a non-synchronised W2M robot colony performing
rotational motions. In this example, the operator sends the order to the colony through the
MsM of each W2M robot to execute the task according to its own timer. Hence, the result
is the execution of the task at different instants of time. The graph displays both W2M robot
orientations and the letters (A, B, C, D and E) represent the instant of time when the robot
executes a new action. Although both robots are required to perform the same action at the
same time, there is an undefined time offset between both robots during the task execution. On
the other hand, if synchronization among the colony is adequately achieved, then simultaneous
parallel motion is executed with both W2M robots, as shown in Figure 5.6 (b). The graph
displays a homogeneous execution of different actions.
A tight cooperation strategy based on remote clock reading method
The remote clock reading method is defined as the method that handles unbounded message
delays between processes [215]. This protocol is also used by other clock synchronizing methods
[216, 217]). When a process requires a time estimation of a remote process, it sends a time
request and waits for the remote process to respond. When it receives the response, the process
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Figure 5.6: Non-synchronised and Synchronised colony test
calculates the round-trip as the difference between the time at which it initiated the request and
the time at which it received the response. The response contains the time on the remote process.
It corrects its local clock to the sum of the estimate and half the round-trip time.
Implementation
In order to achieve the desired synchronization, a control station (Computer used by the oper-
ator) is used as the main task coordinator. While the MsM synchronises the SsMs, it peri-
odically sends a signal (clk) to the control station via BT indicating its timer value. In order
to synchronise multiple modular robot from the colony the control station has the clk signals
originating from each modular robot and calculates the offset between clk. Once the difference
is calculated, the control station sends the correction to the corresponding MsM , as shown in
Figure 5.7. Thus, synchronization is achieved for both robots. The motion control loops are
executed at the same time, thereby enabling the execution of simultaneous movements in the
robots . The timing calculations do account for communication delays which are expected with
BT message transmission. The operator can set the period of transmission of the sync signal for
the robots as well as the minimum allowable gap in synchronization signals.
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Figure 5.7: Implementation of the remote clock reading method
5.1.5 Cooperative task planning through intra/inter robot communications
In cooperative task planning, a given task has to be partitioned into sub-tasks, and sub-tasks
have to be assigned to individual team-members (modular robots) for execution. The task plan-
ning algorithm decides which robot is best suited for each of the points, taking into account the
robots preferences and limitations with respect to locomotion, sensors, battery status, distance,
and achieving an optimal allocation. Most of the coordination techniques assume that the task
subdivision step is performed at a high-level, either by a command and control station or by a
specific team-member, and focus on the sub-task allocation problem. The robots preferences
and limitations are considered only in the assignment stage. This feature is especially important
when the robots that compose the team are of different kinds with respect to mobility and equip-
ment, and the tasks they can perform vary significantly. The SMART system is not designed
with a particular task in mind. Rather, it serves as a platform for operating in different mission
scenarios. The objective is to develop a multi-task system that is capable of working with dif-
ferent kinds of tasks. For this purpose, an abstract task concept is defined i.e. a bar-pushing
task.
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Figure 5.8: Tight-loose cooperation scheme for modular robot systems.
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Combined tight-loose cooperation strategies based on a negotiation protocol
The selected loose cooperation strategy is based on a negotiation protocol [218]. This negotiation
algorithm performs a simultaneous task subdivision and allocation, taking into account robots’
preferences. The coordination algorithm presented in this subsection is based on Rubinstein’s
alternate-offers protocol [219] and performs a simultaneous task subdivision and allocation in a
distributed way, taking into account robot characteristics.
Task subdivision
The task objective is to push a bar or box to a desired location, or equivalently, to push the bar
in a desired direction. This is an instance of a more general task partitioning problem that has
been generalised as follows. Given a global task T0 and r robots, the problem is how to partition
T0 into r non-overlapping sub-tasks, such that
Ti \ Tj = ; 8i; j = 1 : : : r and
r[
i=1
Ti = T
and how to assign sub-tasks to the robots for execution. The technique employed perform the
two steps simultaneously and in a distributed way: each robot is aware of its own characteristics
but does not know anything about its team-mates characteristics. In the approach, the original
task T0, in this case the desired direction, is divided into two sub-tasks through a negotiation
process, where each robot claims a desired push location and force such that the combination of
the push actions of the two robots results in the desired direction.
A task Ti is described by a set of k parameters Pi. In this case, k = 2, and Pi = fLi; Fig; i =
1; 2. This means pushing the bar at location Li with force Fi for t time 1. Operators \;[
are to be defined according to the meaning of the task. In this case, considering the task pa-
rameters Pi as vectors, and taking into account standard vector addition, the union of two tasks
is the projection of the sum into the desired direction vector ("useful" component), and the in-
tersubsection as the projection of the addition on the vector orthogonal to the desired direction
("wasted" component), as shown in Figure 5.9 (a).
Task assignment
The task negotiation process is a bargaining loop where, in turn, each robot proposes its desired
push location and force, and the other computes the best push location and force for itself,
1To be precise, the application of a force at a given distance from the center of mass of the bar produces a torque.
Such torque, applied fort produces a change of direction of the bar.
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Figure 5.9: Bar pushing tasks.
taking into account the combination of the two actions, the current bar orientation is shown in
Figure 5.9 and considering that a good combination is such that the resulting direction is the one
defined in T0.
It is assumed that robots are willing to perform as much as they can of the given task, the only
limitations being their available resources (endurance, computation power, battery consumption
etc.). Thus, in a negotiation, each agent will try to maximize its reward by (i) trying to obtain
a possible sub-task as large as possible (the closer to T0 the better) and (ii) minimizing overlap
with other agents tasks (intersubsection, i.e. wasted effort). Each agent proposes the biggest
possible share for itself, and reduces it until the counterpart finds it acceptable. Figure 5.9 (b)
depicts the negotiation process.
At the end of each bargaining loop, the robots perform the agreed pushing action. Note that since
the actions eventually cause a change in the orientation of the bar, the negotiation is performed
again at each outer control loop, taking into account the actual bar position.
Implementation
The implementation consists of creating a control loop between the cooperative task and the
modular robot colony. The main condition of this testbed is to have a semi-autonomous team
of modular robots performing the task after assigning the initial conditions. Task partition and
allocation will be given by a loose cooperation strategy, and module coordination by a tight
cooperation strategy. The cooperative task execution is performed according to the negotiation
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algorithm’s demands. Once the subtasks have been achieved, the new position and orientation
parameters from the objects are uploaded to the negotiation algorithm and the cycle begins once
again until task fulfilment (Figure 5.10).
Figure 5.10: Implementation of tight-loose cooperation strategies.
In a cooperative task, the main goal and the quantity of robots to use are settled in advance.
In this case, a bar-pushing task has to be performed with two wheel-based modular robots, as
shown in Figure 5.11. The scenario is composed of a bar and two W2M robots. Due to the
fact that the robots do not contain any sensors, a video camera is placed on top of the scenario
to capture the data required for the negotiation algorithm. In order to introduce the data into
a loose cooperation strategy, a visual tracking interface (VTI) based on video feedback was
developed. At the beginning of the experiment, the bar and each modular robot position and
orientation are manually captured by the operator by clicking over each object on the VTI,
as shown in Figure 5.11. The desired bar orientation is introduced into the algorithm and it
can be dynamically changed during the task. With this information and by equations 5.2, 5.3,
5.4 and 5.5 (W2M robot1 case), the interface displays on the screen the contact point over the
longitudinal axis of the bar where each W2M robot should apply the push force (shown in
Figure 5.11).
(a) Visual Tracking Interface
A
B
CPr
Pr
1
2
X
Y
x
y
(b) Position where robots must apply the push
force
Figure 5.11: Bar-pushing scenario
~OX = ~OA+ ~AX (5.2)
~AX = Pr1  (A^Bx; A^By) (5.3)
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A^B = (
~ABx
kABk ;
~ABy
kABk ) (5.4)
kABk =
q
~AB
2
x + ~AB
2
y (5.5)
Where:
~OX : Push force contact for robot1
Pr1 : Value generated by the negotiation algorithm.
5.1.6 Experiments and results
The analysis focuses on the robots motion behaviour during the execution of the task. In this
case, the robots orientation and translational error w.r.t. an ideal displacement are the values
that determine how well the robot performs the motion. It is important to mention that, the most
critical moment, while a modular robot is performing motion, is when the MsM receives the
message from the control station and delivers it to the corresponding SsMs, i.e. during the
first instant of motion. It is during this moment, when both, synchronization and mechanical
requirements influence the execution of the task. Hence, the experimental results from each
test are analysed during the first seconds of the task. Using the visual tracking interface (VTI)
described in subsection 5.1.5, the robots position and orientation parameters are captured every
second into the tracking system. To evaluate the execution of the cooperative tasks each test
is repeated several times. For illustrative purposes, the average value of a set of five trials is
represented as a test group, as shown in Figure 5.13. Due to the repeatability on the execution
of the experiment, the experimental results can be evaluated into a single error graph (it displays
the mean and the standard deviation values considering all test groups) to show the modular
robots performance during the execution of the task, as shown in Figure 5.13.
Execution of locomotion as a Differential-Drive mobile robot configuration
The first experiment attempts to demonstrate that theW2M robot configuration can satisfactorily
perform a behaviour that a standard robot of its kind can do. The robot configuration used in
this experiment is composed by one P&C module, two J modules, two S modules, and two
software types (MsM and SsM ). Each software type loaded on each side of the P&C module
controls its corresponding J module, therefore a tight cooperation between theMsM and SsM
has to be carried out. The assembled W2M robot configuration should behave as a differential
drive mobile robot, that is, forward, backward and rotation movements have to be performed in
a proper manner to satisfy the demonstration.
Forward displacement
It is expected that during the execution of an ideal forward displacement (without considering
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Figure 5.12: Tracking the W2M robot configuration motion
gear backlash from the J modules, and video feedback error), the robots translational motion
in the x-axis and the robots orientation should not change over the time. The experimental re-
sults in Figure 5.13 show that the W2M robot configuration achieves a satisfactory performance
during forward displacement. The robots orientation mean error value is 0.56 and the robots
translational motion mean error value in the x-axis is 1.74 mm.
Rotational motion
A second task that shows the W2M robot can behave as a differential-drive mobile robot in the
execution of rotational motion around a fixed axis. It is expected that during the execution of an
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(a) Orientation error in the x-y plane
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(b) Translational motion error in the x-axis
Figure 5.13: Robots error in forward displacement.
ideal rotation around its center, the robots center position should not change over the time, i.e.
the starting and finishing center position should be maintained during the execution of the task.
In the same manner as the W2M robots forward displacement was analysed, the W2M robots
rotational motion was also analysed. For this reason, several tests are performed to show the
robots center position when rotating right and left. In Figure 5.14 (a), the translational motion
mean error value in the x-axis is 3.9327 mm and in Figure 5.14 (b), that the translational motion
mean error value in the y-axis is 0.5789 mm.
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Figure 5.14: Robots translational error during rotational motion.
Execution of parallel motion with a modular robot colony
The complexity of this task lies on the effectiveness of having two coordination strategies at
the same time. The method described in subsection 5.1.3 takes care of coordinating modules
belonging to the same modular robot and the method described in subsection 5.1.4 takes care
of coordinating modular robots belonging to a colony. It is valuable to understand how both
methods can work satisfactorily for the execution of a cooperative task. The objective of this
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task consists of pushing a bar forward using two W2M robots while keeping the bars orientation
constant . The parameters that determine how well the colony performs the task are the bars
orientation and the translational motion between both robots in the y-axis during the test. By
means of the VTI, the position and orientation of the objects are captured into the system, as
shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Bar-pushing task with non-synchronised colony
Execution of a bar-pushing task with a non synchronised W2M robot colony
As a reference point, the first experiment consists of executing a bar-pushing task with a colony
of W2M robots without being synchronised. Several tests are performed to show the bars orien-
tation and translational error in the y-axis between both W2M robots. The experimental results
are evaluated into a single error graph to display the execution’s performance. Considering all
tests, the bars orientation mean error value in the x-y plane is 2.0227  (Figure 5.16) and the
robots translational mean error value in the y-axis between both robots is 28.6854 mm (Fig-
ure 5.16).
Execution of a bar-pushing task with a synchronised W2M robot colony
The second experiment consists of executing the bar-pushing task with a synchronised colony
of W2M robots. The parameters that determine how well the colony performs the task are the
bars orientation and the translational motion between both robots in the y-axis during the test.
Like in previous experiments, several tests are performed to illustrate the task execution. The
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Figure 5.16: Bar-pushing task execution of non-synchronised colony
experimental results are evaluated into a single error graph to display the task performance. Con-
sidering all tests the bars orientation mean error value in the x-y plane is 0.2727  (Figure 5.17)
and the robots translational mean error value between both robots in the y-axis is 2.6908 mm
(Figure 5.17).
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(a) Bars orientation error in the x-y plane
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Figure 5.17: Bar-pushing task execution of synchronised colony
Execution of a bar-pushing task based on a cooperative task planning
The intention of this task is to demonstrate that a modular robot colony can satisfactorily perform
a cooperative task, just as similarly specialised robots can. In other words, the modular robot
colony will be controlled by a loose cooperation strategy which was designed for specialised
robots. A bar-pushing task is used as an example to explore the cooperation between two wheel-
based modular robot configurations. The overall experiment can be divided into two stages, the
first stage consists of pushing the bar to a desired orientation and the second stage consists of
pushing the bar with desired orientation.
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Figure 5.18: The desired bar orientation can be dynamically changed and new subtasks are
assigned to the corresponding robots.
Within the first stage, it can be observed at the photo sequence in Figure 5.18 that the nego-
tiation algorithm divides the mission in subtasks and assigns them to the corresponding robot
to complete the goal. Each robot configuration performs its own task in an autonomous way
until the bars orientation matches the desired orientation. Once the desired bar orientation is
achieved in the previous stage, the colony proceeds to push the bar keeping the bars orientation.
The complexity of the task lies on the fact that both robots should simultaneously move in a co-
ordinated fashion to achieve the goal. If the bars orientation significantly changes with respect
to the desired bars orientation, then the first stage is executed instead. Due to the fact that the
negotiation algorithm is executed in real-time, it is possible to dynamically change the desired
bar orientation, as shown in Figure 5.18.
Once proven that solutions are instantly given by the cooperative task planning and robot actions
are executed according to its own robot configuration, it is just a matter of pushing forward with
both robots over the indicated zones. Several tests with different desired bar orientations are
executed to find out the error value at the end of the execution of the task. This error value deter-
mines how precise is the cooperative task execution, as shown in Figure 5.19. The experimental
results display an error value of  4 degrees between the desired bars orientation and the bars
orientation. The error value when pushing the bar to a desired orientation influences the final
results of the task execution. However, if synchronization within modular robot modules occurs
at higher frequency, the error at the end of the task is reduced.
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Figure 5.19: Final bars orientation error after pushing the bar.
5.1.7 Summary
This section is towards the execution of cooperative tasks by modular robots and leveraging the
use of a modular robot system for the execution of various tasks in hazardous environment over
conventional robot systems. The section presents contributions about coordination mechanisms
that allowed the execution of cooperative tasks with modular robotic systems. The implemen-
tation of a tight cooperation strategy through Intra Modular robot communication based on a
closed-loop discrete time method and the remote clock across the robot configuration allowed
proper coordination between the colony. Using the remote clock the colony coordination per-
mits the execution of parallel motions. The results of the execution of bar-pushing example of
cooperative task between non-synchronised and synchronised colony are presented along with
semi-autonomous implementation. The bar-pushing experiment can be used in practice for mov-
ing tools and material example, the used targets at the ISOLDE experiment can be placed on a
wheeled platform and the modular robots push the platform to the destination. Similarly special
tools for the robots can also be brought to them by the modular robots. The results demonstrate
the success of modular robots to execute cooperative task similar to that of conventional robots.
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5.2 Case 2 : Modular robot collaboration in hot cell
Remote handling has been extensively used for maintenance in experimental nuclear fusion
facilities like JET(Joint European Torus) [172] and planned for in ITER (International Ther-
monuclear Experimental Reactor) [174, 175]. The maintenance is either done in the vacuum
vessel (VV) or in the hot cell. Remote handling system which consists of a robotic boom with
a Master-Slave manipulator using man in the loop [169] approach is used, when working in-
side the vacuum vessel. Specialised tools and components are used at the slave end effector
to perform the necessary maintenance. An example, is Mascot cable driven Master-Slave sys-
tem [171, 220] at JET. Hot cell remote operations[221] vary from repair, diagnostic, cleaning
to testing and it involves the remote operators to perform multiple simultaneous operations and
knowledge to handle different systems[222]. Hence, this work tries to leverage the advantages
of modular robot solution to reduce the operator need to learn new robot solution for new tasks
by utilising the modularity and adaptability provided through it. When robots are able to adapt
to new robot configurations, its functionality extends beyond the initially conceived applications
and evolves depending on the need in the future. Therefore, reducing the need to develop new
platforms.
Continuous maintenance during interventions is required for the functioning of the facility and
as the facility goes more towards remote handling and robotic solutions to reduce human in-
teraction with the ionising radiation environment, it is useful to think of modular robots. This
thesis is an attempt at presenting the inclusion of modular robots for inspection and maintenance
in the facility.
5.2.1 Constraints and task requirements
The Large scientific facilities like the current JET, ISOLDE facility at CERN and future ITER
projects present a challenging environment to the deployment of robots as during the functioning
of the facilities. They also have to deal with the hazard of ionising radiation. As, they are ex-
perimental facilities additional maintenance requirements are added due to scientific need. This
presents the requirement to have a flexible robotic system that is able to adapt to new challenges
rather than developing new robot systems. The thesis presents the use of modular robot deploy-
ment as flexible alternative solution for flexible remote inspection and remote manipulation.
In the hot cell a wide range of maintenance tasks need to be performed by means of remote
handling technology. Common tasks are exchanging worn and used components, this is done
by unscrewing captive bolts and then exchange parts or by more complex procedures involving
cutting or welding and others [223]. Usually, the tasks need to be performed in a large and varied
workspace and since every manipulator movement other than tele-operation takes additional
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time [223] the modular robot can be used to increase the manipulation workspace. Another
simple task is remote inspection necessary to understand the current situation of the components
to be remote maintained inside the hot cell. The modular robots allow implementing a flexible
inspection system within the hot cell.
To evaluate the heterogeneous modular robot, a simulation mockup of a hot cell is used as seen in
Figure 5.24. The simulation mockup environment contains a hot cell with two fixed master-slave
mechanical manipulators, along with case on the table that needs to be manipulated upon. The
manipulation task requires to be done on different sides of the object and additional viewing
angle would improve the operator understanding of the environment. Simulation is used to
exploit and test different modular robot configurations. The simulation model of the modular
robot is obtained through the characterization of the geometric and kinematic model of each
module of the prototype. Gazebo [13] a physics based 3D simulation environment for robots
is used. The simulator is able to generate realistic sensor feedback and import computer aided
designs (CAD) models of the robots and the environment.
Modular robot system
The heterogeneous modular robot [224] system is used as evaluation platform. The detailed
design of which is presented in Chapter 3. Summarising here it is composed of three types of
modules that provide processing/control (P&C module) , movement (J module) and specialised
(S module) functionality. The J module provides the necessary actuation in different degrees of
freedom (DoF). The different modules are assembled together in different configuration to form
the wheeled robot, robotic arm, hybrids and others. The prototype presented is not radiation
hardened and is used only to prove the functionality of the system.
(a) Prototype wheeled robot (b) Modules of robot configurations
Figure 5.20: Wheeled Modular Robot Configuration (repetition of Figure 3.2)
5.2.2 Evaluation
An assemble of two wheeled robot configuration prototype and the simulation model of the same
is shown in Figure 5.20. The robot configuration consists of two J modules, P&C modules and
wheel S modules. The two J modules provide up to six degrees of freedom(DoF). It functions
as a wheeled robot capable of differential drive and rotation around its pivot.
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(a) Kinematic reachability, repeat of Figure 3.10
Figure 5.21: Modular Robot Configuration
(a) Joined config (b) Alternating config (c) Prismatic
Figure 5.22: Different 6 DoF manipulator configurations using two J and P&C modules
Figure 5.21 shows the kinematic reachability of the 6 DoF robot configuration, which can be
used as a manipulator. Various tools like grippers, radiation probes and cameras can be attached
to the end effector to perform a wide range of tasks. Another J module can be attached to
the robot configuration to provide up to 9 DoF redundant robotic arm. The rules used for the
robot configurations are P&C module can connect to all other modules. The J module has to be
connected with P&C module and three J modules is the limit for a serial connection, weight and
torque need to be considered [114]. S modules are connected at the end-effector or to provide
additional functionality.
Various robot configurations are possible using the three different basic modules, some of which
are explored in this section. Focussing towards manipulation and inspection three different
manipulator robot configurations using two J modules along with P&C modules and S modules
are shown in Figure 5.22. Each of the robot configuration has a total of 6 Dof due to the two J
modules of 3 DoF each.
The robot configuration in Figure 5.22a has both the P&C joined, while Figure 5.22b has J
module connected to P&C module. Figure 5.22c shows a robot configuration where S module
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(a) Locomotion config (b) Two arms manipulation config
Figure 5.23: Robot configuration with power base
changes the rotation provided by one of the actuator into translation. The manipulability of
the three robot configurations are different and hence depending on the need the robot can be
assembled. Such flexibility would not be possible with conventional robots. The number of
serial J modules are limited to three due to load on the base J module. Various specialised
module attach to the end-effector like camera, gripper or radiation probes can be attached.
To perform manipulation and inspection tasks for longer duration, a passive power base support
S-module has been designed which provides large energy source and also carries task specific
tools. This can be seen in Figure 5.23a where the two wheeled robot configurations are con-
nected with the power base S module and locomotion is provided. Figure 5.23b shows wheeled
configuration, reconfigured to become robot arm-manipulators with probes end-effectors that
are picked up from the task specific tool case. Additional task specific tools can be developed
and stored in the base S-module to be exchanged as end-effector, example: cleaning attachment.
Due the modular design the possibilities of the robot configuration are not limited and various
Table 5.1: Modular robot configuration and cost
Modules
Configuration P&C (0.4) J (0.4) S (0.2) Max DoF Cost
Minimal robot 1 1 2 3 1:0
Wheeled robot 2 2 2 6 2:0
Arm manipulator (6 DoF) 2 2 3 6 2:2
Two arms with powerbase 4 4 9 12 5:0
Three arms with powerbase 6 6 12 18 7:2
configurations are explored, examples; wheeled locomotion, redundant manipulators and others.
It is important to note that with addition of modules the control strategies and operator interface
needs to be improved so that the addition of modules doesn’t become a burden to the operator.
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Cost evaluation
The three basic modules presented are essential for a basic robot but the modules can also be
used as standalone units like P&C modules can be used for data processing. The simplest
combination of modules to form a basic robot is considered as base fabrication price of cost 1.
Different cost for each of the modules is assigned according to their versatility, complexity and
fabrication cost. The costs assigned to different modules in table 5.1 are as follows J module
0.4, P&C module 0.4 and S module 0.2. J and P&C modules are assigned same cost due to
versatility provided in actuation, processing and inherent component cost. The S module is
assigned cost of 0.2 for being task specific module that increases the system performance and
flexibility due to its specific function. S modules are the easiest to manufacture. In table 1 some
of the robot configurations costs are calculated along with the number of degree of freedom.
The minimal robot configuration is made of one P&C module and J module (two DoF) along
with two S modules. The S module are two wheels (minimalist wheeled robot with differential
locomotion).
Figure 5.24: Viewing robot and manipulation robot configuration in hot cell
Hot cell task evaluation
Considering a task in the hot cell with two fixed manipulators to perform manipulation on multi-
ple sides as proposed in constraints. In such a situation, having additional mobile manipulation
and alternative viewing will be able to reduce the intervention time. Figure 5.24 shows two
different pre-assembled modular robot configurations - wheeled robot with camera attachment
and locomotion capable power base configuration are placed in the hot cell. The wheeled robot
has 5DoF, 2 DoF on each wheel and an additional DoF to control the camera attachment. The
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power base configuration has total of 12 DoF from the two 6 DoF arms. The wheeled robot
can be used by the operator to provide better understanding to perform the remote manipulation
either with the fixed manipulators or the modular manipulators. If the mobile manipulators need
an additional viewing, then the wheeled robot is attached to the power base and reconfigured as
an arm for viewing as seen in Figure 5.25.
Figure 5.25: Three arm robot configuration in hot cell
The robot configurations presented are not limited only to tasks inside the hot cell but they show
the possibilities that a modular robot system provides in terms of flexibility and usefulness.
5.2.3 Advantages
The presented modular robot design provides flexibility and manufacturing cost reduction in
robot deployment for maintenance interventions. Due to modularity its easier to upgrade and
replacement of modules depending on function. The P&C module can be upgraded with ad-
vancement in fault tolerant electronics, J module depending on actuation need (load, torque etc)
and S modules depending on task specification to improve the functionality of the robot con-
figuration. Also additional higher computational modules can be added to the P&C module to
provide higher level control and execution of advanced control algorithms [225]. Modularity
also presents an advantage during decommissioning and packaging of system. Repair of the
robot is easier due to the use of the same basic modules which facilitate easy replacement and
maintenance.
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Task optimisation and training
Offline simulation of modular robot task execution along with virtual reality (VR) system can
accelerate the testing of the configurations and reduce execution time. Additional task specific
S modules designs will also lead to optimisation and reduction in intervention time. Control
strategies to reduce redundant movement [32] and distributing the overall radiation dose taken
by different modules by reconfiguration can be implemented. Using a simulator environment
also provides an opportunity for training operators and testing their performance.
Fault tolerance
As modular robots are assembled from fixed number of basic modules, each basic modules go
through larger testing for faults. Fault tolerance in hardware [117] can be improved depending
on need using redundant modules. Fault detection is complemented using logged data models
of the basic modules from previous runs and simulation trial. Extension of this process would
be able to predict faults due to component degradation. On module failure, example is if the
wheel actuator in the joint module fails then the other modules compensate for the lost DoF by
reconfiguring to use a redundant DoF.
5.2.4 Summary
The modular robot system offers advantages over conventional robots in terms adaptability, cost
effectiveness and fault tolerance. Different robot configurations can be explored when sudden
or new needs are acquired rather than developing new robot solutions. The heterogeneous robot
prototype is used to present and prove the functionality advantage of adding modular robot sys-
tem in experimental facilities like ITER over conventional robots. Different robot configurations
are presented along with simulation of basic maintenance, remote inspection and collaboration
with existing manipulators in the hot cell. Next, the prototype will be used to test robust control
strategies and operator interface as, addition of modules to robot configuration should not lead
to increased complexity to the operator. This is a step towards fault tolerant and robust modular
robots with connection mechanism to enable facilitate in the remote operations.
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5.3 Case 3 : Integration with planning tool
Large scientific facilities in the field of high-energy particle accelerators have to deal with the
hazard of ionizing radiation generated during operation. The potency of this ionizing radia-
tion depends on a variety of parameters, e.g. the particle beam parameters and the material
parameters of the associated accelerator equipment. During operation, the high-energy particle
accelerator facility is generally not accessible for humans. In case an accelerator stops beam op-
eration for whatever reason, e.g. technical stops, showdowns, or for unscheduled maintenance
interventions, the human personal accessing the high-energy physics facility can be exposed to
ionizing radiation, most likely residual radiation originating from activated materials.
In line with the internationally implemented radiological protection system [103], to reduce
unnecessary or unjustified dose to the personal, the ALARA methodology has been arising.
ALARA stands for As Low As Reasonable Achievable (ALARA), and is implemented at many
scientific facilities, for instance at CERN, the European Particle Accelerator Laboratory [226].
In the spirit of ALARA, radiation exposure can be optimised in various ways, e.g. by designing
the facility for minimal need to interventions, making use of telerobotic means, and carefully
planning of the interventions. These last two options are the topic of this section.
Robotics in Environments with Ionizing Radiation
To reduce human interventions in facilities with ionising radiation, deploying robots has taken
precedence role, provided that the robotic platform achieves the safety and robustness required
for deployment in such facilities. The field of robotics has spread and evolved to new areas and
needs in different industries. New fields of robots have emerged such as, mobile, humanoid,
medical, aerial robots. Moving forward as applications of robots started increasing, the shift
towards reusing the robots for various purposes initially unthought of.
An example of a scientific facility where ionizing radiation is present is CERN, the European
Particle Accelerator Laboratory. At CERN, the first remote handling development activities
were started early, and continued to evolve to include industrial robots, tele-operated manipula-
tors on a remote vehicle and mobile robots [1, 2]. Hence, as the need developed new solutions
were incorporated.
Intervention Planning in Environments with Ionizing Radiation
For intervention planning in environments with ionizing radiation, for instance high-energy par-
ticle accelerator facilities, an accessible mathematical model [105] is used. In this model, an
intervention I is modelled as a set of tasks Tk, each with a specific description and duration
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k. The first task T0 corresponds to entering the particle accelerator facility. The last task, TK ,
corresponds to exiting the facility.
A second important concept in the model is the trajectory T , which consists of a series of
locations mi; i = 0; 1; : : : ; N . Each location mi can have a time ti associated to it. Given the
trajectory T , it is possible to define paths between the consecutive locationsmi andmi+1, noted
as Si; i = 0; 1; : : : ; N   1. Each of these paths has a velocity vi associated with it.
Intervention planning now translates to defining a mapping between the trajectory T and the
intervention I. Indeed, intervention planning includes mapping the tasks of an intervention to
physical locations of where the intervention has to take place. As a result:
8 Tk 2 I : Tk is assigned to a locationmi and ti = k;
8mi 2 T and @ Tk assigned to locationmi : ti = 0;
withK  N .
For a more elaborate discussion of this model, refer to [105]
In [228], this model is used for human radiation protection, as outlined by the ICRP model
[103]. For this purpose, probably the most relevant quantity is the effective dose equivalent
Heff ([Sv]), the radiation protection quantity used for quantifying the stochastic health risk of
radiation, taking into account the nature of the organs irradiated and the type of radiation. The
effective dose equivalent is a protection quantity, specifically designed to quantify health risk,
and is therefore not usefull for the purpose of quantifying radiation effects on robots. However,
the physical quantity on which all the protection quantities are based, the absorbed dose D
([Gy]), is of use for determining the total dose, and important factor in the radiation effects on
robots. If measures or simulations of the absorbed dose rate are available in the facility where
the intervention is planned, the above-described model can be used to compute the total dose for
the robot, associated with the intervention, as follows:
D(I; T ) =
NX
i=0
ti _D(mi) +
N 1X
i=0
Z mi+1
mi
v 1i _D(s)ds: (5.6)
with:
• N the number of locationsmi,
• ti the estimated time spent at locationmi,
• _D(s) the dose rate at point s in three-dimensional space,
• vi the speed of the maintenance worker.
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The intervention planning model can thus be used to compute this relevant radiation quantity
for planning of robotic interventions in environments with ionizing radiation. An extension for
the intervention planning model described above to take advantage of the reconfigurability in
modular robots is presented.
5.3.1 Materials and Methods
Modular robot and ionising radiation
In large scientific facilities with workspace hazard of ionising radiation more remote handling
solutions are being incorporated and a possibility of incorporating a flexible solutions for a large
facility with different sections and varying needs is presented in the form of a modular robot
solution.
The heterogeneous modular robot presented in Chapter 3 a three module robot as summarised
here. The P&C module has been designed to decouple the electronics, communications and
power source from the rest of the modules. The advantage of control being in a separate module
is that it can be better shielded and reduce the risk of failure due to earlier mentioned effects of
ionising radiation. It also allows the use of additional computational units with the module and
easy upgrade strategy in the future as the technology improves. The power is either provided by
a tethered connection or an energy source. This module gains prominence due to the effects of
ionising radiation on electronics especially due to the Single Event Effects [93].
The J module provides actuation and as such represents linear, rotary and/or spherical actuation.
In the prototype, it is possible to control up to 3 rotational degrees of freedom. It is mandatory
for a J module to be connected to the P&C module for functioning and control.
The S module may be described as the different attachments (tools, end-effector and others)
for the robot, meant to improve the functionality of the robot configuration. Examples are:
locomotion-wheel modules (W), sensor devices like radiation measurement units, tools (e.g
grippers), accessories (e.g. power platforms), etc.
Optimising dose by reconfiguration
Radiation is a directional phenomenon. By this it means that ionizing radiation generally origi-
nates from a known direction. This origin of radiation can be very well-defined, or only approx-
imately defined. An example of the former could be a nuclear power plants, where the source of
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radiation will generally be the reactor core. The latter could be happening in accelerator facili-
ties [86], where the source of residual radiation generally is activated material, which can be less
well-defined geometrically. Even in this case, however, it is a more than reasonable assumption
that the most prominent sources of radiation will lie in, or at least near the beam line.
In certain applications for which robotics could be applied it is required that the robotic activities
are performed at various locations with respect to the source of radiation. An example of this
could be radiation measurements, which could be needed at two or more sides of a radioactive
source, and at multiple distances.
If modular robot configuration is used to perform this task, then the robot configuration takes
into consideration the duration of action, type of action and determines the most suitable mod-
ular robot configurations. Shielding of the robot configuration is task dependent as shielding
comes with the cost of additional weight and space. Therefore optimum solutions for the robot
intervention deployment need to be developed and this work is an attempt in this direction.
Taking the example of radiation survey around the circular accelerator beam line where majority
of the distance the ionising radiation source originates from the beam line which is on one side
of the tunnel leaving sections like beam extraction, splits etc. Hence strategy to only shield one
face of the robot is also beneficial to explore to reduce the space and weight cost of the shielding.
5.3.2 Planner tool integration
The need for integration of the modular robot reconfiguration into the intervention planning
model is outlined above. For this, information about the directionality of the radiation concerned
is added to the intervention planning model. For this purpose, its proposed to construct an
additional sequence G, containing gradient information in the consequent pointsmi that are part
of the intervention I:
G = (gi)Ni=0 = (G(mi))Ni=0; (5.7)
with G the gradient field of the dose rate map used in the intervention planning:
G = r _D: (5.8)
This gradient field could be supplied with the dose rates used for the intervention planning,
which are most likely volumetric data originating from particle transport simulations, or the
gradient field can be estimated numerically, based on numerical finite difference computations.
On the basis of this sequence, a trigger can be initialised to reconfigure of the mobile robot or
the modular robot configuration.
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Figure 5.26: Software tool for computer-aided intervention planning
The proof-of-context software tool for computer-aided intervention planning developed in the
context of [228]. The Figure 5.26 shows an intervention planning, visualised as a thickness-
modulated trajectory, in a facility with ionizing radiation. The ionizing radiation is volume ren-
dered using the rainbow color map. Furthermore, part of the facility geometry, and the "staying
times" associated with the intervention tasks are visualised [228].
5.3.3 Summary
The preliminary method to integrate modular robot deployment into the planning tool at the
facility is presented. The work leverage the reconfigurability and different robot configuration
capabilities of a modular robot to reduce net dose received, therefore ensuring easier decommis-
sion and lesser activated waste generation. It can also be incorporated by mobile robots with
manipulators mounted for remote maintenance, to ensure reduced dose to the robot.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
The chapter gives an overview of the goals attained by the work presented in this dissertation
and outlines the main directions to follow in the future evolution of this research.
6.1 Conclusion
This thesis presented significant contributions for the execution of maintenance tasks using mod-
ular robotic deployment in large scientific facilities with ionising radiation hazard. Due to the
safety measures like ALARA, reducing the human interaction with hazardous environments
by pursuing research to improve reliability, accessibility, maintainability and safety (RAMS)
parameters for robot deployments is explored. The work extended the concepts and uses of
modular robots as an alternative solution to conventional robots in these facilities.
The four major goals presented in Chapter 1 were pursued in the thesis and the conclusions
drawn are presented chapter-wise. Firstly, studying the use of reconfigurable modular robot
systems with respect to the execution of maintenance tasks in large scientific facilities with ion-
ising radiation is presented in Chapter 2. Secondly, a modular robot design is proposed and its
different robot configurations along with connector mechanism to satisfy the task requirements
are presented in Chapter 3 and 5. Thirdly, Identifying and providing solutions to make modu-
lar robot deployment adhere to the Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS)
requirement of the facilities are presented in Chapter 4. Lastly, Systems Engineering (SE) ap-
proach has been used to design and implement modular robot solution.
In Chapter 2, the modular robot system advantages over conventional robots in terms of classi-
fication, adaptability, cost effectiveness and fault tolerance are discussed with respect to the sate
of art. The radiation protection requirements, constraints and tasks in the workspace of large
scientific facilities are also presented.
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In Chapter 3, the different robot configurations are explored, based on the needs and require-
ments gathered from the maintenance tasks found at the large scientific facility CERN. The het-
erogeneous robot prototype design chosen after evaluating various configurations, requirements
and simulations is used as the evaluation platform for testing the maintenance task execution and
to prove the functional advantage of adding modular robot system in facilities like CERN over
conventional robots. The connector mechanism requirements and constraints are also presented,
along with the previous iterations of the connector mechanism and the need for new mechanism
without motor, to operate the latching mechanism. The research presented showed the possibil-
ity of deploying different modular robot configurations in ionising radiation facilities to do basic
maintenance and reduce the downtime.
The importance of this development is enhanced by the fact that the work helps other robotic
and remote handling deployments in spectrum of RAMS. It also presents a flexible robotic
deployment solution to other challenging environments.
A generic approach for on-line energy prediction modelling system has also been pursued in
Chapter 4. This aims to increase safety and reliability for robots operating in hostile envi-
ronments. In hazardous environments the possibility to predict task completion and optimise
energy consumption extends the working time of robot deployments. The proposed method
demonstrated high accuracy ( 96%) during tests for prediction of energy consumption. The
approach presents an effective and adaptive approach for energy management in mobile robots
and modular robots.
Force feedback would be essential to perform remote handling and maintenance. Since radiation
hardened backdrivable slaves and torque sensors are not cost-effective methods, an alternative
approach has been presented in Chapter 4. The method estimates the external forces and torques
with an acceptable level of accuracy by using the robot model and current consumption infor-
mation. The method does not require modification of the robot or additional wiring but only
current sensing between the energy source and the slave. This approach can be applied as a
substitution of the conventional sensors or as a redundant strategy depending on the need. The
applications of the proposed method are not limited to ionising radiation environments but can
also be applied to robot solutions where it is difficult to add force sensors at the end-effectors,
like medical telesurgery.
Mobile platforms with manipulation capabilities are important for maintenance tasks. Under-
standing the energy perspective in bilateral control architectures is presented as a need and
hence tackled in Chapter 4 . For maintenance tasks in large facility with hazardous workspaces
it becomes critical for the deployed robots to plan and reduce to the energy consumption to the
minimum. The combination of energy consumed by task across different algorithms and a halt
and switching process between existing control architectures provided the operator greater flexi-
bility in terms of energy planning, task execution and understanding task execution from energy
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perspective. Although results presented are from a 1 DoF master-slave system they can also be
extended to current fixed teleoperated systems and modular robot deployments to reduce their
energy footprint.
In Chapter 5, Different robot configurations for cooperation between modular robots and collab-
oration with existing manipulators for hot cells applications are presented along with preliminary
work in integration of modular robots with planning tools.
6.2 Future work
This research project pushes the modular robot research in the direction of a fault tolerant and
robust modular robots with connection mechanism to enable facilitate in the remote operations
in the future. The research project provides a starting point for the future advancement in the
design of modular robot system for large scientific facilities with the hazard of ionising radi-
ation. Its an area where robot deployments will gain prominence as time progress due to the
push from scientific community to explore frontier of science through higher energies. During
the development of this thesis, several collaborations have been established and further work
identified.
One of which is, to extend energy perspective of bilateral control from the presented platform
to more diverse master-slave systems where there is need for energy efficiency. Another is, to
extend the method for estimation of the external forces and torques using robot model and cur-
rent consumption information to hydraulic manipulators. Integration of this energy prediction
and optimisation module in a large sized robotic platform such as the TIM [154].
In terms of modular robot conception, testing and implementation robust algorithms for control
and cooperation within the modules of the modular robot, different robot configurations and
existing robot deployments in the facility is a challenge and the work in this direction is an
ongoing process.

Appendix A
Radiation and Robotics
A.1 Definitions and units
The content in this section is a compilation of information related to ionising radiation field from
the following sources [102, 103, 229, 230].
Radioactivity - Radioactivity occurs with the natural decay of an unstable atomic species into
a more stable specie. The decay of an atom is usually associated with the emission of particles
or photons. This emission of particles or photons is called radioactivity and the initial atom is
qualified as radioactive. The decaying of a radioactive atom can yield other radioactive atoms.
This succession of decay varies depending on the atom and can last several centuries before
stable element is reached.
Activity - The number of disintegration of a radioactive source is measured by its activity. A
source activity of one becquerel (Bq) indicates that only one atom of the source disintegrates
per second. Several particles may be emitted per decay; however it does not mean that only one
particle is emitted per second.
Quantity Name Symbol Unit
Activity (A) becquerel Bq s 1
Absorbed dose (D) gray Gy J*Kg 1
Dose equivalent (H) sievert Sv J*Kg 1
Table A.1: SI Units of radiation
Decay constant - The decay rate is measured by the decay constant  the probability of particle
decay per unit time. The decay constant is an absolute constant for each particular radionuclide.
There is no variation with other parameters such as temperature or pressure. The mean life  of
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a radionuclide is given by.
 =  1 (A.1)
Half-life - The half-life (T) of an element is the time needed to decay to half of the initial number
of a radionuclide without adding any new element. The relation between the half-life and the
decay constant is:
T = (ln2)= (A.2)
Energy - Particle or photon have specific energy (E). For photons, this energy is proportional
to their frequency  and for particles like electrons, this energy is kinetic energy measured in
electron Volt (eV).
E = h   (A.3)
where, h is the Planck constant.
The legal unit is the Joule (J) and 1 joule = 6:24150934  1018 electron volts.
Dosimetry - The energy absorbed by a material per unit of mass is called the dose. Radiation
dosimetry is the calculation and assessment of the ionizing radiation dose received by the human
body due to both external and internal (ingestion or inhalation) irradiation. The radiation effects
on the human body depend on the type of particle and the energy of the particle.
A.2 Types of radiation and effects
The electronically charged particles (i.e., electrons, protons and high-energy heavy ions) have
greater probability of interaction with matter than neutral particles (i.e. photons and neutrons).
Neutral particles must first create an energetic secondary charged particle (i.e., an electron or
ion) in order to ionize the material. The primary interaction between basic particles and others
are classified as follows.
• Atomic or electronic excitation processes
• Nuclear interactions (excitation, scattering and reactions)
• Breaking of chemical bonds in materials
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Photons (x-ray and y-ray)
Gamma rays and X-rays are photons. Gamma rays originate from a nuclear interaction, while X-
rays originate from charged-particle collision. They both interact identically and lightly ionize
matter while penetrating deeply into the matter. There are three primary processes that contribute
to the attenuation of a photon beam in any material.
• Photoelectric effect
• Photon scattering
• Pair production
Photoelectric effect - It is the absorption of the incoming photons energy by an outer shell
electron. This electron is then ejected from the atom with kinetic energy equal to the difference
of the photon energy and the electron binding energy. This interaction also results in emission of
luminescence X-rays and Auger electrons. The photoelectric effect is the dominant interaction
for low energy photons (< 0.5 MeV).
Photon scattering - It is the scattering of an incoming photon by an electron. This scattering
can be coherent (the photon energy is conserved) or incoherent (the photon energy is partially
transferred to the electron). In both cases the photon has its trajectory modified and the electron
is ejected from the atom. The most common scattering is Compton scattering.
Pair production - It is interaction that is dominant at high energy and occurs only if the photon
energy is greater than 1.02 MeV. In the electric field of a nucleus or an electron, a photon is
spontaneously annihilated and converted into an electron-positron pair.
Energy (MeV) Aluminium Iron Lead Concrete
0.05 21 1.6 0.25 18
0.5 101 35 13 111
5 300 93 47 338
Table A.2: Stopping Power - Photon tenth value thickness in cm for Al, Fe, Pb and concrete
Electron and Proton Energy Loss
The stopping power (dEdx ) is the retarding force acting on the particle during the interaction with
materials. Both charged and uncharged particles lose energy while passing through matter, but
stopping power describes only the energy loss of charged particles. The stopping power depends
on the type and energy of the radiation and on the properties of the material it passes.
Beta particles are either a   particle which is a free electron or a + particle which is a positron.
A positron has the same weight as an electron but its charge is the exact opposite. A positron
does not travel very far because it is quickly annihilated by an electron from the material and
results in two photons. When travelling into a material, the Coulomb force of the bond electrons
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interacts with the  particles. The exchange of energy that occurs excites the atoms or ionizes
them. In that case the energy is transferred to the ejected/excited electron. The succession of
accelerations and decelerations also generates the emission of photons called Bremsstrahlung
photons.
Heavy Charged Particle
Heavy charged particles and protons can undergo nuclear reactions with lattice atoms. In almost
all cases of potential robotic applications these reactions are not of practical significance as the
energy is dissipated in very short distance. Heavy charged particles are ions like protons (H+1 ),
alpha particles (He++4 ) or any other ionized atom. These particles are absorbed principally by
scattering from an atomic electron and from atomic nuclei. The stopping power is the rate of
energy loss of the ion per unit length, the mean range is defined as the distance the ion travels
before coming to rest. Heavy charged particles do not create any new radioactivity in a material.
Neutron and Proton Displacements
Neutrons and protons have a moderate-to-high probability of interacting with lattice atoms of a
material and displacing them from their equilibrium position. In general, this creates an elec-
trically active defect site. These electrically active sites, often called defect sites, can produce
changes in the electrical properties of metals, semiconductors, and insulators.
Neutrons are uncharged particles with approximately the same mass as protons. Neutrons are
classified into three categories depending on their energy; thermal neutrons (0.025<E < 0.5 eV),
intermediate neutrons (0.5<E < 10 keV) and fast neutrons (E>10 keV). Since Coulomb forces
cannot interact, neutrons are very difficult to stop. Fast neutrons lose their energy by elastic
scattering with the atoms. The transfer of energy is greatest when the neutron collides with
a hydrogen atom. This explains why materials containing a lot of hydrogen, like water, are
the best shields against neutron. Fast neutrons are slowed down after multiple scattering; they
become thermal neutrons. The probability of nuclear reactions in this range of energy is much
higher. The number of protons or neutrons of the target nucleus can be modified and lead to
radioactivity if this new element is unstable. A nuclear reaction also generates a number of
other particles like gamma, beta or alpha.
Single event effects
Different high energy particles (charged particles, photons, neutrons) can produce Single Event
Effects (SEE) in silicon ICs.
The heavy charged particles produce a very high specific ionization track as they pass through
the silicon. In some cases, the charge produced in the track and adjacent regions (i.e., if the
minority carrier lifetime is long enough to collect this charge prior to recombination) is sufficient
to change the charge state of a node within an IC. This causes an upset of the IC with the
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possibility of improper functional operation. There is also the possibility of single event induced
latchup in an IC (SEL) or single event burnout (SEB).
Neutrons have also been shown to be capable of producing SEU (i.e., both soft and hard errors)
in ICS. In spite of low probability, the possibility of the existence of neutron-induced SEE [231]
should be addressed for radiation environments with a neutron component.
A.3 Robotic system components
The technology type determines the specific radiation effect susceptibility (e.g., total ionizing
dose, neutron displacement damage or single event effects). Depending on the specific applica-
tion, non-hardened or hardened parts will have to be utilized for robot system components.
Composition of robotic systems from radiation tolerance viewpoint is presented here. Classifi-
cation composition of parts:
• Electronics piece parts (ICs)
• Sensors (force, camera etc.)
• Materials and others
Simple electronic parts are relatively better at handling radiation, while large and complex elec-
tronics parts are more sensitive to radiation. Except, for those specifically designed and fab-
ricated to be radiation hardened. Radiation hardened parts are generally much more expen-
sive than non radiation hardened counterparts. Some of the semiconductor technologies used
in today’s robots are microprocessors (uP), memory (RAM/ROM), analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), digital-to-analog converter (DAC), operational amplifier (OpAmp) among many others.
Sensors exhibit a wide range of hardness since some are primarily mechanical in nature while
others possess significant electrical elements. The specific nature of the sensors used in a given
robotic system is determined by its application. Some of the sensors are charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera, infrared camera, rangefinders, gas detection instrument, Force/torque sensor and
others.
Robotic systems also include other electromechanical devices and constituent materials which
contribute to mechanics and operation of the robotic assembly, subject to the radiation environ-
ment. These components and materials are metals, wiring, batteries, motors and others

Appendix B
Modular robot
The key driving factors for choosing the hardware and software architecture for the modular
robot system are:
1. Re-usability:
(a) The actual software/code or hardware developed.
(b) The procedure for development of this software or hardware
• e.g. attention given to RAMS on how it can be applied to particular hardware
or software
2. Modular design.
(a) Units of functionality within software or hardware should function independently.
(b) Provide the option to integrate when necessary with functions written by others.
Parts of the system (In software and hardware) must be able to communicate with
each other.
B.1 Software
Choice: Robotic Operating System (ROS)
The use of ROS will help in speeding up the simulation, testing and implementation of work
along with easy integration between different works. Robotics and related development is mov-
ing towards unification, reducing repetition and redundancies in development of the same con-
tent. To benefit from the rapid development happening in the field of robotics ROS is chosen.
Justification of the choice is given below.
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ROS Architecture
ROS is a framework for software development. It is not an operating system (as it runs within
other operating systems) but functions something like an operating system, distributed over
one or more computers. It is modular, gives multi programming language support along with
command-line and GUI tools. It is also an open source system.
History
ROS was originally developed in 2007 under the name switchyard by the Stanford Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory in support of the Stanford AI Robot (STAIR) project. In 2008, develop-
ment continued primarily at Willow Garage, along with many institutions, laboratories and com-
panies collaborating in a federated development model. Currently the project has been moved
to Open Source Robotic Foundation (OSRF) for active development. It provides standard oper-
ating system services such as hardware abstraction, low-level device control, implementation of
commonly used functionality, message-passing between processes and package management. It
is based on a graph architecture where processing takes place in nodes that may receive, post
and multiplex sensor, control, state, planning, actuator and other messages.
ROS can be split into two basic parts: The operating system ros as described above and ros-pkg.
ros-pkg is a suite of user contributed packages (organized into sets called stacks) that implement
functionality such as simultaneous localization and mapping, planning, perception, simulation
etc. The basic functional parts of a ROS machine are:
1. Nodes
(a) ROS Master
2. Messages
(a) Topics
(b) Services
Nodes are the main processes of computation within a ROS system. They are designed to be
modular, with each node carrying out one task. The interaction of different nodes in a robotic
system produces the complex behaviour of the system. Nodes can run at different rates and are
run in parallel.
Example
To explain these concepts an example is presented. A robot which reads a single distance from a
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Figure B.1: Simple robot example
laser sensor, as shown Figure B.1 is used. It moves closer to the wall until it is 5 cm away, then
stops.
In this example the nodes might be:
1. Read laser sensor every 100 ms
2. Turn on or off the wheels when requested.
3. Check the distance from wall and stop if 5cm away every 50 ms.
4. Log the sensor reading every 200 ms.
Figure B.2: Functional Nodes in the example robot (not showing Master Node)
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The timings of 200ms and 50ms for nodes 3 and 4 are really unnecessary, as the system only
relies on one reading (the laser sensor), so they could be coded to respond whenever this value
is updated. The use of timings here merely demonstrates how different nodes can operate at
different rates.
ROSMaster node allows other nodes to interact with each other. This is shown in Figure B.3.
Figure B.3: 1. Node 1 registers as publisher to a topic. 2. Node 2 registers as a subscriber.
3.Master establishes link between publisher and subscriber
Currently, the ROS Master must be run on either a Linux computer (preferably Ubuntu) or on
Android device (using the rosjava package).
Messages are the way information is sent between ROS Nodes. They can have any amount of
information of many different types. These can be custom message types or existing types, such
as images. To send or receive messages within ROS, either Topics or Services can be used.
Topics allow nodes to broadcast information to the whole system. Figure B.4 shows that the
reading from laser sensor is written to the topic named /laser_reading, which has been created
for this example. The “Read Sensor every 100ms” is the publisher node. The other two nodes
in the system are subscribers. In this example, the “Log Sensor Reading” node would accept
every new message on the /laser_reading topic, but only log the results every 200ms. It would
be up to the programmer whether all readings within this time were logged, or only the latest.
Figure B.4: ROS Topic /laser_reading
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Services allow a request/response communication paradigm, which is not possible using Topics.
In this example there is only one service: to turn the wheel motors on or off. Figure 5 shows this
interaction. The messages here are simple “on/off” as a request and “success/fail” as a response.
Figure B.5: ROS Service
The functionality of the “Turn wheel motors on/off” node could be very simple (such as sending
one command to a motor controller) or could be very complicated (if the wheels require an
elaborate turn-off procedure). The “Stop robot if distance <= 5cm” node is known as the client
and the “Turn wheel motors on/off” is the server.
As an example of the strength of this approach, imagine if the programmer wanted to introduce
a “manual switch-off” mode to the system, to be activated on a smart-phone for example. The
node within the smart-phone would only have to become a client to the “Turn wheel motors
on/off” service.
Actions, implemented in the actionlib, gives further extension of ROS Services to allow for
higher level tasks. Feedback can be received throughout the task execution. This demonstrates
how complicated behaviour can use the existing functionality provided by Topics or Services.
Figure B.6: Actions allow for invocation of complicated high level tasks
General functions
ROS client libraries are designed to ease the work of the programmer. They available for: C++,
Python and Lisp, as well as new and experimental libraries in Java and Lua. It inherently al-
lows intercommunication between modules in these languages, so each research implementation
could be working in different language and still be able to exchange data easily.
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• Real time functionality can be implemented by using OROCOS and its realtime toolkit.
• Runtime 3D visualization of sensors and robots interaction through RVIZ tool.
• Simulation in 3D and 2D can done by using Gazebo and Stage respectively.
• Support for sensors: IMUs, Cameras (Kinect support and others), GPS, LIDARS, etc.
• Support for various communication protocols (e.g. serial, CAN, etc) is large and are well
integrated into ROS and its other libraries.
Choosing algorithms
There is a huge set of libraries currently available with source code on ROS which could be used
as models to refer to. From which necessary features can be extracted or they can be used as
examples for development.
Re-usability
Driving principle of the project being re-usability, which is also a major strength of ROS. Its
reduces development time if models of the necessary components already exist. To further this
re-usability, code developed during the project could be given back to the ROS community.
Licensing of software
ROS is released under the terms of the BSD license and is open source software. It is free
for commercial and research use. Unlike the GPL license, the BSD license allows software
to be released as the developer desires. The source code can be withheld or re-released to the
open-source community. This allows for commercialisation of products using ROS.
B.2 Hardware
The new P&C module schematics are presented here. The P&C module needed an upgrade as
the previous module was based on high density ICs and many parts of the design reached end of
life.
The motor details of the joint module are as follows :
• 18v DC Maxon MOTOR-71-118639
• GEAR -110316-Maxon-Motors
• ENCODER-257
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In Chapter 3, to ensure easy upgrade of the P& C module and increasing ionising radiation
tolerance it uses controllers with spread circuit and not system on chip solution, wired commu-
nication was chosen over wireless for the same reason. The boards are split into two, a low level
micro-controller board (schematic B.8) and a motor control board (schematic B.9 and parts list
Table B.1), the architecture in which they are interfaced with the rest is presented in control ar-
chitecture diagram presented in Figure B.9. The design choice to use two wire communication
protocol still persists from the previous design but changes from CAN to two wire serial com-
munication(I2C) at 100Kz with inbuilt clock, but can be extended to Mhz range with additional
circuitry.
Part Value Package Library
ANALOG0-5 1X06 pinhead
C1 100uF/6V E2 5-5 rcl-ez
C2 100uF/16V E2 5-6 rcl-ez
C7 100uF/16V E2 5-6 rcl-ez
C8 100uF/16V E2 5-6 rcl-ez
C9 0.1uF C025-025X050 rcl-ez
C10 0.1uF C025-025X050 rcl-ez
C11 0.1uF C025-025X050 rcl-ez
C12 0.1uF C025-025X050 rcl-ez
C13 0.1uF C025-025X050 rcl-ez
C14 100uF/16V E2 rcl-ez
C20 0.1uF C025-025X050 rcl-ez
C21 0.1uF C025-025X050 rcl-ez
C22 0.1uF C025-025X050 rcl-ez
C23 0.1uF C025-025X050 rcl-ez
CN1 JST-PH-2-THM adafruit
DUAL4-1MUX 74153N DIL16 74ttl-din
IC1 7812TV TO220V linear
IC3 HTS_10-P/SP1 HTS_10-P/SP1 CurrentSensors
JP1 1X06 pinhead
JP2 1X01 pinhead
L293E1 DIL16 texas
L293E2 DIL16 texas
LED1 LED3MM minimidi
M1 DF13-6P-1.25DS DF13-6P-1.25DS con-hirose-df13
M2 DF13-6P-1.25DS DF13-6P-1.25DS con-hirose-df13
M3 DF13-6P-1.25DS DF13-6P-1.25DS con-hirose-df13
M4 DF13-6P-1.25DS DF13-6P-1.25DS con-hirose-df13
PINS0-7 1X08 pinhead
PINS8-13 1X08 pinhead
PWR JP1 jumper
R1 15 0207/10 rcl-ez
RESET Reset B3F-10XX switch-omron
XPWRG+ 1X2-3.5MM 1X2-3.5MM adafruit
Table B.1: Parts lists of the motor control electronic board
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Figure B.7: Control board electronics - schematics
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Figure B.8: Arduino schematics [232]
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Figure B.9: Control board electronics - connection
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Figure B.10: Connector parts drawing

Appendix C
Publications
List of publications carried out during the project and this thesis are presented below.
C.1 Journals
P. S. Pagala, J. Baca, M. Ferre, et al., “Modular robot system for maintenance tasks in large
scientific facilities”, International Journal of Advanced Robotic Systems, vol. 10, no. 394,
P. S. Pagala, M. Ferre, and L. Orona, “Evaluation of modular robot system for maintenance tasks
in hot cell”, Fusion Engineering and Design, 2014
J. Baca, P. Pagala, C. Rossi, et al., “Modular robot systems towards the execution of cooperative
tasks”, Rob. Auton. Syst., 2014, accepted with minor changes
C.2 Conferences and others
P. Pagala, M. Ferre, and M. Armada, “Design of modular robot system for maintenance tasks
in hazardous facilities and environments”, in ROBOT2013: First Iberian Robotics Conference,
Springer, 2014, pp. 185–197
P. S. Pagala, F. Suarez-Ruiz, and M. Ferre, “Energy consumption perspective of bilateral control
architectures”, in EUROCON, 2013 IEEE, IEEE, 2013, pp. 1468–1473
R. Parasuraman, P. Pagala, K. Kershaw, et al., “Energy management module for mobile robots
in hostile environments”, in Advances in Autonomous Robotics, Springer, 2012, pp. 430–431
E. del Sol, P. Pagala, R. King, et al., “External force estimation for telerobotics without force
sensor”, in ROBOT2013: First Iberian Robotics Conference, Springer, 2014, pp. 631–644
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154 Appendix C Publications
R Parasuraman, P Pagala, K Kershaw, et al., “Model based on-line energy prediction system
for semi-autonomous mobile robots”, in 5th International Conference on Intelligent Systems,
Modelling and Simulation (ISMS), 2014, presented but yet to appear online
P Pagala and M. Ferre, “Designing robots for modularity”, in OpenSE, 2014, Submitted
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